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Discover a gold mine ofpleasure
with Miner 2049er!

Climb aboard MINER 2049er™. . . for the most exciting ride of

your life . . . with Bounty Bob (the famous Mountie) as he trails a

dangerous desperado into an abandoned uranium mine loaded

with . . . hazardous radioactive wastes . . . deadly mutant
organisms ... a whole mine field of dangers and tasks to perform

._. . plus the deadline pressure of a ticking time-clock that can end
your life at any moment! Discover golden nuggets of fun, an

eldorado of excitement, a mother lode of thrills . . . with MINER
2049er,

M

maybe the greatest game ever invented.

Can you dig it?

Available now from these distinguished publishers on these systems:

Also available on: .. arp TRS 80 Color TRS 80 Model I TRS 80 Model III

Look for MINER 2049er M

at your local store now!
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IFYOU OWN ACOMMODORE COMPUTER,
YOU KNOW ITCAN DO ALLTHIS.
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The screens at the top of the

page show a few examples of

how versatile the VIC 20
,M

or

Commodore 64™ can be with the

addition of Commodore software.
The screens below them give

you a few examples of how much

more versatile they can be with
the addition of a Commodore
VICMODEM.

For around $100. the

Commodore VICMODEM
m will turn your VIC 20 or

Commodore 64 computer
into a telecomputer.

To make matters even better,

Commodore includes a few little

extras (such as a free hour's time
on the two most popular telecom-
puting services) that add up to a

value of $19750*A nice return on
O Bo«600 Consholiocken PA 19428. Canada 3370- ••..• Mjbierno change

CompuServe ii. a trademark of CompuServe Inc and H & B BtocV Co Dow Jones News Hctnevjl Service is a registered trademark ot

Dow Jor^es ot Co .
inc Ti»e Source «s a serv.ee mark oi Sou'ce Telecomputing Cofporstion. * subsichit'v uf Readers Digest Corporation Iik

an investment of about $100.
Most computer companies

think it's reasonable to ask as
much as $500 for a modem that'll

give you telecomputing capabili-

ties such as ours.

However, with a VICMODEM
priced at around $100. we think

we're being a lot more reason-
able. Don'tyou agree?

ft commodorev
COMPUTER



By ARNIE KATZ

Pirates and (Fellow) Travelers

4% eople, as former TV
game show host, Art

Linkletter always used to

assure the audience each

week back in the 1 950's, are

funny. Absolutely true. In

fact, people can be down-
right peculiar when they

set their minds to it.

The world of electronic

gaming is hardly exempt
from this prevailing human
condition. And nowhere is

the oddness of arcaders

more clearly evident than in

computer gaming.

Look at the piracy situa-

tion. The same person who
wouldn't steal a book or

record often doesn't even
think twice about getting a

bootleg copy of some hot

new game program from

co-computerist Jolly Roger,

who has broken the disk's

protection code as an after-

noon's recreation. Some re-

tailers claim that this type of

thievery can cut a new com-
puter game's sales life on

store shelves to a matter of

weeks. After that, the num-
ber of unauthorized copies

in circulation will grow large

enough to seriously affect

the legal market for the

game.
One reason it's so hard to

stop piracy of computer

6 Electronic Games

games is that, instance by

instance, it doesn't look all

that big or widespread to

most people. This is in

marked contrast to record

piracy, a huge and profitable

venture that often involves

producing bogus record

labels and album jackets to

fool the consumer into

thinking he has purchased

the genuine article. More
than one computer pirate

has attempted to salve a

conscience by saying that he

is only duplicating disks for

"a few friends".

The hitch is that everyone

has a few friends, and each

of them has a few friends,

too. Once someone has

breached the copy protec-

tion, any of these people can

turn around and make a few
more copies of any illegally

duplicated game disk. So in

dribs and drabs across the

land, copies of each new
game reach the playing

public through what seems

to amount to a loosely knit

black market.

Why care? Well, let's start

with simple ethics. An elec-

tronic game designer de-

serves the same respect and

consideration accorded to

those who create works of

art for other media. Every

pirated copy takes money
directly out of the designer's

pocket in the form of missed

royalties. Since we don't

treat novelists and painters

that way, why single out

computer game inventors?

In the long run, piracy

curbs expansion in the com-
puter game field. Outfits

that don't make the money
they expect from their

wonderful new programs
will tend to be less anxious to

increase the number of titles

in the future. Without the

working capital which prof-

its provide, it is very difficult

for software producing firms

to make the improvements
in their product that they,

and the videogaming public,

would like to make.

Finally, by holding down
unit sales of each individual

title, piracy actually keeps

software prices high. If the

publishers could sell a legiti-

mate disk for every one that

now enters the market ille-

gally, economies of scale in

production and promotion
would soon bring lower
prices than we enjoy today.

So the next time a friend

offers you a pirated game,

think twice. In the long run,

piracy hurts everyone, up to

and including yourself.
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Beating any video game is easy, but

beating it single hanged takes a lot more.

It tokes a good joystick that is responsive

and comfortable Now with Spectravision's

new Quick-Shot™ Joystick Controller, you can

do it all single-handed; control and fire at the same time.

One look at the handle and you know you'll have a better grip on

your game. It's contour design fits comfortably around your palm. You

can ploy for hours without developing o case of sore thumb The

firepower button on fop of the handle gives you that extra margin of

THE WINNING EDGE.

speed (We didn't call it Quick-Shot for

nothing ) You also have the option to use

the left hand fire button simultaneously

The four removable suction cups hold the

entire joystick firmly on any surface. It also comes with a long cord.

With all those superior feotures in one joystick, you know you got

yourself a winning combination. And when it comes to beating video

gomes, one hond is oil you need!

Get the Quick-Shot™ now, you'll be that much ahead After all.

winning is what every game is all about.

•* * \J%

CONTOUR HANDLE OPTIONAL LEFT HAND UNIVERSAL JACK & REMOVABLE SURE

AND RAPID FIRE BUTTON FIRE BUTTON LONG CORD FOOT SUCTION CUPS 39 W. 37th Street, New York, NY 10018

TM

•ATARI VCS'". 400 & 600 COMPUTER SYSTEMS'" ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF ATARI. INC 'SEARS VIDEO ARCADE'" IS A TRADEMARK OF SEARS. ROEBUCK & CO • VIC Z0'"lS A TRADEMARK OF COMMODORE



PARKER GRABS
TWO HOT
LICENSES

When Parker Brothers went
shopping at the recently held

A.M.O.A. (Amusement &
Music Operators Association)

convention and show, they

weren't kidding around! The

company picked up licenses

for two hot coin-ops while

attending.

Parker Brothers is now
authorized to produce home
versions of Q* Bert, the3-Dhit

from Gottlieb, and Popeye,

the coin-op co-creation of

Nintendo and King Features.

Both games should be intro-

duced in home versions be-

fore the end of 1983.

INTELLIVISION'S
KEYBOARD
IS HERE!

Sound the trumpets, gam-
ers! Intellivision's brand new
computer keyboard is at last

ready for release to the gener-

al public after extensive test-

ing. The $150 unit is described

as being capable of perform-

ing the functions of a home

computer when attached to

the Master Component con-

sole.

Plugged into the Intellivi-

sion, the keyboard and adap-

tor modules utilize built-in

BASIC.

Test marketed for the past

two years, the keyboard
should be fully distribu-

ted by mid-'83.

In other Mattel news, the

company is readying an im-

pressive roster of all new
hardware and software prod-

ucts. Check the May EG for

the lowdown on goodies like

the Intellivision 3.

8 Ele<tronlc Games
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Don't dive your mini-sub into the dang,

the "BERMUDA TRIANGLE. " This mysterious ocean

graveyard offers a sea battle like no other you will

ever wage. Giant squid, aquatic drones, man-eating

sharks, enemy ships, vaporizing laser beams, exploding

mines and Bermuda bombs are there to destroy you if

you try to get away with the sunken city's buried trea-

sure and priceless artifacts.

"BERMUDA TRIANGLE," a deadly new game from

. signed for the ATARI B Video Game

System and Sear's Tele-Games
R
Video Arcade

,M

-and

to get you into deep trouble.

Get 100,000 points and we'll send you a free secret

manuscript about the "BERMUDA TRIANGLE;" get

500,000 points and receive a free replica artifact from

the underwater city.

One last thing. Good luck. You're going to need it.

$0 DATAAGE
UP TO NOW, YOU'VE HAD IT EASY.

1982 Data Age. Inc
, 6? South San Tomas Aquino Road. Campbell. CA 95008 (40B| 370-9100 Telex 910 3213919 Data Age, Inc. is not related to Atari. Inc or Sears, Roebuck and Co NP0058



COLECO, ATARI
CROSS SWORDS
Atari has entered suit

against Coleco Industries for

what it terms patent infringe-

ment and unfair competition.

Atari seeks an injunction to

halt the sale of Coleco's Ex-

pansion Module #1, which

allows VCS-compatible car-

tridges to be played on the

Coleco game unit. Atari is

seeking damages from Coleco

in the amount of $350 million.

Coleco has responded by

filing a countersuit for $500
million, alleging violations of

the Federal Antitrust statutes.

Arnold Greenberg, president

of Coleco, states, "Patent

attorneys for Coleco have
carefully examined all rele-

vant Atari patents and are

convinced that Coleco does

not infringe any valid pat-

ent ."

Greenberg went on to say

that Coleco wasn't surprised

by Atari's suit. "It's another

example of Atari's effort to

monopolize trade and com-
merce in the home video com-
petition, and thus deprives

retailers and consumers of

the benefits of a fair and open
competitive marketplace."

ATARI ATTACKS
DEMON ATTACK
Atari has gone to court, fil-

ing a lawsuit against Imagic,

claiming the Intellivision ver-

sion of Imagic's Arkie-Award

winning hit, Demon Attack

infringes a copyright.

The folks in Sunnyvale
aren't too happy, to say the

least, because Atari holds the

rights to Phoenix (Centuri),

and says that Demon Attack is

plagiarism of that game. The

VCS-compatible version of

Demon Attack is not believed

to be at issue.

A spokesman for Imagic ex-

pressed confidence that

Atari's case won't stand up,

and denies the charges as

being "completely without

merit".

10 Electronic Games
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Which player is making
aterrible mistake?

Time's up. Here comes Vanguard* from Atari'.
Vanguard is here with everything it has in the

arcade. And it's only from Atari.

There are six dangerous tunnel zones. Lasers
that fire in four directions. Map displays. En-
ergy Pods. And, of course, Gond in the Mystery
City.

Run out of lives and the game's not over. Con-
tinue, but only after you've forfeited your
points.

And points can be hard to come by. Which may
be the most important reason to find out which

player in the example pictured above is making
the mistake. The player on the left has destroyed

a Kemlus snake in Rainbow Zone
Three for 100 points. But the

player on the right didn't make
that mistake. He's docked
with a Kemlus snake and is

racking up over 1000 points.

So don t leave Vanguard in ATAPI
the store. It would be the big- r\t /^lYI
gest mistake Of all . A Warner Communications Company

>neA



O a UPGRADES
TOO1

The producers of the Odys-

sey3 standard programmable
videogame system, The'

Odyssey Division of North

American Phillips, will release

an upgraded version under

the O 3 name by mid- '83. The

new system is both upwardly

and downwardly compatible

with the existing one, mean-

ing carts produced for the O'

will work in the O 3 and vice

versa. Even though a cartridge

designed for the upgraded

unit looks and plays better on

the O 3
, O 3 owners can still

expect to get the same quality

carts they've been getting all

along.

Among the 3
's advan-

tages over its predecessor, im-

proved graphics capabilities is

most obvious. Increased

screen RAM allows for games

with much more intricately

rendered backgrounds than

could be provided with ?

carts. (It's possible that Pick-

Axe-Pete, among others, may
be reissued in revised editions,

presenting the O' owner

games with much more de-

tailed graphics.

The O3
will also be much

more compact than the pres-

ent version. Like the ?

,
it'll

have the ability to interface

with a speech synthesizer, but

the add-on will be better off

attached to the back panel,

instead of on top of the unit.

The new system features

the first full-sized keyboard

with buttons (as opposed to

the current monoplanar de-

sign) in the videogame indus-

try.

GRAND MASTER
CHESS REALLY

MOVES
Milton Bradley is on the

brink of a new technological

wonder, while simultaneously

entering the computer chess

field. Dubbed "Grand Mas-
ter", MB's self-contained

computerized chess game
goes other programs one
move better, by incorporating

an assortment of features that

makes computer contests

even more rewarding for

pawn-pushers.

Featured are a variety of

skill levels, and a selection of

controls to make the game
versatile enough for even ar-

dent chessists. The best part is

that the chess pieces actually

move themselves across the

board, with no assistance

from the gamer!

INTRODUCING. . .

THE FIRST
LEGAL

ENHANCEMENT
The videogame industry's

first legal enhancement, is

contained within the new
coin-snatcher from Midway,
Pac-Man Plus.

In this version, faster play-

action isn't the only differ-

ence. The movement of the

ghost monsters is now ran-

domized to make the action

more challenging. You may
have had them running be-

fore, but now Inky, Blinky,

Pinky and Clyde will have you

on the run.

The entire contest can be This is the first robot

played to mate without even a player that has attained

touch of the human hand. full U.S. distribution.
_ .

MASSACHUSETTS
TOWN BANS
GAMES!!!

An ordinance banning all

videogames in Marshfield,

MA was passed June 15. It

specifically prohibits the use,

operation and possession of

commercial videogames. Any
violators will be fined $200 for

each offense.

Since there are still a few

people out there with reason-

able attitudes toward the

games, an appeal has been

filed with the State Court of

Appeals, claiming that the

ordinance is unconstitutional,

and stating the town has ex-

ceeded its authority in passing

the law.

Although Plymouth District

Court Judge Joseph Ford re-

fused to grant a temporary

restraining order to stop en-

forcement of the ban, local

police agreed to ignore the

new law until the court's rule

on the appeal is handed
down.

12 Electronic C»mes
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'Which player's score
isabouttotake flight?

Quick,figure it out.Here comes Phoenix*from Atari.

Duck. Here comes Phoenix. The famous
arcade sensation that's now a home sensa-
tion. And it's only from Atari for use with
the ATARI® 2600 '" and Sears Video Arcade t

systems.
This is a spectacular arcade replica. With

four waves of awesome warbirds. Flapping
wings that grow back seconds after you
shoot them off. And even a forcefield.

But in Phoenix you can't just wing it. You

can't shoot like the player on the left. Be-
cause he'll get only 100 points for a bird
high in the sky. While the player
on the right will shoot the same
bird low in the sky for 500 points.
And a feather in his cap.
So whether you aim high

or low, aim to get Phoenix AT" Jl O

I

home. Any other idea is for /\|#\|xl
A Warner Communications Company.

iui a. unu
^ IIIe II

the birds.



THE NATIONAL VANITY BOARD
Today's Top Coin-op Scores

Electronic Games is proud to announce the creation of

the National Vanity Board to identify and honor the na-

tion's arcade aces. Just as the Electronic Games' Na-

tional Home Arcade salutes the achievements of the

lords and ladies of livingroom gaming, the National Van-

ity Board will monitor the triumphs of the kings and

queens of the coin-op videogaming world.

EG will update the listings each month based on infor-

mation provided by game manufacturers, arcade

operators and, most importantly, our hundreds of

thousands of readers. If you or one of your buddies re-

writes the record book for the most popular commercial

arcade machines, getting the proper recognition for the

new champ is as easy as following these three steps:

1. Set the record.

2. Show the arcade manager on duty your record score

and have him (or her) sign the proper portion of the

report form—copies or facsimiles are fine.

1. Mail your score report to: Electronic Games, 235
Park Avenue South, Sixth Floor, New York, N.Y.

10003.

Score Report Form

Name of Player (Please Print)

Player's Address

Name of Game.

Score

Name of Arcade

Arcade Address

.

Arcade Operator's Signature.

Here Are the Areaders to Beat!

Battlezone (Atari)

Dennis Hranitzky

Grapevine, TX
Record: 9,600.500

Missile Command (Atari)

Joe Fernandes

Artesia, CA
Record. 52,246,260

Centipede (Atari)

Darren Olson

Calgary, Canada
Record: 15,207,353

Donkey Kong, Jr. (Nintendo)
Tim Hold

Milwaukee, Wl
Record: 430,600

Crazy Climber (Nichibutsu)

Mark Benzie

Fort Royal. VA
Record. 856.250

Defender (Williams)

Marvin Norton

Safford. AZ
Record: 49,367,750

Pac-Man (Midway)
Dave Marsden
Santo, TX
Record: 14,880,210

Scramble (Stern)

Jason Itzler

Cliffside Park, NJ

Record: 8.410,500

Phoenix (Centuri)

Jim Barnett

Philadelphia, PA
Record: 786.904

Astro Blaster (Sega/Gremlin)

Eron Foote

Spokane, WA
Record: 101.450

Corf (Midway)
Jim Hart

Jacksonville, NC
Record: 1,237,500

Dig-Dug (Atari)

Dwayne Lindsey

Redding, CA
Record: 3,499,010

Donkey Kong (Nintendo)

Bill Schenley

Ocean Grove, NJ

Record: 11,800.300

Prensy (Stern)

Jim Howell

McHenry, IL

Record: 1.914,777

Progger (Sega/Gremlin)

Dave Marsden

Santo. TX
Record: 2,400,050

Galaga (Midway)
Jack Pardo

Lansing, Ml
Record: 9,635,070

Omega Race (Midway)

Gary Buchanan

Brentwood, TN
Record: 1.960.400

Stargate (Williams)

Mike McCrary
Albuquerque, NM
Record: 64,830.268

Robotron (Williams)

Ken Vance

Las Vegas. NV
Record: 200.257,350

Tempest (Atari)

Ken Vance

Las Vegas, NV
Record: 4,999,993

Vanguard (Centuri)

Guillermo Toro

Caba Rojo, PR
Record: 2.238,220

Wizard of Wor (Midway)
Johnny Thatch

Marietta, GA
Record: 398,000

Zaxxon (Sega/Gremlin)

Tim Williams

Climax. NC
Record: 2,136,200

Tron (Midway)
Rob Ankrom
Beaverton, OR
Record. 1,922,563

Solar Pox (Midway)
Rick McClellan

Columbus, OH
Record: 221,110

Thief (Pacific Novelty)

John Carver

Holly Hill, FL

Record: 389,890

Kick-Man (Midway)
Rich Turkishev

Manitov Springs, CO
Record: 4,429.555

Kangaroo (Atari)

Francis Haggerty

Cresskill, NJ

Record: 162,400

Looping (Venture Line)

Wade Wittmer

Topeka, KS

Record: 554,050

Space Firebird (Sega/Gremlin)

Bobby Henderson

Belle Chasse. LA
Record: 128.520
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Which player is

heading forvictory?

Better find out. Here comes Centipede"fromAtari.
Look out. Centipede's escaping from the ar-

cade. Grabbing every great arcade feature it

can. And it's only from Atari, for use with the
ATARI* 2600,™ Sears Video Arcade 1 systems,
and the ATARI 5200™ SuperSystem.
There's the same relentless attack of centi-

pedes, scorpions, fleas, and spiders. A mush-
room garden. Changing screen colors with
each new centipede. And each new one gets
faster. So points get tougher.

AIARB «
CENTIPEDE

And if it's points you want, you can get 10
times more by shooting for the head. Like the
player on the right. He's about to hit

the head for 100 points. But the
player on the left is about to hit a
body segment for a measly 10
points. A cheap shot.

So don't let Centipede get
away. That wouldn't be using
yOUr head

.

A W»rn«r Communications Company.
ATARI



+ THE NATIONAL*

ARCADE5C0REB0ARD
THE BEST SCORES FOR POPULAR VIDEOGAMES

Photos of readers' best scores are really pouring into the

offices of Electronic Games, and the competition among
the land's arcade aces is even keener than expected. There

are plenty of top players out there, and the rankings listed

here show that they're hitting the joystick hot and heavy in

a bid for national recognition.

The scores tabulated here reflect the first group of games

which the editors of EG selected to kick off this continuing

compilation of home videogaming records. We'll be adding

more games and updating their scores each month, a few

at a time, until we're covering most of what's hot.

To have your gaming achievements recognized in the

National Arcade Scoreboard, all you've got to do is follow a

few simple rules:

1. Every score must be accompanied by a photograph of

the TV screen showing the score. These photos do not

have to be of publishable quality, just readable by our

judges.

2. All photographs received become the property of Elec-

tronic Games and none can be returned.

3. Be sure to include your complete name and address. (We
will print only the name and city in the magazine, but we
may want to contact high scorers for helpful gaming

hints.)

Games currently eligible for the National Arcade

Scoreboard are:

• UFO (Odyssey) — Game #1

• Asteroids (Atari VCS) — Game #6
• Grand Prix (Activision)—Course #4
• USAC Auto Racing (Mattel) — Course #1

• Spacechase (Apollo) — Game #1
• Defender (Atari VCS) — Game #1

• The Incredible Wizard (Astrocade)

(one player, easy difficulty)

• Space Hawk (Mattel) — Game #1

(auto-fire, if desired)

THE HONOR ROLL

UFO/Odyssey/Odyssey '/Game #1
1. 1,872 — Bill Simsalek, Cleveland, OH
2. 1,674 — Mark Hansen, Toronto, Ontario

3. 1,636 — Lee Raymond, no address given

Asteroids/Atari/Atari VCS/Came #6
1. 199,990 — Ed Semrad, Waukesha, Wl
2. 195,310 — Bob Clarke, Racine, Wl
3. 129,460— Bob Prindle, Erie, PA

Grand Prix/Activision/Atari VCS/Course #4
1. 1:35:41 — Mike Ratledge, Charleston, SC

2. 1:36:69 — John Larem, Palos Heights, IL

3. 1:36:73 — Ed Semrad, Waukesha, Wl

USAC Auto Racing/
AAattel/lntellivision/ Course #1
1. 2:49 — John Malley, Aurora. IL

2. 2:52 — Ken Barley, Canby, OR

Spacechase/Apollo/Atari VCS/Came # 1

1. 185,075 — Tom Garcia, Whittier, CA
2. 93,300 — Ed Semrad, Waukesha, Wl
3. 45,500 — Adam Krlic, Medford Lakes, NJ

DefenderAtari Atari VCS Game #1
1. 4,717,850 — Ed Semrad, Waukesha, Wl
2. 4,183,500 — Charles Own Jr., Little Rock, AR
3. 2,002,850 — Art Childs, Gaylor, Ml

The Incredible Wizard/Astrocade/Astrocade
1. 130,510— Bob Mirsch, Warren, Ml

2. 115,050 — Kark Wolski, Glen Ellyn, IL

3. 99,990 — Swain Valasek, Tampa, FL

Space Hawk/Mattel/lntellivision/ Came #1
1. 10,305,220 — John Malley, Aurora, IL

2. 10,142,040 — Luc LaBelle. Manitoba, Canada
3. 5,130,660 — Steve Connelly, Boone, NC
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M.A.D. is the combat game that

works like real combat: Two people.

Head-to-head. At the same time. No waiting turns.

Your evil opponent launches at-

tack missiles. You blast them out
of the sky, then try your hand at being I

bad guy while he defends. It's constant J
action, no playing benchwarmer.

One and two-player programs, it's MAD.

"««**.
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E.G.READER5 PICK THEIR

EWOFUTEGAME5
^TMost Popular Videogame Cartridges^T

Position

This Last
Month Month Came System Manufacturer

1 1 Pitfall Atari 2600 Activision

2 2 Donkey Kong ColecoVision Coleco

3 — Ladybug ColecoVision Coleco

4 12 Venture ColecoVision Coleco

5 — Defender Atari 2600 Atari

6 3 Donkey Kong Atari 2600 Coleco

7 8 Zaxxon ColecoVision Coleco

8 5 Demon Attack Atari 2600 Imagic

9 — Megamania Atari 2600 Activision

10 — E.T. Atari 2600 Atari

11 10 Berzerk Atari 2600 Atari

12 — Raiders of the Lost Ark Atari 2600 Atari

13 14 Star Master Atari 2600 Activision

14 — Turbo ColecoVision Coleco

15 6 Frogger Atari 2600 Parker Brothers

KMost Popular Computer Programs^T
Position

This Last
Month Month Game System Manufacturer

1 2 Pac-Man Atari 400-800-1200 Atari

2 1 Star Raiders Atari 400-800-1200 Atari

3 8 Centipede Atari 400-800-1200 Atari

4 3 Castle Wolfenstein Atari 400-800-1200,

Apple II

Muse

5 5 Choplifter Atari 400-800-1200,

Apple II

Broderbund

6 — Protector II Atari 400-800-1200 Synapse
7 — Gorf VIC-20 Commodore
8 7 Missile Command Atari 400-800-1200 Atari

9 4 Jawbreaker Atari 400-800-1200 Sierra On-Line
10 — Frogger Atari 400-800-1200 Sierra On -Line

KMost Popular Coin-Op Videogamesft
Position

This Last
Month Month Came Manufacturer

1 1 Donkey Kong Nintendo

2 2 Tron Bally/Midway

3 3 Zaxxon Sega
4 5 Dig-Dug Atari

5 10 Donkey Kong, Jr. Nintendo

6 4 Ms. Pac-Man Bally/Midway

7 6 Robotron Williams

8 — Tempest Atari

9 9 Joust Williams

10 — Centipede Atari

Readers Choose Top Games
Since mere quantity of play doesn't necessarily equal actual popularity,

Electronic Games bases its standings on the votes of its readers. These
lists of most popular games are based on the more than 1000 Reader Polls.

We update the "picked hits*' lists in every issue of Electronic Games.
So send in your votes!

EG HOSTS
EXEC ROUND

TABLE
Several leading hardware and

software publishing executives and
heavyweights frcm the business jour-

nalism world joined together for the

first annual Executive Roundtable of

the Electronic Gaming Industry. Spon-

sored by Electronic Games magazine,

this strictly off-the-record session was
conducted over dinner at New York

City's fabulous Windows on the

World restaurant, atop of the World
Trade Center.

Representing some of the giants in

the industry were: Arnold Greenberg,

president of Coleco, Bill Grubb, presi-

dent of Imagic, Rich Sterns, vice presi-

dent of Parker Brothers, and Dave
Gordon, president of Datamost.

mmuawoe
wear* *mo« •«»•• «^*cr«•«
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TV GAME SHOW
VIDEOGAMES

The Great Game Company is de-

signing and marketing a line of car-

tridges for the Atari VCS, based upon
popular TV game shows. The Great

Game Company operates as a division

of I.J.E. Distributing, owners of the Kid

Stuff Record Label (the second largest

children's record company).
The first six games are electronic

versions of "Family Feud",
"Jeopardy", "Password", "Tic-Tac-

Dough", "Joker's Wild" and "Wheel
of Fortune".

H. Michael Sisson, vice president of

advertising and marketing, reports

that licensing arrangements for even

more popular game shows are cur-

rently being negotiated, which will re-

sult in forthcoming titles for all anxious

game show gaming fans

1« Electronic Games



World's Largest Selectionof
Commercial anaHomeVideoGames

andAccessories.
WE HAVE EVERY CARTRIDGE fir ACCESSORY

FOR ATARI- VIDEO COMPUTER SYSTEM"; 400~/800~
5200- INTELLIVISION™ COLECOVISION- fif VECTREX™

Send $2.00 for our latest Catalog fit-

newsletter telling about all the new
and exciting products shown at the

January '83 Consumer Electronics Show!
aV^ Please specify if you have an

tari 400/800 unit, and we will

400/800 Catalog.

T.T--t--|-y
|

ACCESSORIES FOR MATTEL-
INTELLIVISION™ UNIT

(Plot for use with Intellivision*' II or III)

Joystick 14.95/sett
Precision machined from aluminum
(gold anodized) for the most discrimi-

nating player. Includes 2 replacement
disks with screw-in straight stick and
ball handles.

Dlstlck- 10.00/palrt
Replacement joysticks for Intellivision"*

made from hi-impact plastic.

Intellivision- Dust Cover 7.951
Heavy vinyl with logo.

ALL MAIL ORDER COMPANIES
ARE NOT THE SAMEI

l We've been in business for over 10 years.
2. We operate 4 stores as well as our mall order

business.

3. We stock over $1,000,000 in Inventory.

4. We ship over 90% of our orders within

48 hours.

5. We have the most sophisticated computer
system in the industry.

6. We have nationwide toll free 800 lines to take
your orders (Visa or MasterCard).

7. We will ship any way you prefer.

8. We will immediately replace Initial defects.

California residents add 61/2% sales tax.

•Add $1 packing handling and shipping charge.
S i packing, handling and snipping charge.

JAdd $3 packing handling and shipping charge.

ACCESSORIES FOR ATARI* VCS
fif ATARI* 400 7800 ~

G-A.M.E.S.™ Super Joystick 29.95t
Finest quality, 5-year mfr's. warranty.

Joystick Extension Cord (6 ft.) 4.95*
6-wire cable. (12 ft.) 6.95*

Joystick -Y" Adapter 6.95*
Allows joystick fif paddles to remain
connected, saving wear and tear on
connector pins.

Joystick Lefty Adapter 5.95*
Allows Atari*joystick to be turned 90° for

left handed persons.

Supercharger" by Starpath- 39.95 1

Regularly 69.95. With Phaser Patrol™

Tape (increase memory of Atari* VCS).

Emerson * AC/DC
Cassette Recorder 24.95±
Regularly 49.95.

Atari* Dust Covers 7.95 t

For 2600, 400, 800 8f 5200 models.
All heavy vinyl with logo.

ACCESSORIES FOR
COLECOVISION-

Superjoystick*1 with
2 Fire Buttons 29.95+
This is the same qualityJoystick weVe
been selling for Atari* 5 year mfrls.

warranty.

Ball Handle (EZ Joystick) 10.00/pr.t

For ColecoT

Joystick "Y~Adapter 10.00/pr.t
Allows use of Q.A.M.E.S." superjoystick
with standard Coleco" controller^)

9-wire cable.

Controller Extension Cord
9-wire cable. (9 ft.) lO.OOt

Colecovtsion- Dust Cover 7.95"

Heavy vinyl with logo.

Visa and MasterCard holders may call

to place orders: 1-800-626-9592.
NO C.O.D. ORDERS.

(Dealer inquiries welcome.)

G.A.m.CS.
Direct all mail order fif catalog requests to Van Nuys.

San rernando Valley:

6626 Valjean Avenue
VanMuys. CA 91406
12131781-1300

South Bay: Lo» Angeles:Orange County:
10529 Ellis Avenue 2814 W. Sepulveda ABC F.nlertainmenl Center
fountain Valley. CA Torrance. CA 2020 Avenue of the Suts.
(7141964-2711 (213)530-7903 llaza Level. Los Anaele*. CA

(213) 203-6433

For Information call: 1-213-781-1300
(Mon.-Fri. 9-6 PST/ Sat 9-5 PST)



PAC-MAN
INVADES
GERMANY

Pac-Man currently reigns as

the biggest thing to hit West
Germany since the Olympics.

It's estimated by happy
burgermeisters that over

230,000 of the Atari carts have

been sold in '82, and a gross

take-out from Germany is

estimated at $50 million. Atari

foresees the gross increasing

to about $70 million in '83.

Home videogame carts re-

tail from $40 to $60 in Ger-

many, where entire families

are said to be partaking the

gaming craze.

HAVE A COKE
AND A GAME

Coca-Cola will soon intro-

duce a new line of vending

machines that offers special

options designed to attract

customers. Gamers will be

happy to hear said options

feature a small-screen
videogame just above the

coin slot. Buy yourself a Coke
and get a free game along

with it. Not bad.

There are currently two
gaming options being offered

to Coke bottlers. The first

game makes the player a de-

livery man who must catch

falling pop bottles thrown at

him by a monkey hanging
from a palm tree. The second

involves players' concentra-

tion as they line up and stop

moving letters to spell the

familiar beverage's name.

Brian Dyson, president of

Coke USA, says the games are

"interesting and intriguing",

but goes on to warn that "if

the games don't attract busi-

ness, they won't be around

very long."

HOSPITAL HOLDS
VIDEOGAME DAY
A videogame club in East

Detroit, Ml, The Activision

Addicts, recently sponsored a

"Hospital Video Game Day"
in the Bi-County Hospital's

children's ward located in

Warren, Ml.

The club got some help

from Atari, Activision, Games
by Apollo, and Imagic, all of

which contributed prizes to

the festivities. An Atari VCS
unit was donated to the

hospital's play room, and in-

volved a dozen kids who par-

ticipated in the event, assisted

by six club members.

The Addict's President,

Ernest Sevener, reports that

the event was so well received

and so well appreciated that

the club plans even more
"Video Days" during the up-

coming months.

PRESTIGE CHALLENGER BREAKING NEW GROUND
Fidelity Electronics "Pres-

tige Challenger" rated ex-

tremely high in the U.S. Open
Chess Championship, held in

St. Paul, MN, by defeating a

Candidate Master with a

score of 2016!

This big win served to put

the program securely into the

"expert" category of chess-

player, which is a first for any

microcomputer game .

The way these chess ma-
chines are improving, it may
soon take a chess comput-

er to beat another machine.
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THE ULTIMATE
FASTACTION

FORYOUR VIC-20.

Dive Into a Fearsome Fight! Blast An Insect Invasion! Attack Crazy Aliens!
Grab your gloves, survival pack and head-

gear! Your Sidewinder commandos are

whooshing off into the most frenzied fight

in the far side of the galaxy! You've got to

out-maneuver deadly Battle pods, dodge
destructive Stalker bombs and go head-to-

head with alien Oblitojets. . .all at speeds

you wouldn't imagine possible!

Suggested Retail Price $29.95

Dive into the most awesome all-out battle

ever! You'll be attacked from all directions

by a barrage of deadly android wasps and
alien creatures like you've never encoun-

tered before! Any contact means instant

destruction! If it's not the fastest game
you've ever played, you're from another

planet.

Suggested Retail Price $29.95

Fall back into the far fields of the galaxy!

That bumbling formation coming at you is

the crazy Galactic Blitz. These aliens have

15 different play patterns. And each time

you take one out of the game they come
back mad as ever! So go for the galactic

score full speed ahead! If you're merely a

spectator, find another sport.

Suggested Retail Price $24.95

Dealer inquiries invited. Tronix games are available at your local store, or direct from us. Send a check or money order to Tronix Publishing. Inc.,

701 W. Manchester Blvd.. Inglewood, CA 90301.

VIC-20'" is a trademark of Commodore Electronics Limited.



COVERING EG
Electronic Games has had a series of

very appealing covers and interior

artwork right from the start. It looked

good, it looked professional and it

looked exciting. Whoever put the con-

cepts and cover designs together is a

genius, but the October issue was

okay, color-wise—only there were

some problems. The colors inside the

middle box were dull; the red "egg"

on the cover clutters and detracts.

Having a photograph on the cover also

detracts from the "mood" of previous

issues. I'm not complaining, but I really

like EG and I've seen a lot of other

attempts at similar magazines but no-

body else has done it right or put the

effort into it that you have.

I want to make sure EG gets all the

support it needs. I have no doubt EG

will survive and grow where other

magazines will die out.

I own an Apple II + and bought it

solely for games — since its incredible

software supply makes it a gamer's

dream. I was glad to see your most

recent issue run an article on the Apple

system. I feel the same about the Apple

as I do about EG: the more support it

gets, the better the end product will

be.

Ed: Unfortunately, the final page of

this letter was not enclosed in the en-

velope so we have no way of knowing

how it all comes out. But we've got a

few comments on the subject of cov-

ers.

We really try to make sure that no

two issues of EG have similar covers.

The concepts are plotted by the editors

and coordinated, laid-out and coated

with magic dust by our very own de-

sign genius and winner of this year's

in-house "Arky" for lay-out above and

beyond the call of duty -Ben Harvey.

Two of our most popular covers demonstrate the wide variety of cover art used in EC

Single-handedly, Ben puts together

the magnificent package EG presents

each month.

If we don't entirely succeed with

each cover, let us know. We'd love

more feedback from our readers on

both our covers and the interior art —

what you like and what you'd prefer to

see changed. In terms of our graphics,

we've always held to one rule: Make
EG look as much like the games as

possible. In fact, if we could make the

pages move, they would.

THE VANISHING
PLAYLAND

I've noticed lately that your "Com-

puter Playland" section has slowly

been diminishing. Could you tell me
why?

Stephen Ciaglia

Scotch Plains, NJ

Ed: As a matter of fact, Stephen,

"Computer Playland" has vanished

completely -in favor of our expanded

"Computer Gaming" section. It just

happened that you caught an issue in

which we tried to cover some of the

exploding programmable videogame

software, and space for that came at

the expense, temporarily, of our com-

puter software reviews.

We at EG feel that, within five years,

computers will have penetrated into

the market to an astonishing degree,

and one of the mainstays of the per-

sonal computer will always be games,

art, music and other forms of electronic

delight. So you can expect to see those

computer review sections swell as the

months pass!

EG, CALL HOME
What stores sell your magazine in

Wilmington, N.C.? I have read your
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Can You Handle The Reality of Le Stick?

You're in command with Le Stick as you travel through

the uncharted galaxies of Missile Command'" Star

Master™ and Star Raider.'" Le Stick's internal guidance

system gives you tactical superiority in interstellar war-

fare as you learn tc maneuver at the speed of light or

cautiously cruise through enemy territory. Its laser red

firing button gives you the upper hand on demons,

dragons and disasters.

Le Stick heightens your sense of reality by giving you

the freedom of one handed control that conventional

joysticks and keyboards cannot duplicate. With Le Stick

you forget where reality stops and fantasy begins.

So the next time that you want to explore new worlds

reach out and grab Le Stick, the firstjoystick to offer you
the realism of being there.

Now Datasoft will put Le Stick in your hand for $24.95,

and at that price you may never come back down to earth.

Le Stick for Atari® 400/800.™ Atari Video Game® and Commodore VIC.®

DataLife%^ COMPUTER SOFTWARE

9421 Winnetka Ave.

Chatsworth.CA 91311

(800) 423-5916

(213) 701-5161 in California

©1982 Datasoft Inc.®



magazine from a friend who loaned

me his copy— how do I get my own?
John Ingram

Wilmington, N.C.

Ed: Besides subscribing for a total of

12 issues at $28, there are several al-

ternatives. EG periodically runs lists of

all specialty stores selling more than 25

copies a month. The other way to go
about it - a method that will enter-

nally endear you to our circulation de-

partment, is to go to your nearest

newsstand and demand a copy. If he's

all out, suggest he get more next

month. If he doesn't carry it - the

villain -set him straight on where the

electronic gaming action is really hap-

pening - EG magazine!

TOP SCORES — OLD GAMES
In EG, you are always telling us

about the latest games— so why don't

you list high scores on those new
games (Dig-Dug, Kangaroo, Tron,

etc.)?

David Bard

Brooklyn, NY
Ed: We are constantly updating our

scoreboards and Vanity Boards - wit-

ness the inclusion of Tron and Kan-

TRON

garoo for example. But we also like to

give players time to become ac-

quainted with the new titles, learn the

ropes, and flip over those digits like

Pete Townsend's fingers gliding over a

Fender fretboard.

SPORTS-LOVERS LAMENT
I've owned an Atari 800 for over a

year now, and I keep waiting. When
are we going to see some decent sports

software for that system!? I've seen

what this system can do and I can't

believe that no company has had the

brains to turn out some good sports

simulations — especially games that

can be played against another player

or the computer.

STARBOWL FOOTBALL

Please reassure me — sports games
are on the way, aren't they?

John Tree

Santa Monica, CA
Ed: John, do I have good news for

you! The sports explosion is about to

ignite on the Atari front Gamestar is

producing what looks to be a spec-

tacular football simulation and will

follow with an entire line of sports and
sports-like games.

There's also an absolutely fantastic

soccer simulation, 16K on cartridge

now ready for the 400/800 from En-

gland's Thorn-EMI that plays either

head-to-head or solitaire, and with the

first few games, be prepared to have

the British computer program drive

you into the turf!

INTELLI-TALK
On "Better Control for Your

Games", I agree that the control disc

on the Intellivision is awful. Luckily,

you mentioned the name of an inven-

tor who came up with an adapter. Un-
luckily, you didn't tell us where he

could be reached.

Your illustrators are very good —
even excellent! One question: are the

Gerbers on your staff any relation to

Steve Gerber, creator of "Howard the

Duck"?
Ronald J. Ponsart

Madison, OH
Ed: Unfortunately, the gentleman

who invented the Injoy-A-Suck, a Mr.

Lasky, seems to have disappeared. In

any case, those Intellivisionaries desir-

ing a joystick control for your system,

CAT Creations (127 Weybosset St..

Providence, Rl 02903) has an item

called the "Skil-Stik" that should end
your problems. Additionally, Jenco

Home Entertainment Center in Staten

Island, N.Y. has a similarly excellent

product. Scan the pages of EG and you

may even find more!

However, the products reviewed in

EG are almost exclusively obtainable

through retail outlets. Heck, we get

letters asking for Atari's address so

people can buy games from them!
Manufacturers make the products,

retailers sell them.

A PERSONAL ENDORSEMENT
I think Utopia for the Intellivision by

Mattel is the best cartridge made this

year. The reason? Utopia isn't an ordi-

nary space game or maze chase, but

offers a highly original concept of run-

ning a country. It also gives gamers a

chance to work together as well as

compete against each other.

Ken Tanaka
Ridgewood, N.J.

Ed: Very perceptive, Ken. Often in

the rush to produce arcade-style

smashes, companies overlook the type

of sophisticated simulations that can

maintain popularity over much longer

periods of time. Games such as Utopia

highlight the strengths of the Intellivi-

UTOPIA

sion. And since each system has things

it does better than the competition, it

makes sense for companies to design

toward the hardware's strength.

So keep on enjoying Utopia - but

you 'd better keep the populace happy!

COVERING THE ODYSSEY, TOO!
I am an Odyssey 2 videogame

owner. In EG, about 80% of the

coverage tells all about Atari and
Intellivision. Odyssey's games are

every bit as good as the others— how
about a little more focus on Odyssey?

John McKay
Orange, CA

Continued on page 106
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Allhandson
fora swashbuckling adventure

withthe legendary warship -

Old Ironsides!

Your arch enemy is armed to the teeth with deadly firepower. A
shoot-out could blow you to smithereens.

You're ready for the onslaught! Your warship is perfect -masts,

compasses, cannons, broadsides and powder magazines. Your

strategy is flawless!

But you've got more than your opponent to contend with! Hiding

in the fog by drifting off the screen can snarl even the best tactics!

This is a test of skill and daring unmatched in any other micro-

computer game! Your every move is critical. One false step and. . . KABOOM!
Use keyboard or paddles to play this spellbinding game. Plus.. . the special Freeze Frame

feature stops and starts the action atany point. It's perfect for everyone -the controls are sim-

ple, but the strategy and tactics at your fingertips are truly awesome! By Richard Hefterand
Jack Rice.

ANEWexperience

in arcade-quality

graphics in a two-

playergame for

the whole family!

Whatyou see is whatyouget!

Unlike other programs, where the pictures

on the packaging and in the advertising

bear no resemblance to the screen images,

this program delivers precisely what's

promised...

• Better than arcade-quality graphics and
sound!

• Bright, interest-grabbing packaging!

• FREE full-color 14W x 20" Old Iron-

sides poster

• FREE 32-page Log Book with space to

record wins and losses, secret strategies

and tactics

Look forOLD IRONSIDES "
in finer

computer stores everywhere. Dealers are

invited to inquire by calling toll-free

1-800-852-5000.

If there is no store near you, Visa and
MasterCard holders may order by calling

toll-free 1-800-852-5000. Or, send a check
or money order for $39.95 for each pro-

gram, plus $2.00forshippingand handling

(where applicable, please add state sales

tax) to Xerox Education Publications/Weekly

Reader, Dept. 42-A, 245 Long Hill Road,

Middletown.CT 06457.

Apple II and Apple II Plus48K3.3 DOS

OW Ironsides" is a regis-

tered trademark of Optimum

Resource, Inc.

Apple and Apple II are regis

lered trademarks of Apple

Computer, Inc.
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Across a
Continent with
Joystick in Hand

By LES PAUL ROBLEY

ost first-time travelers to

Europe are swamped by the

incredible number of escorted tours

offered by the local travel service of

the cities they visit. If it's Paris, one
usually pays a call to the old standbys
— the Eiffel Tower, Notre Dame, the

Champs Elysees. When in Rome, one

does like the Romans, etc.

But as a specimen of that particular

breed of human known as electronic

gaming enthusiasts, I thought it would

be fun to supplement the usual with

the unusual and take a tour of Europe

that nobody would dream of taking.

Thus was born this excursion to the

continent's video arcades, or to

paraphrase several travel books that so

eloquently put it: "Europe on Twenty
Quarters a Day."

Bidding a bon voyage to the U.S.,

the first stop any respectable arcader

will want to make is London, England
— home of the original pinball arcade,

Brighton Amusement Center, Jack the

Robotron- Ripper, and VIC. London,

one of the biggest nightlife centers in

the world, is literally crawling with

arcades. So much so, that they are

even thinking of adding an "Arcades

of Picadilly and Oxford Circus" to the

list of famous London pub and ghost

walks. If they do, they'll naturally have

to include Soho as the number one

arcade district.

Soho arcades must be seen if only

because they represent a dying phe-

nomenon. Soho, the place where one

goes to find gambling, striptease, porn

shops, and other forms of healthy

eroticism, probably gets the award for

having the seediest arcade in the

world. It's called the "Las Vegas," and

besides having a host of Asteroids, SI,

Zaxxon, and Pac-Man machines clus-

tered about the main lobby, it also

houses slot machines, free fall, roulette

tables, a striptease show, and triple-X

movie booths. (Naturally, I had to

force myself to enter, ever-obedient to

the call of reportorial duty.)

It's a misunderstanding of the situa-

tion when some American parents

believe arcades are havens for unde-

sirables. Yet, that's what they are in

Soho.

Moving South through the lovely

countryside of Kent to Brighton, we
reach another center for coin-ops, and

this one's huge. Located right on the

waterfront is the Brighton Amusement
Park, scene of Mods and Rockers riots

in the 1960's, and still a weekend
retreat for today's punk rock crowd.

At one of the stops before Brighton,

some punkers, complete with
mohawks, spider tattoos, and multi-

coloured hair entered my train com-
partment. I had been touring
museums that morning and was feel-

ing rather frazzled from nearly missing

my train. One of them said, "What's

the matter, love? You look like you've

just been siphoned." From this bit of

introduction, we then went on to

discuss the nuclear arms race, and
from there arrived at the subject of

videogames. It seems this crew was
headed for the very same park as

myself. I asked about their favorite

electronic games. The guy with the

spider said, "Like, I like that '•#<§>*-

ing' one with the disc."

"You mean Tron?" I suggested.

"No, disc!" he said, starting to get a

little perturbed with me. "The
'*@*-ing' one you hit at each other

on the "#@ #
-ing' table. I kill at

that." I guess he meant air hockey, sol

let it go at that.

Cited as having the largest arcade in

the world, the Brighton Amusement
Park has more pins than videos, plus

The pride of Piccadilly Circus -- an arcade!
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lots of old-fashioned fairground

games. The number of games I

counted was 302, give or take a stray

Pac-Man.
One of the attendants whose job is

to troubleshoot the ailing coin-ops,

told me off the cuff that small skir-

mishes break out in the arcade at least

once a night. Bobbies are known to

heavily patrol the area on weekends,
waiting for that one big brawl that

almost invariably seems to occur.

Luckily, I was there on a Tuesday.

Arriving in the divine City of Light

for the first time — Paris, France —
you automatically expect to find some
form of electronic amusement. And
you won't be disappointed. Parisian

arcades seem much more subdued in

character than their coin-op cousins

across the Channel. They're smaller

and generally devoid of fancy-frills like

blinking lights and brawling. But like

the ones in Soho, they seem to con-

gregate close to the red-light district,

namely Pigalle (Does this tell you

something about the European's con-

cept of entertainment?) However,
there are a few in the student Saint-

Michel area, sporting names like "Las

Vegas" (I wonder if it's part of the

same chain) and "Parisian Amusement
Center."

The video stores selling games and
VCRs tend to locate among the richer,

right-bank residents. "Lido Musique

and Video" on the Champs Elysees, is

I've heard, the most popular and in-

expensive.

Taking the French Rail to Germany
and the tiny villages that dot the Rhine

River, like Braubach and Rudesheim,

the concept of the arcade seemed lost

to the inhabitants. And understand-

ably so — why spend your time stuf-

fing Deutschemarks into a machine
when the beauty of the Rhineland lies

all around?

Next stop: Berlin and three-penny

operas and, boy, does this city have
arcading wall to wall. The West Berlin-

ers combine electronics with music in

The City of Lights resembles a metropolitan pinball machine

more ways than one. Not only does
Germany sport some of the finest

electronic music artists like Tangerine

Dream, Eberhard Schoener, and
Richard Wahnfried, but their discos

combine music and dancing with all

sorts of electronic wizardry, not to

mention videogames. A club like the

Cheetah, the largest disco in Germany,
has no fewer than seven dance floors

accommodating 2,000 youngsters. It

creates a futuristic vision right out of

Anthony Burgess' A Clockwork
Orange. Then there's the Big Eden
Disco which is loaded with electronic

gimmicks — the Pac-Man theme is

often souped-up to boom over the

loud speakers. The under-25 set line

up in front of this club in droves.

Though I didn't get to see firsthand,

it's doubtful whether arcading is

popular in the joyless eastern sector of

the city. Not many find "Potato Yields

in Breklovik, Russia" an exciting con-

cept for a game.
Back in the relative safety of West

Germany, and moving down the

Rhine to Frankfurt, we next find

ourselves on the Romantische Strasse

bound for Munich. . .and the
Oktoberfest beer festival. This once-

in-a-lifetime encounter is like a meet-

ing of the United Nations gone awry.

Never have you been so close to

thousands of people you don't know,
all having a grand time singing "Eins

Zwei Sufa" while downing liters of the

gold stuff.

At the Oktoberfest you'll no doubt
find as many games and rides as there

are beer halls and drunk foreigners.

The interesting thing about the elec-

tronic ones is that practically all contain

plain wooden cabinets with bootleg

titles such as Puck-Man, Hollywood,
and Donkey King emblazoned on their

fronts. The games themselves played

the same, though I freely admit I

wasn't always in a position or state of

THROUGH
EUROPE
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arcadIno
mind to accurately measure their

speed or level of difficulty. In fact, I

don't even remember where I was half

the time. Prozst!

In Vienna, Austria, I thought it'd be

interesting to see to what extent the

videogame had caught on, since cul-

turally, it is an extremely old city.

Approaching the Prater (Vienna's

famous amusement park that boasts

the Riesenrad, the largest ferris wheel

in the world), I saw men in bowlers and

women wearing elegant gowns stroll-

ing beneath the towering circle of

girders. It resembled a scene from King

Vidor's silent classic "The Big Crowd".

Really psyched-up at not knowing
what to expect, I entered the fair-

grounds, only to come to the sad

realization that the group of people

were merely extras for a film that the

Austrian government was making.

As modern as the Prater is today,

a visitor can still discover some quaint

Viennese touches that have been

added to the typical amusement park

attractions. In addition to several hair-

raising thrill rides that have yet to make
it past the builder's code here in the

States, the park has an original swing-

the-mallet-and-ring-the-bell game
and a try-your-luck at dunking-the-

damsel. But the places with most of the

patronage — yes, you guessed it
—

the arcades!

The Austrians have taken to the little

yellow gobbler with the same gusto as

The ambiance runs from old world charm to space age flash

we Americans have. The only differ-

ence is that those are schillings they're

stuffing and not quarters. So far,

there're four arcades, the largest again

carrying that ubiquitous title: Las

Vegas.

By contrast, arcading in Venice, Italy

is virtually non-existent. I asked three

different video store owners where I

might find one, as I was going cold

turkey and needed a fix. They just

looked at me and pointed to their

300,000 lire Atari VCS units. Since that

amounts to 273 American dollars, I

figured I didn't need one that bad after

all.

Many arcades offer non-electronic games, like Air Hockey

If the City of Canals hasn't discov-

ered arcading yet, it has been fully

explored in Florence and Rome. In the

former city, it's surprising to find

midget arcades amidst the beautiful

Florentine architecture and celebrated

works of Michelangelo, Da Vinci,

Donatello, and Machiavelli. These
miniature gaming centers usually

occupy the anterooms of large hotels.

A few have become the star attractions

in clubs like the Space Electronic at 37
Via Palazuolo. A multi-media environ-

mental dance hall designed by four

heavily avant-garde architects, the

Space Electronic is stocked with the

latest electronic games

—

Tron, Zax-

xon, Frogger, Frenzy—plus unusual

odds and ends like an open parachute

hanging over a stainless steel dance

floor.

Roma, home of the Etruscan Wolf,

Romulus, Remus, and Fellini, has its

share of arcades. . .and misleading

ones as well. Quite a few European

buildings, particularly in Rome and

Paris, display the word "Arcade" on

their facade. These are generally a

large group of stores housed within

the same structure, not unlike our

shopping malls. You go in asking for

the nearest Zaxxon, and you might

end up with a bottle of perfume.

Popular favorites in Rome are similar

to our own, but lag by a few months.

Pac-Man, Centipede, Gorf and Ber-
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New Kraft Joystick for At,

Commodore VIC-20. Commodore 64 ant /ideo Arcade'

Arcade action—atyour fingertips!
The new Kraft Joystick for home video

games gives you a fast-action difference you
can feel. Effortless fingertip control. Sensitive

spring return. Arcade accuracy for higher

scores. Long-life movement switches for

reliable cursor response A plug-in unit

engineered for comfortable handling plus an

eight-foot cord. And Kraft backs

its quality features with a FULL
1 -YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY.

Get in on the action! The new Kraft Joystick

is now at your favorite computer or video

store. Compare performance, response and
handling. Then take command of your
favorite video game!

I^SFFsYSTEMS COMPANY
450W California Ave . Vista, CA 92083
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400/800
COMPUTERS
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A
ATARI

C.rtle. C - Con. T -Top* D D.iV

FROGGER ON-LINE 16K. T 27*
JAWBREAKER ON-LINE IK, T 23 96

MOUSEATTACK ON-LINE 3«. 27 96

ULYSSES ON-LINE 40K D 27 96

CROSSFIRE ON-LINE KK. D 23.96

CHOPUFTIR BROOERIUND 4BK. 27 96

SE» FOX BRDOERBUNO ARK. 23 96

STAR RAIDERS ATARI BK. C 33.50

CENTIPEDE ATARI BK. C 35 50

PAC MAN ATARI BK, C 35 50

ftALAXIAH ATARI BK. C 35 50

DEFENDER ATARI BK. C 35 SO

MISSILE COMMAND ATARI BK. C 28.75

SHAMUS SYNAPSE 1BK, T. D 26 00

DEAOLINE INFOCOM 3». D 39 96

ZORKI INFOCOM 3?K. 31 96

IORK II INFOCOM 3ZK. 31 96

CANTON CLIMBER DATASOn 1B*. T, D 2396
TEMPLE OF APSHAI EPYX 32K, T. D 30 50

60RF ROKLAN 16K.C 35 96

PREPPiE ADVENTURE INT 1BK. T 1596

READ GUMO AOVENTURE INT 1BK. T 1596
SUB COMMANDER THORN EMI C 39 96

JUMBO JET PILOT THORN EMI C

WAY OUT SIRIUS 4BK. 79 50

AOD 3% SHIPPING/HANDLING (J3.00 MINIMUM)

TWO WEEK DELAY FOR PERSONAL CHECKS

Atari 400/800 ate trademarks o» Atari. Inc
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CARD #
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SO t' Boot 04A
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Richardson. TX 75081
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FOR USE WITH
INTELLIVISION'"
COLECOVISION "

TANDYVISION"
SEARS SUPER VIDEO ARCADE"

More Control • Improve Skill

Higher Scoring • Greater Accuracy
Simple to Attach • Less Fatigue

$£99^# PAIR

PLUS
65«
POSTAGE

DISTRIBUTOR COST INFORMATION
WRITE OR CALL (401 ) 331-3200I

I

C&T CREATIONS
127 Weybossei St.. Providence. Rl 02903

I

I
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zerk seem to hold the honors, with a

knock-off of Donkey Kong called King

Kong (not the Tigervision home ver-

sion) following closely. It's quite funny

to watch an Italian kid play Berzerk

and hear: "Callina! Pelea como
robot!" or something to that effect.

At the bottom of Europe lies the final

stop on the tour, Greece. Athens is a

busy city, containing 30% of the total

Grecian population. That's about 3.6

million persons. The significance of

this is that what appears on the surface

to be a city of antiquity is really a

modern metropolis. Coin-ops occupy
almost every bar and clip-joint at the

Plaka, and are even present on boats

to the Cyclades Islands. It is quite a

cultural shock to watch a Greek folk

dance at the Taverna Seven Brothers,

complete with the high tinges of pan-

douras playing and plates being

broken on the floor, and to hear our

friend "wacka-wacking" in the back-

ground.

The isle of Mykonos has probably

the tiniest video arcade in the world

with a grand total of four machines.

Corfu on the Ionian side is not far

behind with about six on the entire

island. As yet, there are no coin-ops

situated on the Acropolis around the

Parthenon, but give 'em time. . .

• 3 Send dec* or money order Sorry noCOD's

American arcaders may not know
how good they really have it when it

comes to electronic games. The Euro-

pean PAL television system may offer

better quality with its increased number
of scanlines, but when it comes to "the

price of pleasure," we've got them
beat. If you thought throwing quarters

into hungry coin-ops was difficult, try

letting go of two French francs (about 38
in American money), 400 lire in Italy

(36c), five schollings in Austria (32c), 20

drachma in Greece (36 s

), one guilder

in Holland (40<), or a whopping one

Deutschemark in guess-where (44').

Only in England were the rates quite

agreeable— one 1 penny piece to play

Pac-Man (about 17c). As with the

m.p.g. on foreign cars, your rates may
vary.

Taking a look at what's available on

the home programmable scene, both

Atari and Mattel were prominent in

video stores. All the new cartridges that

are available here have also made a

splash overseas. The cartons were the

same, in English, with probably (hope-

fully) an instruction booklet in the

appropriate language. There were even

Intellivision Voice Synthesis Modules on

display at some stores (I wonder if they

spoke in English).

On the computing end, the VIC
Commodore holds the low-price line.

The Atari 400 and 800 models were just

on the verge of making their debut.

Pricing of the Atari and Mattel

machines is, to say the least, interesting.

In England, the Atari VCS sold for 94

pounds ($160.00) and the Intellivision

MC for 153 pounds ($261.00). In Am-
sterdam, Atari was 399 guilders

($160.00) and Mattel 599 guilders

($240.00). In Venice, Atari was 300,000
lire ($273.00) and Mattel 349,000 lire

($317.00). In Rome, there was an in-

teresting switch. The Atari was more
expensive at 289,000 lire ($263.00),

while the Intellivision was only 249,000

lire ($226.00). What clear-thinking

Roman wouldn't choose the superior

Mattel graphics over the Atari at that

price?

Cartridges everywhere averaged ab-

out the same, from $35.00 to $50.00.

So, you see, even though we don't have

millennium-old buildings in the U.S., or

organ grinders, horse-drawn carriages,

gondolas, and tartufos, we still have it

pretty nice when it comes to electronic

games. Oh yes, for those enterprising

lads who want to emulate the record

collectors by buying American car-

tridges here and selling them for a profit

overseas, don't waste your money. The

PAL system won't accept our substan-

dard TV transmissions. _
e
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IF STRATEGY ISN'T YOUR GAME,
CRYPTS OF CHAOS WILL EAT YOU ALIVE

It took the master at Fox video games
to create Crypts of Chaos— the new
strategy game that would challenge
the mind of a sorcerer It's a dark
fantasy world of wondrous wizards
and terrible trolls. There is treasure
there. But to win it you will have to

be very very clever. -

For it's guarded by

FOR YOUR ATARI VCS.
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Why Things Happen
When you Push the Button

By HENRY B. COHEN

In the first installment of this series,

we pried open a joystick to see

what makes it work. This time, we're

going to focus on some of the more
exotic videogame and computergame
controllers.

Button-Clusters
A button-cluster is a set

of four on/off switches

that functions exactly like

a joystick. Just think of

the cluster as being

electronically iden-

tical to the

switch section

of a joystick

—the part

\

that you never actually see unless you
disassemble the device.

To illustrate this point, a large han-

dle could be glued to the top of a but-

ton cluster and the whole mess would
function like a big, clunky joystick. The
fifth button of a cluster will always be a

firing button so that for all intents and

purposes, these two forms of control-

lers are totally interchangeable.

Some button clusters, made for

home use, also have an auto fire

option built into them. This is a bat-

tery-powered electronic circuit that

causes the firing circuit of the game
computer to cycle on/off very rapidly.

A similar device could be built into a

joystick, a tracball or a paddle control-

ler. The circuit could even be supplied

as an outboard device to upgrade
other controllers because it is simple

and inexpensive to manufacture. The

only problem with auto-firing is that it

partially defeats the purpose of

the game by lowering the skill

that's required of the arcader.

In button-clusters, quality

differences are determined

by the beefiness and pre-

cision of the switches

themselves and by

their overall quality

of construction

As many com-
panies buy

*
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Secrets ofthe Controller
these switches from the same manu-
facturer, aesthetics and price are usu-

ally the only significant differences

among such units.

Paddles
Paddle controllers work in the same

way as potentiometer joysticks. That

is, they vary resistance in a circuit and

thus provide the game computer with

an absolute value — not an on or off

condition. The exception to the rule is

that at either of the extreme positions

they are, in effect, read by the
computer as either "n" (no resistance)

or "off" (X- resistance).

The precision of the paddle derives

from its construction and the game
program itself. A computer grade

potentiometer (remember a potentio-

meter is a variable resistor) will virtually

always provide the same reading to

the computer whenever it is set in the

same position. What we are talking

about is a highly precise volume con-

trol that always sets the same level

when it is reset to the same position.

The game program is asking the con-

trol for a numerical set of values (resis-

tance) and expects to get the right

answer. Any slop in the system coming

from either the hardware (paddles)

or the software (the game
itself) results in unsure

play action.

For the ultimately

precise game ^
controller, we
defer to the

tracball.

Tracballs
From an engineering standpoint,

tracballs are elegant devices capable

of instantaneous and totally precise

inputs to the game computer.

For home use — and this will sur-

prise most of you — they actually

contain a degree of ROM (Read Only
Memory) and thus are almost baby
computers in and of themselves. In

arcade usage, this memory is con-

tained in the console rather than in the

tracball assembly.

The ball itself is a billiard ball. It rests

in an assembly that contains two
working steel rotors and a stabilizer.

The rotors terminate in disks perfo-

rated uniformly at their outer cir-

cumference. Through these holes, a

light beam's shown which is read by a

sensor and interpreted by the ROM
contained within the tracball housing.

One disk is used for horizontal move-
ment, the other for vertical. The light

beam passing through the twin disks is

read for position and speed. Is it going

from left to right or right to left, and
how quickly? The ROM determines

Compare this industrial Wico tracball

found in most coin-op machines to

the home version — except for the

case and resident ROM, they're twins!

direction and speed, can tell which or if

both of the disks (horizontal or verti-

cal) is spinning, and produces a control

signal from this information.

But the built-in ROM and lights

need power to operate. If the host

computer (videogame system you're

playing) can supply it, great, if not

you've got to plug the tracball in.

That's why for Atari units, which sup-

ply very low voltages to their control-

lers, no external power supply is

needed, but for most other systems, a
separate power supply is used.

Quality difference among tracballs

is again a function of precise fit and
finish, as they are after all. . .machines.

In addition, the durability of the ball

itself is critical since it is constantly in

contact with the steel rollers of the

mechanism. The rollers should be seal-

ed with ball-bearings, as they spin at

high speed whenever the controller is

used. If ever there was a controller that

had to be durable, it is the tracball.

To summarize the entire spectrum

of controllers in a few words, there are

really two types. Joysticks, button-

clusters and tracballs provide, primari-

ly, an on/off condition for the game
computer to read. Potentiometer con-

trollers, which include some joysticks

and all paddles, produce varying

resistances as their output, as

well as on/off conditions in

their extreme positions.

.L
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Take your marble to

the top Pick your spot

and let it drop. Hope
for a flip instead of a
flop. Once you get it,

the fun never stops!

It's FLIP OUT —

a

crazy new strategy

game for one or two
players. Each marble

you drop causes a
chain reaction, so take

your time and plan

carefully. Plan right

and you'll flip, if you
didn't you Flip Out!

It is up
to you to stop the

invasion of the evil

Quarriors and save
Repton. You are armed

with devastating

Nuke Bombs, a Radar
Screen, a Laser Gun

and an Energy Shield.

You'll need them all!

You'll be attacked by
Nova Cruisers and

Single Saucers. You
must avoid Spye

Satellites and deadly

Dyne-Beam Shooters
and you must stop the

Draynes from deplet-

ing the Reptonian

power supply. Repton
is a battle so thrilling

you'll be relieved to

find out you're still on
earth when it's over!

Turn your keyboard
into a typing arcade!

You can blast attack-

ing letters and words
right out of the sky.

Type Attack was
designed by a profes-

sional educator and
the fast action game
experts at Sinus. It

features 39 pre-

programmed lessons

and 60 user defined

lessons. Great sound,

graphics and a real-

time words per minute

bar make improving

your typing skills fun!

Talk about adventure
on the high seas!

You're blasting away
at a squadron of

enemy bombers and
Kamikaze fighters from

the deck of your P.T.

boat. Suddenly you
notice the sea is

loaded with mines and
an Exocet missile is

screaming toward you
on the horizon. Instinc-

tively you jerk the joy-

stick to the starboard,

keeping your thumb on
the fire button. Phew 1

That was close! Some-
times it's hard to

believe Wavy Navy's

just a video game.

New Games For Your Apple II From Sirius
TM

Type Attack, Wavy Navy, Flip Out and Repton packages, programs, and audio visuals c 1982 Sirius Type Attack, Wavy Navy. Flip Out. Repton and
Sirius are trademarks of Sirius Software. Inc. Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

Foi more information contact your local Sirius dealer or distributor or contact us at 10364 Rockingham Drive,

Sacramento, CA 95827. (916) 366-1195.
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Drive Forever on One Tank of Gas with Turbo

TURBO
Coleco/Coleco Vision

Nobody can ever accuse Coleco of

not using its expansion interface. First

there was the news of an upcoming
skiing game in which the players will

actually stand on a pair of simulated,

wired-in skis (with only the tips visible

The longer the player keeps his car

on the road, the greater the possible

speed. A crash stops everything dead,

and acceleration must begin anew.
The wheel action is pretty good, the

accelerator excellent, and the shift —
actually a ColecoVision joytick

mounted into the steering console —

CARS PASSED
RD 1 llilliJ
EXTENDED,._PLAY TIME: 54

TURBO

on-screen) and direct their motion

down the wild white slopes. Now we
have a driving game complete with

steering wheel, accelerator and stick-

shift— and the most peeper-popping

graphics ever seen on a home video-

game!
Turbo, of course, is an adaptation of

the Sega classic that proved a driving

videogame actually could succeed in

arcades. The arcader's vehicle is the car

in the immediate foreground as a

group of clearing lights trip in se-

quence to start the race.
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really gets the car in gear quickly.

The real kick here, of course, is the

graphic wonderland through which

the arcader travels. Cities, mountain

highways, darkened tunnels with their

tube-like illumination, forests, lakes,

cityscapes, ice-roads and a mix-and-

match collection of topography make
for some luxury class videogame en-

tertainment.

As with all ColecoVision games,
there are four skill levels for either

dual play or solitaire action. At level

one, it's possible to keep the hammer

down and just stay alive. At the more
difficult levels, the resemblance to real

driving becomes more obvious, and
lead-foot racers will end up mangled
among cars, trees and tunnels.

The graphics are not quite as round-

ed and realistic as Sega's, butthe home
version lacks the "ripple" effect that

was pronounced in the arcade version.

This one looks good, sounds good and

plays good. Just watch out for the

flag; that means there's an accident

up ahead. An ambulance will come
barreling down the center of the road

within seconds, so get out of its way!
Also keep an eye out for the inevitable

debris and gas slicks — and once you

get to the ice. . .!

As in the coin-op, players reaching a

sufficient distance within an allotted

time are rewarded with extra drive

time. Use it well, there are some mag-
nificent sights to see, and you won't

want to miss any of them!

MOUSE TRAP
Coleco/Coleco Vision

This cartridge per-

fectly illustrates the

difference between a

game that is just a rip-

off of an existing game,

and one which is merely

in the same basic genre

as an earlier title.

Mouse Trap is,

like Pac-Man,

K.C.'s K-razy

Chase and



Coleco's own Ladybug, a maze-chase.

Yet the play mechanic of this new
program for the ColecoVision is so

different from other gobble games
that Mouse Trap offers home arcaders

a fresh challenge, requiring strategies

which are more uniquely daring than

those which one would use in those

other maze-chase carts.

Mouse Trap is the first ColecoVision

release to utilize an overlay (included

with the cartridge, naturally). When
slipped into the slot of one of the hand
controllers, the overlay fits snugly over

the keypad buttons to provide the

player with the chance to exercise

several options during the course of

play. Buttons #1 (red), #2 (blue) and

#3 (yellow) will each open and close

the doors on the playfield which corre-

spond to their color. Careful manipula-

tion of these three controls allows the

player directing the on-screen mouse
to alter the maze in such a way as to

frustrate the pursuing cats.

Another (literal) bone in the throat

of those ferocious felines is that eating

one of the four bones gives the mouse
the power to temporarily change into a

dog,and gives the cats a feel of what
it's like to be among the hunted. This

metamorphosis need not occur im-

mediately, however, which is one of

the touches that gives Mouse Trap its

special spice. The rodent turns into a

dog when the player pushes the green

(center) button, which means that you
can save up this little surprise for the

mousers— for the moment— when it

will do you the most good.

The deadly hawk, absent at the

lowest of the four difficulty settings,

makes regular appearances at the

more rarified skill levels. Since it can

swoop over the walls of the maze in its

hunt for mousie, extraordinary mea-
sures must be taken to avoid its fatal

touch. If the mouse enters the "In"

box located at the center of the play-

field, it pops up in one of the four

corners. Sometimes, this is the only

way to outfox the hawk, though a

switch to the wrong one will, of course,

put your rodent at the mercy of the

beak and talons.

Mouse Trap is a fast, fun maze
contest, enlivened by perky graphics

and an entertaining concept. Chalk up
another winner for Coleco.

E.T.
Atari/VCS

It's truly difficult to understand a

games such as E.T.. After splurging a

reported 10 million dollars to get the

property and Steven Spielberg's coop-
eration, this game looks like it was
turned out in about five weeks. The
graphics are crude, the play mechanics

are unlikely to captivate any but the

youngest arcaders, and the entire pro-

ject seems ill-conceived.

E.T. follows the surprisingly good
Raiders of the Lost Ark, with a game
that consists entirely of falling into

holes, fleeing government agents and
following directional arrows indicated

at the top of the screen! The object is

for the gamer, directing the

actions of an imitation extra-

terrestrial as it
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attempts to reconstruct its spaceship

from the parts scattered around the

playfield.

The big question is: Why? Why
spend all that money on rights and

commercial hype only to end up with

a so-so cartridge?

There is virtually nothing to recom-

mend about this game to adults,

though it may work well as a

kideogame. Regardless, "E.T." (the

movie, that is) entranced an entire

nation, young and old. Atari's attempt

to capitalize on its name value is an

insult to arcaders.

Save your time and money. And if

E.T. does call home, please don't tell

him about this.

WIZARD OF WOR
CBS Videogames/Atari VCS

Because of the intri-

cacies of product

licensing, the gaming
public seldom has

the opportunity to see

how two different com-
panies would handle

the translation of a

coin-op design to

the home screen. This

one- or two-player

maze shoot-out

is the lone ex-

ception at the

present time.

Already the

inspiration

of the 1983

Arcade

Award

winner for the Best Multi-player

Videogame, The Incredible Wizard,

Midway's coin-op machine has now
sparked a VCS-compatible cartridge

from CBS Videogames.

There's no question about it, the

folks at CBS — a newcomer to the

videogame cartridge field — have

done themselves proud. In light of the

limitations of the VCS hardware, as

compared to the Astrocade senior

programmable system, it would be

foolish to expect Wizard of Wor to

equal the quality of that Astrocade

effort. That it comes so close to the

mark is high praise, indeed.

All the elements of the coin-op have

survived intact. One or two warriors

are moved about the corridors of the

maze with the joystick. Various crea-

tures zip along those same corridors

and, if they should touch one of the

digital heroes,

destroys

them in-

stantly.

WIZARD OF WOR

When the maze is clear of antagonists,

there may — or may not — be some
special encounters. The most taxing of

these involves the appearance of the

Wizard, a hip-shooting berserker who
can wipe out a pair of warriors in a

nanosecond. Once the round is com-
pleted, the player (or team, if it is a

two-player event) goes on to a new,

less convoluted labyrinth. Some of the

monsters are invisible to the players

unless the on-screen warriors would

have a line-of-sight view of the beast.

There's a second display, a radarscope,

which helps the participants track

these elusive foes. And when a beast

bears down on your warrior unex-

pectedly, there's always the possibility

that you can quickly duck into the

WIZARD OF WOR

WF

scrolling tunnel— assuming it's in one

of its periodic operational phases —
and reappear all the way over on the

other edge of the maze.

Much of the charm of Midway's

Wizard of Wor was in its graphics,

though the main appeal is the any-

thing-can-happen play-action. The

VCS can't really reproduce such visuals

with any accuracy, but the CBS car-
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BECOMEA JEDI

WITHOUT EVER LEAVING HOME
In the STAR WARS'JEDI ARENA, per

fecting the skills needed to become a

JEDI MASTER takes concentration

and practice.

Use your LIGHTSABER to direct

the attack of the whirling SEEKER.
But stay alert, your adversary

can attack at any time. So follow

your instincts. In no time at all you'll be a

JEDI MASTER, ready to go saber to

saber against any opponent who
dares to do battle with you.

Play the STAR WARS JEDI
ARENA home video game.
Alone or head-to-head. The
challenge awaits you.

(Rr^^^^j
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tridge is really quite attractive. It's not

quite in the class of Pitfall, but Wizard
of Wor looks better than most other

carts produced for this system.

Wizard of Wor is a highly satisfying

contest, all the more precious because

so few other games allow two arcaders

to participate at the same time.

AAAIDAR
Parker Bros. /for the Atari VCS
Second in the series of coin-op

translations by Parker, Amidar is no
Frogger, but it is, nonetheless, a solid

VCS videogame with quite a bit going

AMIDAR

for it. Let's face it, the Ed English

Frogger translation was one of the

finest software achievements for this

system. The Konami-created Amidar,

on the other hand, while lacking the

two-part harmonics and graphic

splendor of its predecessor, is good
videogaming with a ground-breaking

play mechanic and enough whimsical

elements to keep players satisfied.

Amidar, along with Qix, is the pro-

genitor of the "box-building" contest.

In Qix, the playfield's an empty canvas
upon which the gamer creates squares

and rectangles of any shape or size

Amidar offers players a pre-drawn grid

over which the surrogate characters

must travel, turning the yellow lines

blue and watching the enclosed boxes

fill in with color.

In the initial scenario, the gamer is

an ape, chased by African warriors

who can run faster than the simian.

AMIDAR

There are several ways around these

jungle hunters, however. Each of the

three available apes can turn into a

phantom up to four times by hitting

the action button, allowing the gorilla

to pass harmlessly through his pur-

suers. Also keep in mind that the

warriors — with the exception of the

"tracer" who roves the perimeter of

the playfield exclusively — will invari-

ably turn any corner they encounter.

Keep a corner, therefore, between
yourself and your pursuer and all is

well.

The ultimate revenge, however, is

obtained by filling in the boxes in the

four corners of the screen. This turns

those brave warriors into "chickens"

and allows the gorilla to engulf them
for points. Even in their cowardly con-

dition, they maintain their speed

advantage, so let them come to the

ape.

The second scenario plays faster,

but is similar to the first. Here, the

player ineffably becomes a paint rol-

ler while the pursuers metamorphos-
ize into pigs! This is a weirdo quirk

from the original, however, and the

graphic switch is a nice change for the

eyes.

The play is a trifle slow, the graphics

aren't quite as definitive as they should

be, but the bottom line is this: Amidar
is a fine game, rendered faithfully and

differently enough to make for a truly

enjoyable change of pace.

ATTACK OF THE
TIMELORDS
NAP/Odyssey with voice enhancement

The latest science-fiction classic
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from the husband-wife videogame-
design team of Ed and Linda Averette,

Attack of the Timelords, is an absolute

mind-bender, from the instant play

begins to the final mocking epitaph

delivered (for players with the voice

module) by the Timelord him (it?) —
self.

Originally developed under the

working title, "Snake Ships from
Sirius" (a much more apt and exciting

moniker to be sure), Timelords is a

programming achievement of the

highest order. A series of intergalactic

warships descend downscreen in ser-

pentine fashion, and must be obliter-

ated by the horizontally-scrolling laser

cannon at the base of the playfield.

The logarithm involved in creating this

snake-like, vertical sidewinder took

several months alone, butthe resulting

visual effect is a melange' of coin-op

quality play-action and graphic excite-

ment that surpasses even UFO, pre-

viously the top dog among the Odys-

sey-' SF series.

Between rounds — or after being

soundly whipped by the elusive, swirl-

ing snake-ships — the face of the

Timelord zooms into extreme close-

up. The voice module is used sparingly

in this contest as the action and ex-

isting programmed audio are more
than sufficient to carry the day. Players

lucky enough to have the chatty

peripheral, however, will be treated to

the aformentioned tongue-lashing on

each of the Timelord's round-conclud-

ing cameo appearances. The messages

are cheery and bright, along the lines

of "Prepare to be atomized, human
sub-scum". Survive a round, and the

sore loser invariably attributes his set-

back to bad luck, and overall offers all

the charisma of Mr. T as "Clubber

Lang" in "Rocky III" promising the

Italian Stallion, "I gotta whole lotta'

more. . .1 gotta' whole lotta more!"
Play is challenging but compulsive

because of the unusual nature and
pulse-pounding excitement; audio-

even sans Voice Module — and
graphics. It's a tremendous tech-

nological achievement and one of the

best new programmable videogames

on the store shelves today. Other than

that, it's got nothing going for it
—

except for some beautiful package art.

TIMELORD
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CROSS FORCE
Spectravision/Atari VCS

Strike a blow for the freedom of the

beleaguered planet Spectra by de-

stroying the Morpul invaders from the

planet Tzoris in this ingenious space

combat game. Spectravision, which

published the unusual perimeter

shooting contest Nexar recently,

shows once more that arcade game
possibilities are still far from ex-

hausted.

The special gimmick this time is that

the player controls a pair of ships, one

located at the top of the playfield, the

other at the bottom. Moving the lower

ship in one direction will, in variation

#1, move the other ship an equal

distance in the opposite direction.

(Variation #2 provides parallel move-

ment of the two ships.) Pushing the

action button causes a special device

called the "spectron" to create a

deadly laser beam between the two
ships. Any invader caught in this

fashion instantly disintegrates.

The gamer has four spectrons at the

beginning of the game, but these are

used up when one of the attackers

successfully bombs a ship, or the play-

er fails to take advantage of the

periodic appearance of fuel packets to

keep up the energy level as indicated

by the yellow bar in the lower right-

hand corner of the screen. Potentially

even more crucial is the temperature

gauge, the blue bar directly beneath

the yellow one. The weapon heats up

rapidly if it is fired too often and cools

down any time the spectron isn't fir-

ing. If the temperature climbs too high,

melt-down will cost you one of your

spectrons.

Four types of creatures attack the

player in waves. First into the fray are

the comparatively feeble Gupoids.

Following them come the Flashers,

Parasoids, and finally, the Nastroids.

The last-named represent elite troops,

and their assault is correspondingly

more fierce.

One graphic quirk is the presence of

a mothership which flies across the

screen horizontally throughout the

course of the game. It serves no active

function in the game, so perhaps it is

intended to be nothing more than a

decoration and occasional distraction

from the business at hand — blasting

Morpuls. Apart from the mothership,

the visuals are good but not great. The

look is clean simplicity, generally the

best course for a designer to take when
putting together a cartridge for the

VCS.
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Of course, play-action is the real

strength of Cross Force. The need to

defend two widely separated positions

— the ships at the top and bottom of

the screen — gives it a flavor quite

unlike that of the standard invasion

game. Players will focus too tightly on

their bottom ship and will usually lose a

spectron in short order when the mor-

puls reduce the top ship to atoms.

Hats off to Spectravision for pro-

ducing a space game with a refreshing

difference from the ordinary blast-

athon.

RIVER RAID
Activision/for the Atari VC5

The first home videogame credited

to a woman, Activision's River Raid by

Carol Shaw, is not exactly tea and

crumpets. Carol, a member of ACTV's
new East Coast design group, has

turned out one of the best blood and

thunder blast-'em-ups ever inserted

into a VCS slot.

The scene is a dawn raid on a narrow

river bristling with bridges, choppers,

multi-colored bridges (that blow up
real good!), jet fighters, gunships and

a slew of other nasty technology.

You are the pilot of a B-1 strato-

wing assault jet skimming almost atop

the river's surface, avoiding or, it is

hoped, obliterating all enemy
weapons and fuel depots without

crashing or running dry on gas. When
the fuel gauge begins to dip, however,

simply pass over fuel dumps instead of

blasting them. A tinkling sound indi-

cates that you've captured the jet-

juice.

The river's anything but static, also.

Gunships constantly cruise back and
forth across the narrow inlets, and
they're tough to avoid.

The player's ship, fortunately, is

programmed like a finely tuned piano.

It banks, fires— machine-gun style—
slows and accelerates with basic hand-

to-joystick input.

River Rescue more than makes up

for Activision's previous entry, the

weak Sky Jinks, by doing what the

company has always done best —
create original game concepts featur-

ing the utmost in graphic and audio

fidelity. And speaking of sounds, wait

until you hear the klaxon that wails like

a hungry baby when the gamer's B-1

runs low on fuel, or the exploding river

bridges as they splinter into a col-

lection of colored rubble.

A great action game that stands up
next to anything in Activision's library,

River Raid is a certified rave. So punch

up those engines, load up the artillery

(get a good start, guys, we use plenty),

fuel up, and let's go hunting!

In terms of internal logic and game
play, however, there is something of a

flaw in the conceptualization.

River Raid is obviously intended to

include some of the elements found in

games such as Super Cobra. As an

example, if the player's ship makes
any contact with the river bank, it

explodes. Now, since the ship is flying

low, this may not seem so logically

jarring, but remember that the craft

must stay suspended above the level

of the waterway. It is therefore illogical

to assume that flying over land should

cause immediate destruction, any
more than flying over water would.

The disappointing factor here pri-

marily concerns the fact that so much
of the playfield is taken up by ground

space. Placing some weaponry there

just might have helped.

G
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HAYDEN SOFTWARE
THE MIND-STRETCHERS.

From this page on, your computer is going to be more valuable to you than ever before.

You'll get more fun out of it. More education. More of everything you bought your computer for.

All because you're going to see what Hayden Software can do for your computer, and you.

You can choose from dozens of Hayden games and educational programs, with new ones coming out

all the time. But they all have one thing in common: they're designed to help you stretch your mind . . . and
your computer.

Take Bellhop. On the surface, it's such a simple game. You merely pick up a rich guest's luggage in the

hotel lobby, take an elevator to the penthouse and collect a fat tip.

Not so fast. The elevator's never there when you need it. And there's this luggage-grabbing ghost loose

in the hotel, ready to throw those bags back down to the lobby. If you're not fast, your tips go down . . . fast.

Yes, for a Bellhop, life certainly has its ups and downs.
But when you start plugging Hayden Software into your computer, it's all up for you.

Now. let the games—and
the learning—begin.

Cat. No. 19109
Apple II Disk

S34.95
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WHEN THE NAME SAYS HAYDEN

Fun and Excitement in the Fast Lane

Plug into the high-scoring lanes of Bulldog Pinball and you won't want

to get out. It's the fastest pinball game you've ever played. The end-

less fascination of pinball brought into the computer age with every

carom, every ounce of arcade excitement—even tilt, bonus points

and bonus balls!

Bulldog Pinball

Cat. Nbr. 19312

Atari 400 or 800 tape,

$29.95
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THE GAME SAYS "PLAY ME!"
GAMES FOR WHEN YOU CRAVE ACTION
Kamikaze—Shoot down crazed dive
bombers, dodge mines $34.95

Shuttle Intercept— Enemy satellites, mis-

siles, flying saucers, meteors, all hamper
your rescue mission in space $34.95

Laser-Bounce—Bounce laser beams off

satellites to destroy your enemy. $34.95

Bellhop—Carry luggage to the pent-

house, jump down elevator shafts, avoid
the Ghost! $34.95

Wargle— Destroy monsters in a complex
maze. $34.95

Bulldog Pinball— Fast action pmball
brought into the computer age $29.95

GAMES FOR WHEN YOUR BRAIN NEEDS A WORKOUT
Sargon II—The acknowledged computer
chess champion. A classic 1 $29.95,

$34.95, $39.95

Reversal—Surround your opponent's
piece and it joins your attack $29.95,

$34,95

GO—An ancient strategy game of encir-

clement. $29.95, $34.95

Final Conflict—Command a robot army
m the final battle! $34.95

Championship Golf -Choose your

club, the direction, the stroke $24.95

King Cribbage—A computer age version

of a grand old card game. $24.95

Tetrad— Tic-tac-toe. in four dimensions'

$24.95

GAMES FOR WHEN YOU WISH YOU WERE SOMEBODY ELSE

Crime Stopper—Solve the hijacked heir-

ess caper—before midnight $34.95

Crystal Caverns— Fabulous treasures

beneath the crumbling mansion 1 $34.95

Microscopic Journey— Battle a deadly

tumor—from inside the body 1 $34.95

Star Traders— Enter the world of inter-

galactic profiteering. $24.95

Alibi—Question suspects to solve Col.

Farrmgton's murder 1 $24.95

Klondike 2000— Plot for a share in an
abandoned gold mine—on Mars' $24,95
$24.94

'

And look for new games at your Hayden Software dealer's



WHEN IT COMES TO COMPUTER
LEARNING, HAYDEN DOESN'T
PLAY AROUND.
If you want to learn to type faster, more accurately, come to Hayden.

If you want to teach your preschooler basic math, come to Hayden.

If you want to program your Apple, come to Hayden.

Whenever you want more from your computer, come to the store that

carries Hayden Software. You'll find thoroughly proven programs, with clear,

understandable documentation.

All because Hayden believes that educational software is serious

business.

MICROTYPING II MUSICAL MATH microMath for Kids

I

Ever wish you could type (aster,

more accurately7 Your computer to

the rescue! You'll learn the touch

method faster than you might sus-

pect. And watch your computer
entry improve! $29.95

Full color, HI-RES graphics, anima-

tion, sounds and songs make this

the perfect computer math game to

introduce pre-schoolers to basic

math skills. A musical, vibrant alter-

native to dull flash card drills. $34.95

OTHER EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
THE PROGRAMMERS WORKSHOP FOR

APPLESOFT™ BASIC
A complete toolkit for writing programs in Applesoft'-' Basic. $49.95

HOW TO PROGRAM IN APPLESOFT™ BASIC
Use your Apple computer to learn how to program. This twelve-

lesson, interactive tutorial will teach you everything

from basic programming fundamentals up to advanced
HI-RES graphics. $49.95

CLASSROOM GRADE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
A complete grade management and reporting system for the

classroom teacher. $149.95

A series of colorful, animated math

exercises for kids presented in a
game-like style. Addition, subtrac-

tion, multiplication, and division,

each getting more and more com-

plex as the child's skills improve Will

challenge an adult too!

microAddition
Count apples as they fall from a

tree. $29.95

microSubtraction
Learn to subtract as eggs crack and
birds fly away. $29.95

microMultiplication

Watch rabbits multiply. $29.95

microDivision

Boats and schools of fish teach divi-

sion. $29.95

Available at your local dealer, or call toll free:

1-800-343-1218

(In Massachusetts, 617-937-0200)

HAYDEN mzzia
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SUBROC-3D

THE THIRD
DIMENSION
The illusion of depth is

perhaps the most difficult

graphic simulation a computer
programmer can create. From
the earliest days of vector

graphics, with its crystalline

linework, the designers of

coin-ops have attempted to

add a sense of distance and
perspective to their creations.

A couple of games boasting

"3-D" capability have been

showcased recently, Sega's

Subroc-3D and Stern's Dark

Planet. Unfortunately, the

only thing these games seem
to prove is that the game de-

signers have yet to master the

third dimension.

Subroc presents a flickering

imitation of distance that

doesn't fool the eye for an in-

stant. A weird, scarab-shaped

space craft, the Subroc, can

engage the enemy in the sky,

at sea level or underwater. In

each of these stages, it is a

standard dogfight-target con-

t— line up the enemy in

DARK PLANET

the crosshair and blast away.

Dark Planet, on the other

hand, offers an artificial lunar

landscape as part of the game
cabinet's interior, while a

rather ordinary videogame is

projected beneath it. It looks

like videogame designers

have a way to go before 3-D
can be considered more than a

novelty.

Beyond the technical prob-

lems, however, there is still

another question that remains
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to be answered. Games re-

quiring "scope'" sighting de-

vices rarely sell in arcades,

where players like to stand

around and watch other gam-
ers before consigning their

token to a coin-op's insatiable

with the result that a stickler

for accuracy might quibble

about whether any pay-for-

play machine is truly three-

dimensional at this time. With

the way that breakthroughs

keep coming in the hardware

field, though, it may not be

too long before the coin -op

companies can cross this

threshhold.

The company that caught

the tail of Buck's comet is

Sega. The company's eye-

splashing Buck Rogers, Planet

of Zoom evokes the image of

the hero quite effectively. Not

only is Zoom the aptly named
body in the cosmos, but this

first-person cockpit contest is

the most visually gripping new
coin-op this season.

This is a multi-scenario

game, but the real thrills come
during the "trench" scene.

maw. Three-D and other "to-

tal environment" games,
which completely enclose the

participant within the game it-

self, will radically alter the

ambiance of the arcade —
should they ever develop to

that level of popularity.

Actually, 3-D games are at a

rather awkward stage

just now. The technology

is still not quite up to the

"dreams of the coin -op

game designers,

BUCK
ROGERS ZOOMS
THROUGH SPACE

With the return to promi-

nence of Buck Rogers, space

adventurer and cosmic swash-

buckler of the first order, via

two seasons of prime-time

TV, a videogame , bearing

his moniker has [Va-
become quite &
viable.

During

this phase, the arad-

er must pilot his ship

through a maze-like death

valley, encountering huge
"floaters", biped space ships,

which must be dodged with

hairpin accuracy. As might be

expected, the action heats up

as play continues.

The Planet of Zoom subtitle

leads one to the conclusion

that Sega plans— dependent

upon the success of this title

naturally, — an entire series

revolving around the space

pioneer whose broken cosmic

BUCK ROGERS
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alarm clock awakens him in a

far-future war zone.

This seems only fitting, in

view of the hero's longevity,

as a series star in other media.

ATARI'S LATEST
SF: FOR
SUPER-GAMERS
Someone at the Atari coin-

op lab has obviously discov-

ered a mission in life: testing

the skills of the top arcaders to

the limit, dispensing with the

arcade novice in a matter of

seconds. The so-called "play-

ers' games," designed to chal-

lenge the top-echelon players,

is growing in popularity by the

minute. Cases in point: Quan-
tum and Liberator, Atari's

shiny new coin-ops are a pair

of videogames that make De-

fender look like child's play by

comparison.

Following directly on the

heels of the tremendously
challenging Gravitar comes
Quantum, yet another con-

test employing the highly

sophisticated thruster-style

play mechanic. This contest

dares you to fly rings around

your outer space targets, en-

circling them as a means of

capture. Again, Quadrascan
graphics are called in to play to

leave a clear after-trail that

doesn't fade — sort of sky-

writing in space.

Liberator, meanwhile, uti-

lizes the most magnificent

graphics seen on any of the

new Atari science-fiction

games — and we're dealing

with some heavy hitters in

that line-up— to create a res-

cue contest that inaugurates

the adventures of the Atari

Force The Force is a group of

BUCK ROGERS
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KING OF THE
PIRATES

So popular has the Jungle

Hunt concept proven— mov-
ing to the top 10 in the coin-

op charts with the proverbial

bullet — that a second game
using a virtual duplicate of the

original's play me-
chanic has been

introduced in a

clever, 'plastic

disguise.

Pirate King is the same type

of swing-from-the-masts-
and-swim-the-ocean adven-

ture as Jungle Hunt, but the

characters are pirates and the

setting is, of course, the open
sea with galleons galore. The

hero swings from mast to

mast in quest of his ultimate

goal.

THROUGH THE
JUNGLE

This is the year the coin-ops

go swashbuckler, with jungle

safaris, medieval quests and ORIGINAL JUNGLE KING



costumed, comic book heros

produced in concert with

another Warner Communica-
tions property, DC Comics.

Several Atari Force adventures

have already appeared in

comic book form in both DC-
produced comics (such as the

Superman/House of Mystery

saga in January's DC Comics
Presents) for newsstand sales

and in specially published

smaller-sized booklets en-

closed in specially marked
Atari 2600 home games.

The comic hasn't hit its

stride yet, but the top talent

behind it promises the best is

still ahead.

QUANTUM LIBERATOR

JUNGLE KING

pirate voyages multiply-

ing in the game par-

lors. The trend

started with

Taito's Jungle

King, in

which a

jungle

lord in

M

l\ -

loincoth swings from vine to

vine, swims crocodile-infested

waters, and scales trees,

in order to rescue a

fair maiden from can-

nibals.

Problem: the Edgar

Rice Burrough's Es-

tate — holders of all

rights pertaining to Tar-

zan — screamed bloody

murder. After some re-

tooling, the game was
miraculously reborn as

J^ Jungle Hunt. It's the same
\game, but with the hero met-

amorphosized into a

white hunter in pith helmet.

*»
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SINBAD,
WITCHES AND

WIZARDS
Several new titles are

banking on the arcade

salability of the multi-

scenario adventure

' > r/c*
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theme. Traditionally, a good
adventure took too long to

finish to be profitable in an

arcade setting, but as game
time lengthens and the search

for more diverse themes con-

tinues, companies are turning

to the traditional quest con-

cept to attract an audience.

Two of the most interesting

games, in terms of graphics

and play value, are Sinbad 7

and Witch's Way. Whether
these offbeat titles can survive

the coin-op shake-out that

seems inevitable, in light of

the huge amount of products

confronting players and oper-

ators, will tell us alot ab-

out the future of coin-ops and

what we will be playing in the

arcades in a year or two.

N A G I C HI SCORE
20000

EXTRA FROG
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WITCH'S WAY

THE SUPERHITS
The surest sign that a game

has made it, is the release of a

"deluxe edition" or sequel. A
deluxe edition is, essentially,

the same contest with enough
variation to eliminate any
strategic tricks developed by

the best players, while provid-

ing superior sound and
graphics to add to the fun.

Unlike out-and-out sequels,

such as Stargate (following

Defender) and Donkey Kong
Jr. (which continues the saga

of the great Nintendo gorilla),

special editions are more of a

salute to a particular game's

success.

GILDING THE
GOLDEN
GOBBLER
Undeniably the most suc-

cessful coin-op in arcade his-

tory, Pac-Man continues to

inspire variations on the

theme from Midway's factor-

ies. The most interesting of

the three new Pac-titles pre-

viewed recently for the elec-

tronic gaming press is undeni-

ably the offspring of the

group, Pac-Baby. The gob-

blin' toddler game is the first

true hybrid video-pinball

game — that is, the play on

the screen is affected by what
happens on the table.

For more information on
this unique crossbreed, check

out an upcoming installment

of "Pinball Palace" in EG.

Super Pac-Man is a maze
chase contest of another
stripe. It features widely sepa-

rated fruit and other objects of

the gobbler's gastronomical

desire. You've got to play this

one to realize how truly off-

beat it really is! Super Pac-

Man's a genuine de-

parture from

from
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maze-chase
games of the past.

Finally, there's the

first official fac-

tory-authorized en-

hancement kit, Pac-Man Plus.

This upgrade is manna from

heaven for Pac-Maniacs who
have pattern -played the orig-

inal one into the ground. The
ghosts are faster and more
random, the maze disappears,

monsters become invisible

SUPER ZAXXON

The Coin-Ops
and an entire jack-in-the-box

full of extra surprises, awaits.

He eats and eats — but he

just keeps on going.

SON OF ZAXXON
The most startling game

graphically, of 1982 was
Sega's Zaxxon. Its three-

quarters perspective and in-

credible simulation of depth

makes it something to see, but

more than a little difficult to

play. With the coming of the

Coleco home versions,
however, gamers are learning

the strategies and becoming
more familiar with this eye-

popping quarter-snatcher.

So successful is Zaxxon,

that a deluxe version, appro-

priately dubbed Super Zax-

xon will soon hit arcades.

Boasting even more vivid col-

ors and dramatic imagery, it

also offers an even more chal-

lenging test of the arcad-

er's skills. Dramatic,

pulsing colors have

replaced the paste

dimensionality

of the original

with spectacular

explosions and outer

space scenes.

If you loved the original,

you'll have to give this one a

shot. And another, and
another, and. . .

STAIUI-PEDE
Atari struck coin-op gold

with its vertical blast-up Cen-
tipede. The California manu-

facturer ob-

viously felt

it deserved

a follow-up, and

has dubbed it Mil-

lipede. It's even more
intriguing than the

original, while boasting a

melange of new and familiar

characters.

The most significant change
is the downward-scrolling
mushroom field and the bee-

tle, who poses a most perplex-

ing problem. If you destroy

the beetle, the field scrolls

down a notch. If you fail to do
so, the bug begins passing

over mushrooms, transform-

ing them into indestructable

flowers.

There are earwigs and bug
spray and an assortment of

new touches that should en-

thrall die-hard Centipeders.

Those who want
a fuller description

of this enticing

new game can

find a thorough

run down in this

issue's "Insert

Coin Here" coin-op

machine review

column.
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A-JMAZE-ING
CUTIES
Whether they be maze

chases, jumping games or

climbing contests — even

shoot-outs in the depths of

the cosmos— the majority of

new coin-ops have all been in-

terbred with the latest rage in

arcadeland — the "cutie"

game. Cutie games feature

great graphics, resolu-

tion, whimsical,

adorable charac-

ters, and an irresist-

ible attraction to

stacks of quarters

and tokens.

These machines

are designed

around a simple

concept: if the

action is adorable

enough, the characters
charming and graphically car-

toonish enough, you can't

lose. If it's a great game, the

bells and whistles are an

added kick. If the game is only

so-so, the whole thing is cute

enough that, well, who cares?

Maze games are especially

susceptible to the cute-ization

process. Eyes from Rockola,

Mr. Do out of Universal and

several other titles use familiar

play mechanics. For instance,

Mr. Do is a charming variant

of the gobble, dig and cute

concepts.

Perhaps the most successful

is Sega*s Pengo, which stars a

fetching little penguin being

chased around a maze con-

sisting of ice blocks. The kick-

er: Pengo is able to alter the

MR. DO

topography of the maze by

sliding the blocks into new
positions, even trapping his

adversaries when the job's

done well.

F. LEA COIN-OP
Okay, imagine Midway's

Tron, only instead of light-

cycles and tank mazes, you've

got dogs and fleas in a quartet

of contests. Weird. Definitely.

The latest videogame from

Pacific Novelty (creators of

Thief— a Certificate of Merit

Arcade Award winner for best

coin-op audio/visual effects

— and several other games) is

called F. Lea. While there's

nothing new about it, it's

charming ambiance makes it

worth a try.

The player can choose any

of the four games, all of which

are take-offs on the existing

machines. Fleas do the Tar-

zan-thing, for example, in

their own, unique fashion. In-

stead of swinging from grape

vines, the indomitable F. Lea

leaps from dog to dog by way
of their tails.

SHORT ORDER
COOKING
Midway's Burger Time

approaches the cute game
from an entirely different

direction. Remember that old

bit with the conveyor belt car-

rying the food, which had to
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be placed down, layer upop__

layer? Burger Time emulated
that notion to a certain degree

by asking the gamer to create

the fattest, most mouth-
watering hamburger imagin-

able.

First comes the roll, then the

burger — and then the play

gets really serious. The food-

stuff continues to scroll across

the bottom of the screen with

points awarded for every

hamburger completed. The
more relish, onions, etc. laid

down, the more points.

Burger Time relies more on

a cute "concept" as opposed

to cute execution. The charac-

ters here are no Saturday

morning wonders, but the

idea itself will sell this game.

And in a world ruled by
McDonalds, who's to say

what will happen?

Q* BERT'S
CUBES

Perhaps the best blend of

whimsical characters and
solid, innovative game play,

however, is to be found in

Gottlieb's enchanting latest,

Q'Bert, the home rights to

which have already been
snapped up by Parker
Brothers.

Q'Bert is a furry little crea-

ture with a snorkle-snout

whose arena consists

of a pyramid of

colored cubes.

Little Q*Bert

can jump from

cube-top to cube-

top, and each jump
triggers a color

change running through

a full rainbow sequence.

The object is to turn all

the cube-tops

the same
color. The difficulty lies

in an assortment

of snakes and
other disrepu-

tables that scam-

per around the pyramid-

like maze in search of Q* Bert.

If they catch him, he loses a

life and starts again.

The excellent meshing of

enchanting game characters,

gorgeous graphics and good,

full-bodied game play make
Q'Bert a solid entry in the

world of the coin-op cuties.

POPEYE GOES
COIN-OP

America's most famous old

salt has finally turned up in a

coin-op game, with all the

friends from the original

newspaper strip by Segar —
Whimpy, Bluto, Olive and
even the Sea Hag.

Olive stands at the top of a

multi-level playfield divided

by short stairways and tosses

hearts that the one-eyed
sailor, Popeye, most catch.

Flies in the ointment naturally

include Bluto, who can only be

vanquished by having Popeye

down one of the strategically

placed cans of spinach and

gaining temporary super

strength.

The animation and sound

are flat-out cartoon-quality,

and though the game play

may not engross gamers from

start to finish, the visual magic

does. Nintendo looks to have

one of the hottest new titles

around with Popeye — a

game too cute to fail.

POPEYE
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FLYING THROUGH
TIME AND SPACE!
The concept of the immor-

tal soldier is as old as armed
conflict itself. With each new
call to arms, he rises from his

grave, takes up the arma-

ments of war and fulfills his

endless duty— battle through

time itself.

Certainly the most offbeat

of the new shoot-outs is Cen-

turi's Time Pilot, in which a

combination Red Baron and

flying Dutchman engage in

decade-spanning warfare in

the sky.

The contest begins with the

most primitive type of aerial

warfare — the World War I

circa dogfight. Using joystick

controls and totally authentic

firing techniques, you move
through progressively futuris-

tic modes of the traditional

dogfight.

World War II fighters. MiGs

vs. US Tiger jets, Vietnam-era

sky combat and, ultimately:

war in space! Time Pilot is not

only an excellent action game,

but a visual history of air war-

fare.

FLOATING
THROUGH THE
SEVEN WONDERS

Fast Freddie from Atari is

quite a guy. He loves to travel,

and his favorite mode of

locomotion is hang-gliding. In

a multi-scenario graphic

wonderland, arcaders guide

Eddie over treacherous terrain

in search of the most wonder-

ful sights on earth. Whether
he's wafting over the Sphinx,

cruising the Taj Majal or ski-

ing the Alps, Fast Freddie is

fast, fun and the perfect

change-of-pace coin-op ex-

perience.

FAST FREDDIE
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Points are gathered simply

by keeping ol' Eddie afloat—
but as most players discover,

this is definitely easier said

than done. So get your wings

ready, and do some real sight-

seeing.

POSITION IS
EVERYTHING
IN LIFE

Sega's phenomenal success

with Turbo has revived a

game genre that was pre-

viously considered dead as a

dodo.

Inspired by the newfound
interest, Atari has created the

most graphically spectacular,

realistic first-person driving

videogame any arcader has

ever seen. Called Pole Posi-

tion, this is a straight-ahead

racing contest, making the

passing of cars being the

objective, with everything

from curbs to road signs avail-

able in numbers sufficient to

keep the player from getting

too much acceleration.

Whether the driving games

can make it in the arcades will

probably be decided by this

game.

THE COIN-OP
"SLUMP"
AND YOU

Don't be alarmed by any-

thing you may hear about a

"coin-op slump". Actually,

popularity of the games has

never been higher — and it's

still growing. What has hap-

pened is that the increase in

the number of machines in-

stalled in arcade and street

locations has increased faster

than the coin-op audience,

resulting in somewhat lower

per-machine earnings figures,

and a corresponding reluc-

tance by operators to buy
quite as many new titles as

there were a year ago.

For arcaders, this means
that there will be a short-term

slowdown in the appearance

of new machines. Yet con-

sumers are likely to benefit in

the long run, because manu-
facturers will essentially give

up trying to market the "me,

too" machines and stress in-

novation, to attract the notice

of operators, and ultimately,

the players.
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Winning at 'Wizard of Wor'and Gorf

:

ByJohn Madden.

As the sportscaster lor CBS Video Games. I get a chance
b to watch some of the best players in the country

in the "Challenge of Champions."
Here are some of their winning strategies.

Wizard of Wor™: You start

with three worriors. The
object of this game is to defeat
the Wizard, his henchmen and
your opponent. This is a game
you can play alone, or two can
play simultaneously When two
play you have to worry about
getting zapped by your oppo-
nent as well as the Wizard, and his gang.

Here's an interesting move you might want to try Get out

^_—; ^ into the maze fast, zip out of the

escape door, come back in

through the opposite side. If

you're quick enough, you'll be
in perfect position to blitz your
opponent's three worriors

before they can score any
points. The ultimate shutout.

Another variation is to work
together. Make a pact not to hit each other (accidents do
happen, of course) and go for the record score: 99.500 by
Frank Merollo (10/82) and Buz Pryzby (8/82)?

v i ~ - 1 s

In our first Challenge of Champions. Ray Johnson
of Los Angeles defeated Tony Sarkis of New York

and David Hayes, a student at Cal Tech. defeated
Brian Anderson, a student at MIT

G orf™ is four boards in one game. Your father will enjoy this game
because with a little luck, he'll be able to go through the four boards

a couple of times, but after the third level it starts to get faster. . . and faster.

*These are two tough games, but
I know you're up to the challenge/

\

r,
Coaching lips patience Stick & move Get position Hit it high

That's when you separate the players from the parents. You start out

aggressively and after 10.000 points the bombs and torpedoes start to

come hot and heavy so be prepared to change to a defensive game plani

The record high score is still 32.700 by Horace Eckerstrom (9/82).* which

'

gives you some idea of how hard this game is.

Both Wizard of Wor and Gorf are made for the Atari" 2600 System™
(Look for Intellivision' versions soon.) They're really tough, and the more
you play them, the more you'll like them.
O 1983 CBS Inc "Gorr and Wizard oi Wor are registered irademarksot Bally* Midway Mlg Co.

"Atari" and Atari 2600 Syslem" are trademarks ot Alan, Inc

Intellivision " is a trademark ot Mallei Inc

•High scores as ol this printing

,
„ the

challenge
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AZTEC
Datamost/Apple II/48K disk

Here's your chance to follow in the

footsteps of globe-trotting adventur-

ers like Alan Quartermain and Indiana

Jones. Aztec is a high-resolution action

adventure in which the solo player

must penetrate to the depths of an

ancient temple, retrieve a priceless idol

and bring it safely back to civilization

so you can sell it for a hefty fee.

The program generates the temple

by picking eight floors of eight rooms,

each chamber containing up to three

levels. Since there are 32 possible

arrangements of the floors, Aztec

offers players a satisfying variety. Or

to put it another way, if you can't solve

one version of the temple, you can

always begin the quest again with

another.

The gamer controls the on-screen

character with the keyboard. There

are two modes, regular movement
and fight/attack, each with its own
group of one-key commands. Under
ordinary conditions, the well-drawn

digital explorer can walk, run, change

direction, set a dynamite charge,

crawl, jump and climb. Pushing "F"

sends the character into fight mode, in

which condition he can inch forward,

step back and spin around, draw a

weapon (gun or machete), lunge or

slash with the blade, or fire the pistol.

Though it sounds like a lot of keys to

memorize, the process isn't all that

hard. After a few games at the lowest

of the eight possible skill levels, you'll

have your soldier of fortune leaping

chasms, climbing winding staircases,

and battling the 10 different monster

types which guard the temple.

The maze and all figures within it are

seen in profile, with one room visible

on the screen at a time. This keeps

suspense at a high level during the

game, because a player never knows
what he or she will find in the next

section until the on-screen hero

actually gets there.

flfe
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Search the
Sacred Aztec
Temple for
the Jade Idol,

But Beware
of the Guards!

When in the movement mode, the

adventurer must search through piles

of rubble and the chests which dot the

maze-like temple. Many contain noth-

ing, but sometimes you may find a

strength-building elixir, weapons (bul-

lets must be found separately from the

pistol) and the coveted idol. Dynamite

is one of the powerful weapons at

your command, capable of blasting a

hole through walls or floors at need.

Two warnings: Get away from the

blast area quickly, and don't blow up

things you may need on the trip to-

ward the temple's exit. It's no good

finding the idol if it can't be brought

out of its resting place.

The procedure for setting a dyna-

mite charge is not sufficiently ex-

plained in the brief rules folder. This

can cause a lot of frustration for those

who don't stumble on the fairly simple

routine. All you have to do is set the

little guy on the screen crawling and
then, when his hand is extended in

front of him, push "P" to set and light

the explosive. At times, quick action

with the dynamite is the only way to

get out of one of the trap rooms or

defeat the more powerful creatures

which bar the way to the trophy you

seek.

Despite some superficial similarities

to Muse Software's Castle Wolfen-

stein, Datamost's Paul Stephenson

has given adventure gamers some-
thing new — and delightful — in

Aztec. The variety of monsters and

traps, the range of possible commands
and the attractive graphics make this

one of the computer gaming events of

the year. It's the kind of contest you

want to play again immediately after

you finish the last round.

(Steve Davidson)

ASTRO CHASE
First Star Software/Atari 400 & 800
32K

First Star is a new company named
after the highly-prized master of the

I



First intermission for Astro Chase Initial view of the solar system in Astro Chase

Atari computer, Fernando Herrera,

winner of the First Star Award from

the Sunnyvale company itself. It has

released its first game— and, wow, is

it something else!

Astro Chase requires something
closer to a book than a review in order

to explore all the nooks and crannies

of its ground-breaking design.

As the computer plays the "1812

Overture", we see a beautifully ren-

dered Earth street with a saucer

parked outside the house closest to

the foreground. A door opens, and

from the house steps an astro-fighter

in his mylar space-garb. He moves
underneath the parked spaceship,

where a tractor beam lifts the warrior

into the craft itself. It blasts off, and
the first phase of the battle begins.

This is but one of seven different inter-

missions between each battle.

Your mission sounds simple: De-
fend the Earth. It isn't. Among the

various types of spacecraft you must
fend off are Ramatrons, Firetrons,

Ramalons, Firelons, and jet versions of

all four. But remember your prime

directive; keep those gravity-drawn

space mines from reaching — and
blowing up — the planet of which we
are all so fond. Some of these beggars

can actually travel through planets!

Sound grim? It is, but the gamer
does have some healthy defensive

weaponry. There is, of course, your

saucer, which is capable of what First

Star has dubbed "single thrust pro-

pulsion" — a technique which allows

the player to steer the ship in one
direction and fire in another — any
other, in fact. Shields can be activated,

and energy grids are available to re-

supply fuel. It's even possible to trap

an enemy craft between two parallel

S2 Electronic Games
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planets, where it will bounce back and

forth forever.

There are an astounding 36 skill

levels in this game and omni-
directional scrolling, but the real beau-

ty of Astro Chase is the beauty of it. It

is perhaps the most graphically mag-
nificent computer videogame yet cre-

ated. Fernando Herrera is more like a

painter than a typical graphic de-

signer, and it shows. The solar system

and the intermissions are breath-

taking.

First Star does, indeed, have a star

on its hands, and many more games
like this will make this fledgeling outfit

shine all the brighter.

(Bill Kunkel)

BAJA BUGGIES
Gamestar/Atari 400 & 800/16K

Put flat-out, this is the best racing

contest, in terms of graphics and game
play, ever designed for a computer

system. Baja Buggies is a reincarn-

ation of Night Rally from the now-
defunct software house, Arcade Plus

(which gained fame and fortune with

the gobble game, Ghost Hunter).

Arcade Plus may have bitten the dust,

but the night race game it developed

has survived admirably, all spiffed up
with balloon tires and a daytime desert

landscape.

Designed for Gamestar by Dan
Ugrin, Baja Buggies is a perfect exam-
ple of what can be accomplished with

a mere 16K on the Atari computers.

The landscape and horizon line scroll

subtly, clouds shifting position with

every snake-like twist of the road.

The play-action is miraculous.

Discarding as it does the traditional

paddle controller used for most driving

games in lieu of a joystick, Baja is an

anomaly. First-time participants are

invariably impressed with the graphics

and the sense of realistic drifting mo-
tion built into the program. But it's

only when the arcader actually grabs

hold of the wheel — er, joystick —
that the marvelous payability and
realism of the game become crystal

clear. In other words, this one looks

good — but it plays great.

This is position racing, and the ob-

ject is to use the top-mounted radar

scanner to determine both your loca-

tion and the leader's — be he the

notorious Mario Sandduni, the love-

able A.J. Cactus or the reckless Parnelli

Pothole — and pass as many other

dunies as possible to reach the front-

runner.

One gripe is that when you ulti-

mately do reach the head of the pack,

you just might expect skyrockets and

fireworks, but instead — pffffft. Ah,

well, we are picking nits, I suppose.
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BB offers players six levels — three

Am and three Pro —as well as a sextet

of courses and five difficulty levels.

Until somebody does it better, this is

the best piece of racing computer soft-

ware in town.

(Bill Kunkel)

MONSTER MASH
Software Farm/Apple II/48K disk

It's the middle of the night, and

monsters are rising from their graves to

threaten Anytown, U.S.A. in Dave
Eisler's unusual action contest. The
arcader uses the numeric keys to open
and shut the gates which section the

graveyard-like playfield, and to oper-

ate the so-called "monster mashers"

built into each headstone.

The creatures, at least at the start of

the action, enter the graveyard from

the upper right corner of the screen

and wend their way toward the exit

located in the lower left corner. The

idea is to manipulate the gates (by

pushing keys 1-4) so as to trap the

creatures in front of the monster
mashers (activated with keys 6-9).

Novices can operate all gates with one
key and all mashers with another.

Once you've become reasonably

practiced, you may want to attempt

the advanced version, in which each

gate and masher is controlled by a

single key.

Four types of creatures haunt the

playfield. Claws are the basic, heavy-

duty monster in the game, and they

are worth more if they are destroyed

as close to the entrance as possible.

Smokeys are just the opposite; you'll

score more if you catch them near the

exit. Eggs can be ignored, since their

escape doesn't saddle the player with a

penalty, but an egg turns into a snake

if it is broken. The snakes are worth

three times as much as Smokey, but

each reptile counts as two escaping

creatures if it gets through.

Also moving through the graveyard

is a succession of visitors. Killing one by

accident immediately ends the game.
Letting 10 monsters escape unharmed
has the same effect.

In the past, EG has treated arcade-

style games which utilize a keyboard

control system very harshly. This time,

the control scheme is entirely

appropriate to the distinctive play

mechanic. Plainly, joystick control

would only have been satisfactory in

the basic game. Dave Eisler has done a

fine job of developing a contest that

isn't just a rehash of someone else's

creativity. Monster Mash will not be

the only great game in most gamers'

software libraries, but it does offer an

intriguing and satisfying brand of ac-

tion you're not likely to find on many
other disks.

(Steve Davidson)

MINER 2049ER
Micro Fun/Apple II/48K disk

One of the few things surer than

death and taxes is that you'll be read-

ing a lot about this multi-screen climb-

ing contest in coming months. Miner
2049er, the inspired creation of Bill

Houge, will be produced for nine dif-

ferent computer and videogame sys-

tems, so the entire home arcading

nation may well be battling through

this one before too long.

The Apple II edition, nicely pro-

grammed by Mike Livesay, has 10 sce-

narios which incorporate just about
every climbing game wrinkle you can

imagine — plus a few way-out sur-

prises. The first scenario has ladders,

the second adds a system of slides, the

third introduces an elevator and so

forth up to the cannon, which makes
its debut at the tenth level.

The on-screen sourdough, who
goes by the moniker of Bounty Bob, is

moved along the various platforms

using the joystick. A flick of the stick in

the appropriate direction will send him

up or down a ladder. Bounty Bob leaps

straight into the air when you press the

action button, but combining the stick

and button permits him to leap over

chasms and deadly mutants with ease.

No previous Apple II game can

match the fluidity of Miner's control

scheme. Lining up the character in the

correct position to use a ladder some-
times causes problems in other games,
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but not in this one. Some players will

find it necessary to rein in their natural

enthusiasm, lest they send Bounty Bob
over the edge with a bit of over-

zealous joysticking.

Unlike most other climbing games,
the idea of Miner 2049er is not simply

to get to the top of the screen in one
piece. Bounty Bob, as a good prospec-

tor, must cover every inch of the

playfield in order to move on to the

next. Mutants with a deadly touch
provide the main obstacle in the early

going. They can be defeated, however,

if Bounty Bob first picks up one of the

tempting apples scattered around the

screen. This causes the mutant to get a
silly smile on its face and turn blue.

Until the beast turns red once more,

Bob can steamroll it for points.

One of several attractive frills is a

five-position high score listing. It even

carries over from play session to play

session. Another good idea is that the

player custom-aligns his joystick to a

program when the disk is first booted.

It only takes a couple of seconds to

perform this operation, but it appears

to enhance control significantly.

A hearty welcome to Miner 2049er,

new king of the computer climbing

games.
(Arnie Katz)

K-RAZY KRITTERS
CBS Software/Atari 400 & 800/cartridge

K-Byte's latest batch of cartridge

programs for the Atari computer sys-

tems prove pretty conclusively that K-

razy Shoot-out was no "k-razy one-

shot". Particularly engrossing is K-razy

Kritters, the most challenging variant

on the old Space Invaders theme to

come along in ages.

The playfield consists of vertical

rows of caged demons. The gamer,
armed with three laser bases, must
destroy the cages, then dodge the in-

vulnerable creatures he just released.

Periodically, a base star flies by and a
shot on target is good for a free base.

The trick here is to take out the mid-
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die rows first. The higher the demon
cage, the more horizontal range the

creature within has. Clearing up the

middle leaves the side rows to block

the escaped creature from moving too

far east or west. Once the center is

clear, start to work on the edges,
where you blast and run to the far

opposite end of the field and hide. By
the time you reach the rows at the far

right and left, even the most far-

roving monsters should not be able to

scarf you up.

The action, as in all CBS software

(K-Byte) games, is frenetic. Play

mechanics are smooth as silk, and the

sound and graphics are charming. All

this, and the convenience of cartridge

play as well!

In light of the expense of disk drives

and the time consumed by tape load-

ing, the American computer-game
hobbyists are obviously drawn to car-

tridge games, and players can expect

to see more and more during the com-
ing year, as the computer business

spreads from specialty computer
shops to convenience stores and malls.

Right now, there is a limited K capacity

for these games due to the expense of

chips, but the companies that are turn-

ing them out are continuing to prove

that a great job can still be done in this

format. Count K-razy Kritters among
the best.

(Bill Kunkel)

SOCCER
Thorne-EMI/Atari 400 & 800/16K

How about this one, sports fans?

Here's a soccer simulation for the Atari

computers in cartridge form that plays

even better than Intellivision's version,

allowing for two-player human teams
and a solitaire version. Sound like a

dream? Well, in its own subtle, under-

stated way, EMI has been producing

some of the best computer game
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software on either side

of the Atlantic, and
this title, along with

Submarine Comman-
der, are the flagships

of the line, with these

unique offerings.

Two, full-sized, 11-

player squadrons fill

up this silky-smooth

scrolling playfield at

totally realistic speed.

Players can pass, drib-

ble and blast shots at

the net. But beware of

the computer-moved
goalie—this guy will

make Hubert Birken-

mier look like he's got

arthritis. He leaps,

dives and deflects vir-

tually everything shot

right at him.

Best bet for mere hu-

mans is to just duck
around him—since the

computer goalie will

come out to meet

the ball—then blast

a pass across to a

waiting center posi-

tioned in front of the

net. The positioning

of players, however,

may well prove the

most difficult aspect

of this game for the

American players to

handle. Players tend

to bunch up, leaving wide open gaps

for the skilled computer-driven Brits

to punch through. Spread out your

team—heaven knows you have
enough players—while leaving at least

a pair of defenders back to help the

goalie.

Whether videogamers will take to

this beautiful sports simulation better

than the American sports fans have

taken to the real thing is still an un-

answered question. The bottom line is

this, however; the biggest vacuum in

the Atari computer software universe

is in sports games, especially good
one-player simulations. And they just

don't come any better than Soccer. For

fans and open-minded gamers, this

one is unquestionably recommended.
(Bill Kunkel)

POGOAAAN
Computer Magic Limited

Atari 400-800-1200/48K disk

Animals that hop — kangaroos,

frogs and rabbits— currently loom so

large in the world of electronic gaming
that it is easy to forget that human-
kind, too, has a similar method of

locomotion: the pogo stick. Though
skateboards, mopeds and other less

teeth -rattling methods of transporta-

tion have largely made the pogo stick

passe in the real world, this venerable

kid's toy is still going strong in the

computer universe, if this engaging

solitaire contest is a fair index.

Those sobersided arcaders who de-

mand hyper-realistic themes in their



games will probably want to shy away
from this one. Few games are based on

a wackier idea than the one which

inspired this release by the company
which made its debut about a year ago
with Kayos. You are responsible for

directing the activities of a five-man

team that is attempting to help the city

save energy by shutting off streetlights

during a summer heat wave. Why this

worthy task must be accomplished by

zany looking characters bouncing
along on pogo sticks is never ade-

quately explained, but when the pro-

gram is this charming, who cares?

There are three types of jumps
possible; regular, high and long. The
ordinary jump is suitable for leaping

over the animated obstacles which
start showing up after the player has

tallied 100,000 points or is heading

through the city for a second round.

The long jump enables Pogoman to

clear some of the bulkier stationary

obstacles, such as parked limousines,

which might otherwise keep him from

completing his watt-saving tour of the

city. High jumps, on the other hand,

are the only ones which give the

lamp-douser enough altitude to switch

off a streetlight.

Pogoman gives much greater re-

wards for intelligent selection of jumps
than it does for sheer speed. Each crash

knocks one of your five Pogomen out

of the game and starts the scoring

cycle for streetlights over again at

1,000 points. Each turned-off light is

worth 1,000 points more than the

previous one, as long as you don't

collide with anything.

Once a Pogoman turns off a light, it

stays that way until every light in the

city is dark. The program then resets—
after awarding the player a bonus of

30,000 points— and the action begins

once more. A new menace, in the form

of a pesky bird, makes its appearance

during the third circuit of the metropo-

lis or at the 200,000-point plateau,

whichever comes first.

J.R. Man (programming), Andre
Strichak (screen graphics) and Terry

Feinberg (music) have all done them-

selves proud with Pogoman, though

the visuals could have been a tad more
refined in view of the graphic capabili-

ties of the Atari computer systems.

Still, this is an amusing program that

poses a sterner test of arcading ability

than might at first be obvious.

(Arnie Katz)

LOVERS OR STRANGERS
Alpine Software/Apple II/48K disk

Despite the faintly provocative title,

this is not one of those sexy home
electronic games that have raised

hackles from coast to coast in the last

six months. Rather, it is a compatibility

test that indicates how well the two
halves of a couple mesh in a wide

range of areas, including communica-
tion, romance, values, sex, work,

money, spirituality and play.

Of course, any such test should be

viewed more as an interesting diver-

sion than as a definitive analysis. Still,

the computer's capability of collating a

large amount of data very quickly

makes it more indicative than the

quizzes printed by Readers Digest and
the like. Questions and scoring were

formulated by Dr. Al Byers and Dr.

Annette Long, Directors of Associates

for Psychotherapy, Inc.

The test itself is reasonably quick

and easy. There is a series of multiple

choice questions which are answered
simultaneously by both members of

the couple using the Apple's numeric

keys. For each question, a participant

must choose an alternative for him- or

herself and then guess how the spouse

will answer the same query. The pro-

gram holds more questions than are

needed for any one questionnaire, so

Lovers or Strangers will be at least

slightly different each time you play.

Although there is absolutely nothing

salacious about Lovers or Strangers, it

will probably have most appeal for

EG's older readers. The complete ab-

sence of graphics and other window
dressing will undoubtedly make the

game less attractive to many action -

oriented arcaders. This is a solid piece

of software which demonstrates that

"adult games" don't necessarily have

to mean products like the late, un-

lamented Custer's Revenge

It may only seem to be a matter
of semantics, but "adult", sexually

sophisticated" and "erotic" are dif-

ferent from "smut" and "sleaze".

(Steve Davidson)
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Shoot 'Em Up in Space:
Does it Live Up to its Name?

By NEIL SHAPIRO

The letters S.E.U.I.S. (pronounced

SOOS) stand for Shoot 'Em Up In

Space. That's a pretty accurate de-

scription of at least one factor in this

multi-faceted war game simulation of

futuristic combat, but it is far from

telling the whole story. Indeed, it's

even a somewhat misleading title.

Economic factors as well as strategic

planning are as important to the out-

come of this game as the shooting.

But the shooting is managed in a

unique manner— combat takes place

in real-time, almost arcade-like

fashion. Still, this is certainly not Space

Invaders.

The first thing likely to strike a new-
comer to this space war game is the

absolutely beautiful hi-resolution

strategic map. While it's true that a

map is not the territory, these come as

close to catching the starry "feel" of

intergalactic space as anything I have

seen in either computer or board

S.E.I.U.S. features a colorful playfield

games. The stars almost seem to

corsucate on the screen. Armchair

space farers familar with telescopic

views of such things as the Orion

Nebula will find the finely detailed veils

of nebulosity breathtaking as they

glow on the video display.

While the rule book describes the

playing field as being "hex-gridded",

thankfully, the hexes themselves are

not drawn onto the display. While it

may take half a game to get used to

determining where the hex boundaries

are, it is well worth it, in this case, to

give the artwork full play.

Six types of "terrain" are detailed on
this strategic map. The bright stars

(those surrounded by glowing nebu-

lae) are commercial and economic
centers with great starship-producing

capability. The major stars are systems

containing an advanced planet with

starship facilities. Disk-shaped minor

stars have planets less capable of star-

ship production. The pin-point single

stars have no planets; the clusters of

small stars, asteroids and debris also

contain no planets — and neither of

these last two types can produce star-

ships.

There are six varieties of starships

that may be produced, and these may
be arranged into light, medium and

heavy squadrons. A light squadron is

made up of the three fighter classes

(light, escort and destroyer fighters). A
medium squadron contains at least
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one battle-cruiser (light or heavy) as

well as fighters. A heavy squadron
contains cruisers and, perhaps, a

battleship.

Each of the squadron types has its

own graphic symbol so the player can

instantly see its complete makeup on

the roster text display.

Each style of squadron moves at a

different rate of simulated speed,

which the computer monitors via SSI's

new Rapidfire system of inputting

moves from the keyboard. Time units

automatically pass during the game,
and an on-screen clock gives the play-

er an indication of this feature.

Whenever it is a squadron's turn to

move, it is highlighted on the strategic

display. At the bottom of the map a

small display appears which shows the

squadron's graphic symbol and indi-

cates how many ships of each type are

in that squadron. Then the countdown
clock begins to tick towards zero.

Before time for that squadron to move
runs out, you must hit one of the

directional keys. The direction keys are

laid out in a compass pattern (which is

always shown on-screen) of the num-
bers 1 through 6 arranged in a coun-

terclockwise circle around the number
0. Going East, for example, would be

to press "2", going West would mean
pressing "5" and standing still would

be "0".

While each squadron moves one
sector (hex) at a time, some squadrons

are faster than others. Light squadrons

can move every four time points,

medium squads every six, and heavy

squadrons can only move every 12

time points. This results in a realistic

simulation of movement as a function

of strength in arms, although I for one
had a hard time accepting that large

spaceships should, necessarily, move
slower than small ones.

As your ships move through enemy
star systems, you automatically cap-

ture them. They change in color to

show who is the owning player. Bright,

major and minor star systems— with

their spaceship producing capabilities

— are considered resource centers. As
long as you own a system, you receive

its resource points. A minor star system

produces 10 production points every

40 time points; a major star system

gives 12 every 21 time points; and a

bright star system yields 1 1 production

points in just 11 time points. During

the game, the computer keeps track of

the accumulations of these production

points.

As you gain production points, the

computer allocates squadrons of just-

built reinforcements to your fleet. So
you can expect a lot of jockeying

about for control of these all-impor-

tant resource centers on the strategic

display. When two opposing squad-

rons try to move into the same sector

of space, the game shifts to combat
display mode.

Just before combat begins you di-

vide each ship's energy points among
its shields, weapons, and ranging sys-

tems. This, in effect, customizes each

ship's offensive, defensive, and man-
euverability qualities.

Now choose either a champion from

your ships to meet the opposing side's

champion— or go for a battle royal in

which all the ships on both sides fight,

with the flagship of each fleet under

the players' direct control. (Playing

solitaire, the computer can only go the

champion-against-champion route.)

The direction of movement of your

vessel on the combat display is con-

trolled by the game paddle. If the other

ship comes into range and is within a

90-degree cone-of-fire of your ship,

the ship will automatically fire a hom-
ing missile. Or if you can manage to

point directly at the fast-moving

enemy, a press of the game-paddle
button fires a burst with your devas-

tating beam weapons. Bar graphs on
the side of the combat display track

and compare the damage levels of the

two ships. An indicator beneath the

bars tell you when your beam weapon
is ready to fire.

Three scenarios and maps included

with S.E.U.I.S. allows you to get ac-

quainted with the game mechanics.

The first scenario, "Battle in the

Pleiades," uses a stunning strategic

map to simulate an invasion. "The

:n.'»n»a:ren*y^
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Great Battle" is a free-for-all of ship

combat and capturing resource cen-

ters. "The Final (Maybe) Battle" fea-

tures a vast array of ship types.

Once you've enjoyed the canned
scenarios, S.E.U.I.S. really gets in-

teresting because it allows you to

concoct your own game by modifying

almost all of its many variables. This is

one distinct advantage some comput-

er war games have over board games;

it is possible for the player to become
an automated designer.

First thing you can do is to choose

from six maps included on the disk.

Then you design the fleet you want to

use. You can either create an entirely

/*. \—-/

PROFESSIONAL JOYSTICK
One Time
Replacement

Joystick Control

"The Supr Slick is the only slick to use actual micro

switches, which create an ease of play that will astound

you Bill Kunkel ELECTRONIC GAMES Magazine. March 1983

*J
USE WITH ATARI VCS,
400 & 800 COMPUTER,
ALL COMMODORE
COMPUTERS, SEARS
VIDEO ARCADE 1 & 2.

Send
$39.95
Ct. residents

add 7 'A %
sales tax

plus $2.00
shipping to..

DEALER
INQUIRIES

ldd7 iA% WELCOMED
sales tax

lllS $2.00 • Microswitch Technology

lipping to.... • Actual Arcade Components

• Extra Large Supr Rapid Firing Button

• Equally accessible for Right or Left Handed Players

}0tdF~ • One Year Paris & Labor Warranty

\$ZZF&^ftZX7 we" 64 DAYTON RD.. WATERFORD. CT 06385 • (203) 443 8354

new fleet with as many squadrons as

you deem fit, or you can modify any of

the fleets from the canned scenarios to

fit your needs.

You can change the styles of the

various ship types that make up the

squadrons to fit your own ideas of

what a fighting starship should be.

And once you have altered the ships,

you can even change the way in which

the resource centers generate produc-

tion points. You can change both the

number of production points that a

resource center produces and the

number of time points in which it will

produce that figure.

Then you deploy your fleet— made
up of ships you have designed— on a

map of your choice, to fight over

resource centers that work how you
want them to, via combats that follow

the parameters you think they should.

This is one of the most powerful means
we have seen yet of using the comput-
er in a war gaming situation.

There are only two drawbacks to the

game. The combat phase can become
somewhat repetitive if you only play

against the computer. Avoid the onset

of boredom by moving the computer

to one of three playing levels so it

always has a skill advantage. The op-

tion of actually shooting your oppo-

nent's pieces in war gaming goes way
back to H.G. Wells, whom in his Little

Wars rulebook, used cork-firing, toy

cannons to score against the enemy,

tin soldiers. But, if the coordination of

arcade shooting doesn't appeal to you,

you'd be better off passing this one by.

The pseudo-historical background

explanation contained in the rules,

while very well-written, failed as a

background intro to this game.

All in all, this new war game marks a

milestone in the development of the

war gaming art. The player is now
working hand in hand (or at least

computer to computer) with the

game's designers.
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"Noone, even the
developer, has
achieved the last

grid of Gridrunner.

"

i

Jay B;il;iknshnnn

Founder

"We challenged

Jeff Mintor to develop

a game you could never tire of .

you could never beat.
"

"It tops any grid type game."
"It is set in space."
"It is almost unbeatable."
"Jeff achieved level 13. ..he developed

Gridrunner."
"Maybe you can do better."

"It's packed with excitement."
"It's filled with challenge."

"It tests your reflexes to the maximum."
"It pushes your anxiety tolerance to the

maximum."
For the ultimate in excitement and

challenge, see your local computer or

games dealer today.

71 Park Lane. Brisbane. CA 94005

Send us your highest score and we'll send
you a certificate of merit. Beat Gridrunner
and we'll send you a Gridrunner shoulder
patch. And, we will publish you in the

Gridrunner Hall of Fame.

Vic 20 and Commodore 64 are registered trademarks of Commodore
Business Machines. *Copyright HES 1983
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Home

Nideogames
THE WIZARD

Is the thought of assembling (and

paying for) a well-stocked library of

videogame cartridges keeping you
from buying the home videogame
system you've been pining for? With

the price of videogame cartridges

being what it is right now, many
people just can't afford as much varie-

ty as they'd like in their game libraries.

Nonetheless, 1983 may well be re-

membered as the year that home
videogaming met cable television. And
judging by reactions in test markets,

it's a match made in heaven.

At least three national cable-

videogame networks will be in opera-

tion by this fall, available to just about

anyone who wants one (and is ser-

viced by a cable TV system) Although

your cable system will probably carry

only one game service, so you won't

be able to choose which one you want,

they all have the same basic structure.

As with a cable movie network, the

subscriber pays a monthly fee and gets

a special cable adapter that allows him

or her to receive the service. All three

systems offer at least 20 games a

month, available to subscribers 24
hours a day, as often as they want to

play. Games are alternated regularly,

but each company promises to be

responsive enough to subscriber de-

mand that the most popular games will

stay active on the service for as long as

people want to play.

Playcable, a product of Mattel, Inc.

and the General Instruments Corp.,

got a jump on the competition by

opening for business in late 1982. As

of this writing, it's still the only game
channel in actual operation.

To subscribe, you must live in an

area serviced by Playcable, and own
either an Intellivision unit or a Super

Sears Video Arcade. Playcable pro-

vides everything else you'll need, from

the cable adapter to the games cata-

log, instructions, and keypad overlays.

The current library is promising,

featuring a total of 31 games, including

Star Strike, Lock 'N Chase, and virtual-

ly all of Mattel's impressive Intellivision

sports games. And, although nothing

is official yet, there's a good chance

that Playcable will eventually expand

its library to include games from other

producers as well. Fees for the service

should run between $8 and $13 month-

ly, depending on the area.

Not to be left out of videogammg's

hottest frontier, Atari is busy planning

its own cable system in a joint venture

with the folks at Time-Life. There's no

word yet on the fee, or the name of the

new system, but it will offer between

20 and 30 games via a cable adapter

that plugs into the VCS 2600's car-

tridge slot. (You have to buy the VCS.)

The system will feature Atari's hot-

test games, and promises at least one
new title a week to keep home arcad-

ers on their toes. Subscribers will also

have the opportunity to test out new
Atari titles before they're released into

general circulation. As an added bonus

for adventure-oriented game lovers,

the 64K computer on the other end of

your cable hook-up allows for con-

tinuing games.

The Games Network, third company
into the arena, has scored highly suc-

cessful in several test markets.

Although this network won't be
featuring Atari or Mattel-produced

software, it will offer the most diverse

initial programming, drawing its titles

from the best of microcomputer, VCS-
compatible, and coin-op titles.

According to Jim Summers, Director of
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Meet Cable"!/
By TRACIE FORMAN

From submarines to chess super-program Sargon — all via cable TV

Program Acquisitions, "Wherever
there's a good game, we're gonna go

get it!" So far he's living up to his

word: The Games Network has

already snapped up nearly all the top

Apple-compatible games.

A major difference between this

system and the other two is that you

don't have to buy any hardware to

subscribe. A one-time installation fee

of $50 will provide you with all the

equipment you need. This can be

particularly attractive if the worst hap-

pens and your hardware breaks down,

because the company will replace the

unit quickly and at no charge to you.

(This, understandably, does not apply

to joysticks, which you have to buy

yourself.) Fees will be approximately

Wll be$14, and at least five games
introduced, each month.

Coleco has yet to jump on the cable

videogame bandwagon, but that

doesn't mean it's been letting the

other major companies capture all the

prizes. They'll soon be unveiling a

service called In-Room Video, which

will provide ColecoVision units to

hotel rooms throughout the country.

The way it will work is that guests at

several major hotel chains will be able

to reserve a room with a ColecoVision

game unit for a minimal extra fee.

When they check into their rooms,

they'll be given between one and three

cartridges, which they can use for the

duration of their stay. Extra cartridges

will be available on a rental basis.

This should prove ideal for families

travelling with children as well as

diehard videogamers. The idea has

already been tested successfully at

large hotels throughout the country,

such as Howard Johnson's in New
England and an unspecified hotel near

Disneyland. It should be widely avail-

able soon, so ask your travel agent for

details.

Not only will the new cable-gaming

systems bring more people into this

exciting hobby, but for those of us

already involved this is an idea whose

time has come. So next time you're

tired of watching free TV reruns or

cable movies, try switching on to

something new — videogames via

cable. G

M
A trio of game selections available to the cable-gamer
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(Ed. Note: Ron Dubren is a double
threat -a writer and a freelance vid-

eogame designer. He wrote The Video

Master's Guide to Centipede (Bantam
Books) and his new Atari VCS-
compatible game, Guardians of Trea-

sure will be marketed by U.S. Games
and Fisher-Price. A coin-op game co-

designed with the Dave Nutting As-

sociates group will be released short-

ly by Bally/Midway.)

/MILLIPEDE
Atari

Not another sequel! Yup. Atari has

spawned another creepy-crawly
game, Millipede. Emerging from the

cocoon of Centipede, this sequel chal-

lenges the player to take on a gallery of

old and new enemies. It's new! It's

bigger! It's faster! Cut out the sequel

hype, however, and what are we left

with?

A good sequel shouldn't be merely a

jazzed-up version of the original. To
keep the regular player interested, the

follow-up must offer novel play ele-

MILLIPEDE

Second
Generation
Centipede
By RON DUBREN

ments not found in the mother game.
On the other hand, it must remain

close enough to the original to bring

back the players who made the original

a hit in the first place— and set it all up

with more challenging game play in

order to reignite their interest.

Atari also sought to weed out any

flaws or weaknesses in the original

program. The new versions thwart

such classic tricks as the Blob and Side

Feed Game strategies, that were
utilized by devious Centipede players

in the past.

In light of this, let's take a look at

how Millipede meets these criteria.

The mushroom playfield is no longer

fixed but scrolls downscreen, one level

at a time, with the completion of each

attack wave. This advance makes it

that much more difficult to keep your

cannon's play-zone open for freedom
of movement. But, alas, the advance
of the mushroom field also occurs

when you hit one of the new adver-

saries, the Beetle. A simple strategy

appears obvious: don't be suckered

into shooting the beetles. Forget the

points and just keep those mushrooms
at bay. Right?

Wrong. The wizards at Atari came
up with a clever means of thwarting

this tactic. If a beetle is not eliminated,

each mushroom it passes over is trans-

formed into a flower, much as the

scorpion (here reincarnated as an ear-

wig for some inexplicable reason) in

the original poisoned the 'shrooms.

The flowers— unlike the mushrooms,
poisoned or otherwise — cannot be

CENTIPEDE
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shot away. If any mushrooms become
floriated in the shooter's zone, it's

panic time as the cannon's movements
become severely limited for the rest of

the assault wave. This can happen be-

cause the Beetle first appears in the

shooter's zone. It enters at the side and
travels down, then across the bottom
level before rising up and floriating

every mushroom in its path — unless

you waste it first. This will, of course,

trigger the downward scrolling of the

flowers and 'shrooms one notch. To
counter this advance-scroll function,

the designers were kind enough to

allow players a shot at making the

mushroom field retreat. All you've got

to do is hit the mosquitoes, which

zoom downscreen diagonally at ran-

dom intervals.

Another new feature is the bombing
run, which is inserted every few
waves after killing off an entire

Millipede. Bombing runs may
consist of bees, dragonflies

and/or mosquitoes. Both

the bees and dragonflies leave mush-
rooms in their wake and descend in

dangerous clusters at high speeds. The
bombing run serves to replenish the

mushroom field at a much faster-

than-normal rate.

Several other nice touches in this ex-

cellent follow up should be noted. The
inchworm, when shot, causes all the

adversaries to move in slow motion for

several seconds, giving the gamer a

breather from the fast and furious

game play, and some time to rack up

points. This is the counterbalance, in

terms of fairness, to the overwhelming
number of bombing runs. Speaking of

fairness, one of the game's nicest

cosmetic changes is the shading of the

shooter's zone in order to better visu-

ally deliniate your territory. Also, Atari

has introduced the same sort of op-

tional difficulty level settings, as found
in Tempest.

There's lots more, such as the DDT
bombs, but this is only an article— not

an entire book devoted to the sub-

ject. So you'll just have to figure out

the more elusive elements yourself.

Now, when are they coming
out with Megapede?—well, I

made the editors of EG no

one.
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ATARI XEVIOUS.
Bacula, Zoshi, Andor

Genesis. You'll gasp when
you discover what's next.

Eons ago, an advanced civilization was forced to escape
Earth. Now the Xevious people are returning to reclaim

their heritage. They have already secured key loca-

tions on Earth And fighting hard for the rest.

It's up to you to win back the world. You're

alone at the controls of your SOLVALOU super

space fighter. Look out! The deadly BACULA
resistor shields are all around you! The ZOSHI
death squad can sting you with energy blasts.

The enemy's awesome ANDOR GENESIS moth-

er ship can destroy you. A seemingly endless

cast of foes keep coming at you.

You fly a search and destroy mission

over all types of terrain bombing Xevious

ground entrenchments, zapping air oppo-

nents. And the Xevious forces just get

trickier as you get better

!

Can a single heroic fighter save

Earth'? Find out when you play ATA f? I
Xevious, new from Atari.

•Trademark and © Namco 1982 ^J x rtamif Communications Company 883 Alan, Inc All rights reserved
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How to Get
Your Favorite

from Game Room
to Living Room

By ROGER C. SHARPE

America is a society of scavengers,

ever on the lookout to reclaim

some vestige of past days gone by

Whether it's a work of art, baseball

cards, or even a favorite old shirt that

has seen better days, we all tend to

collect, or at least accumulate our
individual hoards of thingies and
doodads.

Some do this for personal pleasure,

others because they believe it's a

worthwhile investment. Sometimes
there's a sense of nostalgia or fascina-

tion attached to the objects we keep.

One collectible likely to appeal to

most EG readers is so obvious you may
have overlooked it — arcade games.

Even if you have a home videogame
system, and buy all the latest car-

tridges as they're released, or own a

full array of electronic hand-helds, it's

still not the same as the pay-for-play

machine. Atari's Pac-Man is okay, but

it's tough to really compare it to the

Bally/Midway model which inspired all

the fuss. And how many other coin-op

amusements are there that have not

yet been duplicated, or can't be?

Every coin-op machine ever made is

a limited edition, with a finite number
produced no matter how successful

the model So there may be an addi-

tional incentive to bring one (or more)
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of them into your home. What may be

a surprise to some is how easy it is to

own a real piece of the arcade.

In general, the widely held assump-

tion has always remained that the

machines are somehow, off limits, or

at least too expensive to ever consider

for purchase. In fact, there seems to be

a notion that coin-op games are part of

a separate world, and that when a

particular model has outlived its use-

fulness and disappeared from the

scene, it is resurrected elsewhere for a

new group of players.

Well, I've got to tell you that this just

isn't the case Admittedly, some
games are easier to find than others,

but where there's a will, there's prob-

ably a way.

Start with the 1930's, when the in-

dustry first geared up and attained a

wide level of popularity. The initial

efforts of Gottlieb in 1 93 1 , called Baffle

Ball, or Ballyhoo, a '32 item from Bally

are two games which, if found, have a

presence that sets them apart from the

crowd. And if you don't think there

was a crowd, realize that in 1 932 alone,

dozens of companies tried to capitalize

on the pin game boom, and produced
more than 100 different coin-op mod-
els.

Other notable achievements during

this growth period included the legen-

dary Harry Williams' Contact, which
brought the first kick-out hole as well
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as real mechanical action into play in

1933. Another was Bally's Rocket
(1934). This unit struck out in another

direction and became the first pay-out

pin game.

If you're willing to dig a little into the

history of the coin-op industry, there

are any number of models which
might someday show a greatly in-

creased value. The determining factors

are accessibility and whether this

category of Americana, in general, will

ever interest the caliber of serious

collectors who bring instant credibility

to a field of collectibles.

Until this happens, if ever, you
might want to set your sights on such

models as the World War II "conver-

sions" made when the industry shut

down to devote its manpower and
factory space to the production of

bomb sights and other similar parts to

help the war effort. The few machines

released during these years were cal-

led conversions because old models

A close-up look at the playing surface

of an antique pinball machine

were revived as new machines by

salvaging parts, refurbishing compo-
nents above and below the playfield

and changing the artwork.

As for those games which im-

mediately hit the streets after the war,

Bally's Victory Derby, a one-ball pay-

out console, was first, while Gottlieb

came through with Stage Door Can-

teen in 1945, and Chicago Coin hit the

streets with Kilroy.

Before going any further, there's an

important comment that must be

made about the models already men-
tioned, as well as some of the other

older units; they fall far short of the

razzle-dazzle electronics found on to-

day's machines. This doesn't mean
they aren't worth the effort or don't

pack their own special appeal, only

that they are a different breed of

equipment that's not for everyone.

Falling into this category is

v >
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Gottlieb's Humpty Dumpty (1947),

which brought flippers to pin games
and forever changed the face of coin-

ops. Then there are the "wood rails" of

the 1950's; named for their cabinetry,

they have become prized over time

because so few can be found in good

working order. It's the later games,

however, where the search is a bit

easier and the choice expands from

just pinball to also include
videogames.

How about the first commercially

successful video machine, Pong, re-

leased in 1972 from Nolan Bushnell's

newly formed company, Atari? Even in

10 short years, this machine has

earned a solid place in coin-op history

that should add to its value over time.

Looking at the major videogame
companies during this time, you might

have a desire to grab onto an Atari

Sprint 2 (1976), which was one of the

more successful driving games. Star-

ship 1 in 1977 was Atari's first game
with a space theme, while Football

introduced tracball play to the arcades.

Rival companies, including Midway,
boasted special offerings such as the

long-popular Sea Wolf, a periscope

video machine, and even

the original

Space Inva-

ders from

1978. Exidy's

Death Chase,

(1976) was

game that caught a whole lot of atten-

tion because the purpose of the action

was to hit people on the screen and

maneuver around the resulting tomb-

stones. You wouldn't even go wrong
with Cinematronics' Space Wars
(1978), which premiered vector

graphics in videogames.

A bumper and drop targets from

Williams' Black Knight

This is by no means a complete list of

the good titles from that period. In

fact, you probably have your own
personal favorites which long ago dis-

appeared from view and are waiting to

be discovered in the back warehouse
of a local distributor or game retailer.

Since demand for old coin-ops at

this time is still fairly low, prices

shouldn't be too bad given the relative

age of the equipment. Add to this that

many people aren't actively seeking

these "prehistoric" relics and prices

should be in the affordable $200 to

$600 range, depending, once again,

on the knowledge of the seller and the

condition of the game.

Pinball has, at least so far, cornered

the real interest and attention. Flipper

games enjoyed a rebirth of sorts in the

mid-1970's that made them a desir-

able and even chic commodity for

home purchase. Their popularity also

gave rise to the coin-op game restorer

and retailer, a business which grew in

step with the times.

One of the most eagerly sought
after and highly-prized possessions for

coin-op collectors is Fireball, which

almost became synonymous with the

idea of pinball machines. Besides dis-
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seriously.

discwasher

Rugged design for durability.

Contouredhand grip for comfort.

High-speedperformance for quick
maneuvering.

Fast action thumb trigger fire button

for right or left handed play.
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Atari®*

Sears Tele-Games®**

Commodore Vic-20®***

and other game systems.

Extra long cord

for convenience.
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tinctive and colorful graphics, this

1972 release features multi-ball play,

zipper flippers (which close up when
the ball hits particular targets) and a

spinning disk at mid-field. Whether it

is indeed the consummate pinball

machine of all time, many feel, is

a debatable subject.

In 1975, Bally unveiled Wizard with

the likeness of Ann-Margaret and Ro-

ger Daltry on the backglass as a sum-
mer tie-in with the movie "Tommy".
The following year, Bally brought out

Capt. Fantastic, which prominently

displays Elton John at his pinball play-

ing best. Both featured technological

innovations taking place which should

have earned a greater amount of rec-

ognition and credit for development of

the art and science/pinball industry.

Another good example of an in-

novative, yet overlooked, game is Dyn
O' Mite, produced by Allied Leisure

in late 75. It was the first pinball

machine that integrated electro-

mechanical components with solid-

state electronics—a true harbinger of

what was to come. Soon after, Mirco

Games unveiled the short-lived Spirit

of '76, a totally electronic flipper game
only slightly ahead of its time. There

was also Bally's now classic Eight Ball

(1 977) which was the company's most
successful modern era pinball machine
and featured memory and recall pro-

gramming for the playfield targets and

values. The same year found Gottlieb

changing over to solid-state electron-

ics with Cleopatra. Two short years

later, Williams brought speech to the

games via Gorgar. Not to be forgotten

was Atari's venture into pinball The

California company released The Ata-

rians m 1976 and changed the shape

of flipper games. And then there

was Williams' Black Knight (1980),

which took pinball into dual-level,

multi-ball play, further embellished by
magnets under the field as well as

speech and a range of other special

light and sound effects.

My story, so far, may have piqued

your interest and curiosity, but you
may be wondering how and where to

begin the quest.

Just check the Yellow Pages listings

under "Amusement Devices" for local

distributors and retailers in your area

where you can begin your hunt. For

the most part, these will be the same
people who supply the game rooms

around town with their equipment.

Other avenues to explore include

the classified advertising section of

your newspaper, flea markets and
garage sales and — possibly the most

direct route — your favorite arcade.

Talk to the owner and see if he's

interested in getting rid of one of his

games that you have your eye on.

As for the condition of the games,

check them out thoroughly to make
sure that all parts are in good working

order. Look inside the cabinet to see if

all the wiring and circuit boards seem

to be well maintained. Ask for the

game's instructional booklet (which all

have) so that you can read up on the

game and its various features. Find out

if there is any service you can expect

when you get the game home and
something happens to it.

By and large, pinball machines of

recent vintage should be in the $300 to

$700 range, depending upon condi-

tion. Videogame machines might run a

few hundred dollars more if the game
is still a viable earner on location. The
important starting point is to under-

stand that new machines cost the

operator from about S2,000 on up to

$3,000 and more— so backtrack from

there when framing a price and deal

you can live with.

These are just some of the basics

involved in getting the real McCoy for

personal use.

That's when the fun begins, believe

me, since I have eight pinball machines

of fairly current variety and five more
antique games from the '30's. They're

fun to have, a true kick for friends who
come over, and somehow make the

prospect of leaving the arcade that

much easier because of the realization

that you're going home to your own
games. You can share in that feeling as

well. Just take it a step at a time.

In Black Knight, the left/right in-

side alleys activate timers that give

gamers three seconds to gain points

MR. & MRS. PAC-MAN
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Exclusive built-in screen 1

arcade play -NoTV set needed!

A revolutionary breakthrough! Only

Vectrex delivers fantastic real arcade

sights, sounds and challenge. Unlike

Atari and Intellivision , Vectrex hasa real

arcade screen and sound system buih in!

NoTV set needed! Real arcade controls

too: a 360° self-centering joystick and
four action buttons putpower-packed

fun at your fingertips!

An arcade full offavorites!

The fast-paced fun of Mine Storm"is built

into the Vectrex console. And for more

new Vectrex games like Clean Sweep?
HyperChaseT Cosmic Chasrri*and many
many more. With still more on the way!

Convince yourself!

Compare theVectrex Arcade System
with any ordinary home video game

I

system . You'll discover why most Atari

and Intellivision players say Vectrex

plays more like real arcade games than

their own systems!

real arcade variety, plug in Vectrex car-

tridges like Berzerk," Scramble' Rip Off1

and Armor Attack.' Or choose exciting Brings RealArcade Play Home



Read the hottest news of your
favorite hobby in Electronic Games Magazine's

Sensational Bi-weekly Newsletter!

When executives in the electronic gaming world want the

lowdown on the latest developments in their field, they

turn to Arcade Express, the bi-weekly newsletter from

the same folks who bring you Electronic Games
Magazine. It's a "must read" for gamers who really want
to be in the know about their favorite hobby.

Arcade Express zooms into your mailbox every two
weeks, packed with hot-off-the-press news about every

facet of electronic gaming—programmable videogames,

stand-alone devices, computer games and coin-ops. Plus,

Arcade Express presents the inside, behind-the-

scenes news of the major corporations that make up the

videogame industry. Best of all, Arcade Express gets

you the big stories while they're still hot!

Each eight-page issue also features dozens of no-

nonsense reviews of all the latest games. First, fast and
factual—just what you'd expect from Electronic Games.
But with Arcade Express, you'll know what's really

happening almost as fast as our editors find out.

Arcade Express will never be available on any news-

stand, but you can get it home delivered for a substantial

saving over the single-copy price of $1.50. Get six

months of Arcade Express—13 bi-weekly issues—for

just $15.00 (save $4.50) or subscribe for a full year

—

that's 26 issues—for the low price of $25 (save $14.00).

Don't end up on the outside looking in,

read the latest news in

Arcade Express every two weeks!

Join the Electronic Gaming Elite—Subscribe Today

Mail to: Arcade Express

P.O. Box 3000—Dept. K

Denville, NJ 07834

Yes! Make me a subscriber to Arcade Express!

Send me six months (13 issues) of Arcade Express for $15.00 (save $4.50)

Send me a full year (26 issues) of Arcade Express for $25.00 (save $14.00)

Name

Address

Please Print

City State Zip.

Enclosed is my payment of

Please make all checks payable to: Reese Publishing Company



SUBSCRIBE TO

electronic
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P??rX

We've got everything
you want every month!
Previews of the newest, best, most

challenging games! Reviews of

the latest gaming equipment! The
valuable playing strategy you need

to score higher, win more often, and blast

the opposition! Special guided tours of the

country's most exciting commercial arcades! Fun-

filled features on all aspects of your favorite hobby!

Answers to your gaming questions! And much, much more!

Use this coupon if ELECTRONIC GAMES order card is missing

Mail to: ELECTRONIC GAMES
Subscriber Services

P.O. Box 1128

Dover, New Jersey 07801

your feet!

NOW &SAVE

YES! I want to subscribe to ELECTRONIC GAMES!
Send me 12 issues (1 year) for $28 (I save $7.40 on the newsstand cost)

Increase my savings! Send me 24 issues (2 years) for $48.00 (I save $22.80)

Name .

.

(please pnnt)

Address

City ... State .Zip

Enclosed is my payment of $ Bill me later

For Canada: 12 issues, $32, U.S. funds. For all other countries: 12 issues (Air Mail only delivery), $64. U.S. funds.

Please allow up to 60 days for delivery of your first copy.

834028





You tell your fellow
canoe-ists you'd rather us<

a joystick than a paddle.

Cven videogames can get to be too

much of a good thing at times.

After all, this is supposed to be a

hobby, not a way of life. Going

overboard and devoting all your time

to the playscreen definitely has a

tendency to make the games less

enjoyable, rather than more so. To

relate it another way, even the most
pleasurable pastime is more fun when
it is one of a number of activities rather

than turning into an all-consuming

passion that blots out everything else.

The real question, as astute readers

have no doubt guessed already, is how
to tell if you are in jeapordy of turning

into a videogame monomaniac. It isn't

always easy to spot the danger signals.

The time to prevent this is before

you've become a video zombie, not

after.

Accordingly, Electronic Games has

spared no expense to comb the coun-

try, making detailed observations in

the field relating to this situation. Our
trained observers have fanned out

across the land and unearthed exam-
ples of what can happen when some-
one goes at electronic gaming a bit too

single-mindedly.

So, now you
know that
you've been
playing

electronic
games too
much when. .

.
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ALL ORDERS
SHIPPED FROM STOCK
WITHIN 48 HOURS VIDEO HEAVEN INC.

NEW
TITLES

DAILY

INtEliiViSiON
Intelligent Television

INTELLIVOICE
CARTRIDGES

29«
EACH

—SPACE SPARTANS
-BOMB SQUAD
-B-17 BOMBER
—TRON SOLAR SAILOR

INtEliiViSiON

II UWT
14595

Atari Adapter
65*

Includes M Network
Cart.

CHESS - 3995

SHARK SHARK - 17»

SHARP SHOT- 1595

VECTRON • 25 95

MAZA-TRON - 2450

ROYAL DEALER - 18"

MATTEL

ASytRius
MINI EXPANDER 49 9S

PRINTER 1199*

ALL SOFTWARE AVAILABLE!

^ 14995

'8HMRKBBROTHERS (foratard

REACTOR
23 9i

FROGGER
AMIDAR

SPIOERMAN
OA95

For Intellivision
25.'

A
ATARI

t ift»mec Communcjlions Corromny

(For 2600)

VANGUARD - 2395

MS. PACMAN - 2396

GALAXIAN - 2395

(Avail 4H5I83)

RAIDERS OF
LOST
ARK
2595

FIREWORLD • 2595

CENTIPEDE - 25 95

(Avail 3/15/83)

iMA@!€ (FOR INTELLIVISION) AcIiVisioN
(FOR ATARI)

DEMON ATTACK 25"
ATLANTIS 25"
BEAUTY* BEAST 25"
SWORDS S SERPENTS 25"
MICROSURGEON29"

2595

(1MAG1C)
ATLANTIS 21"
DEMON ATTACK 21"
RIDDLE OF SPHINX 21"
FIRE FIGHTER 18"

22 95

(FOR ATARI)

NEW

^fec^i
VIDEO
GAME SYSTEM

X
149.95 +
5.00 SHIPPING

STAR TREK
BERZERK

CLEAN SWEEP
HYPER SPACE

RIP OFF
SOLAR QUEST
SCRAMBLE

BLITZ FOOTBALL

2695
EACH

More Coming
Soon!

COLECO-VISION
CONSOLE

ATARI EXPANSION MODULE 64 95

7«„r --.mA

2N*XON

ZAXXON
4395

LADYBUG
2995

TURBO
6495

RIVER RAID
2350

SPIDER FIGHTER
23*o

PITFALL
FOR ATARI
OR MATTEL 2350

SEA QUEST
2350

SKY JINKS 169S

MEGAMANIA 2350

STARMASTER 2350

SUPER
CHARGER
(WITH PHASER

PATROL)

5995

Adds Tremendous
Graphics To Your
Atari 2600 System

COMMUNIST MUTANTS 1395

FIREBALL 1395

SUICIDE MISSION 139&

DRAGON STOMPER 169S

MINDMASTER 1695

KILLER SATELLITES 1695

More Coming Soon!

GORF

WIZARD
OF
WAR

(FOR ATARI)

VENTURE
VISION (FOR ATARI)

RESCUE .1,495
TERRA II

»*»

3 SCREEN SPACE GAME

WE STOCK ATARI, MATTEL, IMAGIC, COLECO, APOLLO,
US GAMES, ACTIVISION, AND MORE. ATARI AUTHORIZED

SERVICE NOW AVAILABLE AT DISCOUNT PRICES.
WE ALSO STOCK THE ATARI 5200 AND

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS COMPUTER WITH SOFTWARE.

ORDERS ONLY CALL
1-800-253-0164 9AM-5PM EST
(in Michigan 616-335-5056)

for information or evening orders call
616-335-5056

OR SEN0 MONEY ORDER / CERTIFIED CHECK
WITH 2.50 FOR SHIPPING OF TOTAL ORDER

WE ACCEPT VISA, MASTERCARO. AMERICAN EXPRESS

P.O. BOX 144C. HOLLAND. MICHIGAN 49423

SEND
STAMP

FOR HUGE
CATALOG



BGlASSflCCM!
By BILL HEINEMAN

Stalking the Tomb of Tutankham

As you enter the hall of the guild

of free adventures, you will see a

sign on the wall with the guild's motto:

"What is not nailed down
is mine,

whatever I can pry loose

is not nailed down.

"

You are greeted by a guard who
asks, "Are you a member?" You reply,

"No, but I would like to join." The
guard then escorts you to the
membership desk, where a tall man of

possibly elfish descent is seated. The
tall man says "So you want to join the

guild do you? We can arrange that,

but first you must pass this simple test.

Sign on the dotted line."

You sign the paper without reading

it and soon regret the rash act because

it gives the guild the right to send you
to those pearly gates if you fail your

test. The "simple" test sounds easy
;
go

to Egypt and find the tomb of Tutank-

ham, discover the Golden Death Mask
and bring it to the guild as proof of

your bravery, cunning and lack of

common sense.

You are armed with a laser (laser!?!)

gun that can kill anything. The laser

also has one weird property (probably

rigged by the guild so you won't come
back)— it can shoot East and West but

won't fire North and South. The elfish

9A Electronic Games

man says, "You must now go on your
mission, and if you don't return soon,

well. .
." He makes an odd gesture

with his hand and utters, "Live long

and prosper."

After days of searching in the desert,

you come across the great pryamid of

Tutankham. The pyramid is buried in

the sand except for the apex, and it

takes some digging to get to the

doorway. Upon entering you find a

warning, "Abandon all hope to all ye
who enter here!!" Under the sign rests

a tarnished old lamp. Remembering
Aladdin's tale, you rub the lamp and
a genie appears, saying, "Wrongo!",
whereupon the genie vanishes. Look-
ing at the now shiny lamp you see, "In

case of death, tap lamp." You tap the

lamp and the genie reappears and
says, "In case of emergency stupid!!"

You enter the doorway. Walking

down the corridor, you hear a crash

behind you. The door behind you has

sealed you in forever. You light your
lantern and see an archway that fills

with white smoke and a deadly cobra

emerges. You shoot it quickly, but

another takes its place. And another

and another and another. Seeing you
are getting quickly outnumbered, you
run East toward the treasure. You see a

corridor that has many doorways
ahead, so you dash into it. A thing that

looks like a bird comes toward you
from the south. You aim and... I hate

this gun.

You move to the East. The bird is

West of you, so now you like this gun.

Where do you go next? You see a

white archway whose interior is pure

black and enter. What have you got to

TUTANKHAM COIN-OP



lose? You feel weird for a moment
and. ..BINGO!!., you are teleported to

the south side of the room and
promptly ejected out of the south

arch. Oh no, there are snakes and birds

and things that look like flying pota-

toes all around me. Oh well, all that

can happen is the genie will strike me
down or tell one of his awful jokes.

Here goes. Tap.

* * * BOOM!!!!* * *

Wow!! What was that!! Every living

thing but you is wiped out in a brilliant

flash of light! Heck, with a lamp like

this you don't need a gun. Tap. "Sorry,

only one to a customer!" Feet, run like

you've never run before! You run and

run until you find a massive wooden
door on the east wall. You try to push,

pull, kick, and scream "Open sesame"

but the door is hopelessly locked. You

run back, firing in both East and West

directions at all times, and find the key.

You run back to the door and shove

the key in the lock. The door opens. It's

the Map room, complete with map.

The second room is certainly worse

than the first. There are more critters

that want to invite you to be dinner

and more North-South passages into

which you can't fire. The room also is

divided in two, one half with passage

and corners and the other with noth-

ing at all. You get a key and enter.

You can get by the empty room by

running to the East and shooting con-

stantly to the West.

The door opens to a chamber filled

with dragons and faster moving
monsters than previously encoun-

tered. You fight bravely, but they

get you and rip you to shreds.

You feel light-headed as you are
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flying in a black void. A voice says

"Now you did it. I'll have to revive you,

and while I'm at it, I'll recharge your

lamp for you.

Where is my orange smoke?

# * * POOF* * *

You emerge from the orange cloud

gagging and choking and resume the

battle.

The fourth chamber has monsters

that defy belief: blue/red dragons,

multi-colored swirls and other wackos
that make this maze a grueling test. A
strategy based ^Hfc^upon taking

your time will keep you away from

death's door and onward to the trea-

sure. You now insert the last key into

the fourth door and inside you find. .

.

The Golden Death Mask of

Tutankham

Your quest is over. You look straight

up and see daylight and a rope that

comes down from the hole. The rope

has a message tied to it:

I think you should climb this.

Signed,

King Tutankham

You return to the guild with the

Death Mask of Tutankham, proof of

your bravery, a great hero. Well,

who knows what lies ahead? q
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By THE CAME DOCTOR

Just got back from a luxurious vid-

eo fishing trip with several other

medical acquaintances, and it sure did

wonders for the old doc's health. Why,
I feel forty years younger— so if this

column reads like it was written by a

10-year old, you'll understand.

Heh heh. Yep, the old Doc is feeling

his oats. So let's prime the pump with

our lead-off question this month.

Qs / just purchased a ColecoVision

video arcade system. Can Coleco
make cartridges such as Pac-Man,
Defender and Galaxian or does Atari

hold the sole rights to them ? Is Coleco
planning an emulator for the 5200?
Are any companies planning on
making compatible cartridges for the

ColecoVision unit? Finally, in your
opinion, which third-wave system is

better?

(Stephen Rose, Montreal, Canada)
A: Boy, you sure ask a lotta'

questions! But that's what I'm here

for. First off, Atari holds exclusive

home rights to the aforementioned

titles. As for Coleco making a 5200
emulator, we'll have to see how the

2600 peripheral stands up in court

before we start talking about
further add-on work-alikes.

Several companies — including

the leading software manufac-

turers in the field — have
leaped at the opportunity to

create ColecoVision-compat-

ible games, so watch for

them about the middle of '83.

Your last question is, of

course, the roughest. The Coleco-

Vision and 5200 are both, to an
extent, unproven. Coleco has, how-
ever, released their emulator and the

5200 adapter seems a bit further

down the road. Frankly, the two big-

gest problems we seem to find with
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the 5200 is the lack of compatibility

with other Atari-produced systems!

The joysticks are eccentric to the

extreme — you'll either love 'em or

hate 'em, but you won't ever feel in-

different.

Perhaps even more significantly,

however, the 5200 runs on an RF

Expansion Module #2 for the Coleco-

Vision is the Turbo steering wheel
with gas pedal. One of the Coleco
joysticks is employed to shift gears

switch that is compatible with no
other existing system. Every other

programmable and computer system
uses a standardized RF except the

5200.

If you're shopping around for your
first videogame, however, give the

5200 a once-over — especially



gamers who aren't looking to get into

personal computers. Both systems

have their pluses and minuses. The

ColecoVision joysticks are rather

troublesome, but they are largely

interchangeable with standard VCS-
compatible type controllers. However,
— before you pop for that deluxe

controller to use with your Coleco

system, make sure that all nine of the

input sockets are wired, since many of

the VCS controllers only partially wire

the sockets, rendering them useless on

other systems.

Qs I've been thinking about buying

an Atari 400 and later on I may want
to purchase an 810 disc drive. I've

read that you can hook up a disc drive

to the 400 just as you would a 410

tape drive, but my mom says you

can't. Who's right?

(Drew Gillow, address unknown)
As You're right, Drew, as long as

you've got a new 16K system. Still,

most games on disk require 32 K, so an

upgrade board would be your best

bet.

By the way, it's also possible to

Both the Atari 400 and 800 can be "daisy-chained" to link cassette and disk

"daisy chain" the 410 and 810 to the

400 and transfer your programs on

tape to disc in a matter of minutes. It's

all part of the computer hobby— just

as with any other pastime — the

enthusiast is always looking to trade

up to better and faster, and slicker

versions of whatever it is you've got.

Qs / was wondering if you know of

any home videogame systems or any

home computers making versions of

Tempest, Robotron, Dig-Dug or

Wizard of Wor?
(Chuck Moore, Portsmouth, OH)

As Tempest and Robotron are not

yet available, though somewhat
similar games can be had at this time.

Tubeway II from Datamost has a lot of

the Tempest feel without ripping off

the original, and the doc has already

TEMPEST

seen a programmable version of a

Robotron-like game in development.

Dig-Dug, meanwhile, should be

available from Atari fairly soon and

Wizard of Wor is available in no less

than three versions. For VCS owners,

CBS Videogames has a good version,

while Astrocade has a virtual duplicate

of the original under the title The

Incredible Wizard, designed by Bob

Ogdon. The ultimate version of it,

however, is available on disk for the

Atari computers from Rocklan. This

one is, indeed, like taking a coin-op

home.

You will also want to investigate the

CBS and Rocklan versions of Corf.

Q&A QUICKIES: Jeff Dotson wants

to know about the 5200 tracball,

whether it will be interchangeable

with the joystick and what the price on

the VCS emulator will be. Questions

we got, answers. . .not so many. Atari

is continuing to release contradictory

information regarding the 5200. The
tracball isn't ready and we have no

idea when it will be. The emulator isn't

ready and the cost on that is still way
up in the air. Currently, the 5200 is at

the crossroads. In the very near future,

we'll have a much better idea of where

the system stands. Right now there's

the 5200 and a quartet of old game
titles slightly modified from the com-
puter program versions. The doctor's

crystal ball is still cloudy on this one.

Again on the 5200, Robert Ague
wonders if a keyboard will be avail-

able. However, since the 5200 is

essentially the Atari 400 without a

keyboard — as Atari's marketing
seems to feel the public isn't ready for

computers yet — it seems doubtful

that they would go through all that

trouble to merely recreate the 400 in a

clever plastic disguise. . .By the way,

Robert, regarding your back problem:

I usually have a policy against giving

free medical advice, but your com-

Continued on page 108

SWORDQUEST
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It's Turtle-Saving Time!

TURTLES
Entex/$50

Old timers used to say that when a

turtle bites, he won't open his mouth
until it thunders. I'm not sure about

that, but I do know that once you get a

taste of Turtles, the hot new stand-

alone from Entex, you won't be willing

to turn it loose for at least that long. In

fact, I don't think a thunderstorm
would pry most gamers from this

delightful diversion!

Almost a year ago, Nick Underhill,

vice president of Entex, said that the

increasing popularity of arcade games
was forcing hand-held manufacturers

to be more innovative. He said players

were becoming increasingly sophisti-

cated, and gave this as the reason for

the public demand for more challeng-

ing game play.

Entex, like many other manufactur-

ers of hand-held electronic games, is

no stranger to arcade-style action. In

1981, Entex's Space Invaders was a

forerunner of current state-of-the-art

stand-alone games. The unit still looks

and plays well in 1983, although tech-

nology has advanced far beyond the

1980-'81 level.

Perhaps it was the success of Space
Invaders that sent Entex back to the

arcades for fresher themes for its line

of hand-held games. Whatever the

philosophy behind the move, Entex
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By JOYCE WORLEY

has secured licenses for stand-alone

versions of some of the most success-

ful arcade titles. These licenses became
the backbone of the Entex 1982-'83

library of electronic games. Defender,

Crazy Climber, Spiders, Stargate and
Black Knight Pinball all appeared in

elegant table-top sizes. Super Cobra,

licensed from Konami, won a Certifi-

cate of Merit for excellence of design

in the Fourth Annual Arcade Awards
competition. And the hits just keep
on coming!

Turtles, patterned after the Ko-

nami coin-op, will keep gamers
glued to the controls, at least until

it thunders. Entex's programmers
did an outstanding job of trans-

lating the pay-for-play game to

miniature size.

Arcaders must save as many
baby turtles as possible, rescu-

ing them fom their hidey-

holes and taking them to the

turtles' safety house. A maze
occupies the tiny playfield, and
eight mystery rooms within

it are filled with a ques-

tion mark. You just don't

know what's within ^g
until you enter.

The gamer controls

the mother turtle

who goes into each,

room to pick up

the turtlette

inside. Like

a tabby cat

moving kit-

tens to a

better spot,

gamers

must
carry



the turtlette to a safety house appear-

ing in one corner of the screen. But all

is not cabbage leaves and strawberries

for the little reptiles. Two beetles pur-

sue the turtle around the course. This

pair of meanies are joined by two more

as the game progresses, because there

are two mystery rooms containing

beetles instead of turtlettes. Once re-

leased, they also take up the chase.

The turtle has a defensive weapon.

"Bug bombs" temporarily immobilize

attacking beetles. Only one bomb can

be on-screen at a time. The player has

three bombs when the game starts,

but gains additional ones by passing

over the flashing bonus

square in the center

of the playfield.

When all

eight rooms
are open, a

TURTLES

new maze appears with eight more.

There are a variety of ways to score.

Gamers get 20 points for rescuing

turtlette from a mystery square,

and another 30 points for drop-

ping it off at a safety house.

Freezing an attacking beetle

with a bomb is good for 20
points. Gamers also get 10

V/,^. points as compensation

when a turtle is cap-

tured by a beetle—
• but we don't recom-

mend this as a point-

gaining strategy! You
start with four turtles,

and gain an additional

one for scoring 1,000

points. A
cheery melody

plays as the on-

screen turtle races through the maze.

Enter a mystery room containing a

turtlette and hear a happy tune. Going

into a room with a beetle replaces the

music with a grinding sound.

Various controls let the gamer
choose normal or mute play and pick

between two skill levels. A separate

control speeds up or slows the action

within each skill level, to increase or

decrease the difficulty. Play singly or

head-to-head with another gamer. In

two-player mode, one person mans
the turtle and the other controls the

movement of one of the beetles.

This is a fast game even at its

simplest setting. The beetles zip

around the screen at a furious pace,

and the turtle is hard pushed to stay

ahead. It's better to outthink them,

rather than trying to outrun the bee-

tles. Since they're programmed for

pursuit, arcaders can sometimes entice

all the insects to one side of the unit,

then race over to the other side to

pick up or drop off his precious

cargo of lethal bug bombs.

A little advance planning on

room raids is also a big help. There's

always a beetle in one of

the corner rooms, and another in

a side room. If you should

stumble on a beetle in a

corner room, where the

maze makes a straight

getaway more diffi-

cult, escape can be very

hard. Therefore, it makes
sense to rescue the baby turtles

from side rooms first, since these

are the easiest to flee when you hit
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At lad!

&
GAMES
FOR THE
TI-99/4A

COMPUTER

lest your egg-cctching ogiliiy in Henhouse!
™

Help exterminate angry ants in Ant

Colony!'" Avoid weasels and hawks while

improving your carrot diet in Rabbit Trail!™

Defend the last space frontier in Galactic

Barrier! ™ Broce yourself as you race to save

helpless citizens in Ambulance!™ And test

your driving skills ond motor reflexes in

Driving Demon!™

Ask for Funware
m

cartridges

at your local Tl retailer.

405 N. Bowser, Bldg. A

Richardson, Texas 75081

the room with a beetle.

Only one bug bomb can be on-

screen at a time, so plan carefully

where to drop them. Directly in the

path of an oncoming monster is the

best place, but putting a bomb in a

corner is certain to trap an insect.

The most important single piece of

strategic advice is to keep moving.

Don't stand still or the bugs will get

you. Although the way seems wide

and clear along the outer edges of

the playfield, don't stay there all the

time. Pass over the center square as

often as practical to build up a good
supply of bug bombs.

Turtles is one of the best arcade

translations we've seen so far this year.

The graphics are bright and easy to

see. The turtle is an appealing little

creature, and the beetles are angry red

blobs with tiny black eyes. The joystick

controls are smooth and responsive.

It's simple to operate, easy to under-

stand, and completely appealing!

JUNGLE ADVENTURE-
WOODMAN &
SAMURAI VS. NINJA
Thumb Games/Masudaya Corp. /$42. 95

Palm-sized games hit the United

States in a big way in 1982. Some
mighty midgets did reach market be-

fore that date, of course. Game-play-
ing wristwatches and calculators were

introduced in the late 1970's. This was
closely followed by space-age pocket

watch-games, early on in the 1980's.

Now when someone says he has time

on his hands, he may just mean one of

the hand-held marvels that not only

tell the hour but also provides a few
minutes of entertainment while you're

waiting for time to pass.

Most of the units are similar in

design. They measure roughly 2 1/2-by

4-in. and slide neatly into a shirt pock-

et. Designated "Play & Time", or

"Time & Fun", or "Game & Watch" by
various manufacturers, they can be

found in stores everywhere in the

country for prices ranging from $20 to

$50, according to the specific capabil-

ity of each.

Thumb Power Games went to

Masudaya Corp. for its quality line of

palm games to be distributed in this

country. These games are excellent

representatives of this class of gaming

100 Electronic Games



JUNGLE ADVENTURE WOODMAN

device that incorporates several ad-

vanced features.

Jungle Adventure-Woodman is a

two-game unit with watch and alarm

functions. The melody alarm plays

"Yesterday" — a nice way to be

brought back to consciousness. The
watch provides AM and PM marks,

and a 30-minute stop watch with lap

counting system. An energy-saving

function blots out the screen display,

when not in use to save batteries.

In Jungle Adventure, the gamer
must help the on-screen hero save a

fair maiden from the ferocious gorilla.

The boy must jump from a tree to a

swinging vine. An alligator sometimes

appears, but if he hits the serpent in

the head, the beast moves off. As the

boy swings toward the gorilla, the ape

tries to block him with its left arm. Hit

the ape's arm, then jump to where the

lady waits. Take her hand, then leap on

the vine and swing back to the tree

and safety. Score five points each time

you hit the alligator or gorilla, 20
points for reaching the girl, and
another 50 points if you can get back

to the tree with her. Lose 10 points

each time you fall. The game ends

after three minutes, but I guarantee

you'll want to try another round; it's

that cute!

The second game is Woodman. Try

to cut as many trees as possible while

avoiding a lion's attack. When the lion

attempts to kill the woodman, he must

climb the tree to escape. This is a

simple game, not too difficult. Each

hack at the tree scores five points, and

you earn 50 points for felling it. Every

attack by the lion costs the gamer 10

points.

The animation in both games is a

little rough, consisting of rather crude,

black and white drawings set against

the backdrop of a silvery LCD screen.

But the play-action is very appealing,

especially in the Jungle Adventure sce-

nario, and the unit gives lots of enter-

tainment when it's not busy telling the

correct time.

Samurai vs. Ninja is an accurate

timepiece that will wake you up for

breakfast. While you 're waiting for the

bacon to fry, have a look at its really

unusual two-level game, which utilizes

a dual color screen system. The samur-

ai is in a garden with the princess. He
maneuvers right and left, trying to

attack the Ninja with his spear.

Stab the Ninja and knock him down
for one point. It you accidently strike

the princess, you lose three seconds of

game time. Accumulate 30 points, and

the next playscreen appears. The Ninja

disappears behind the ceiling, and the

Samurai must try to spear him, gues-

sing where to attack. If successful, the

Ninja falls from the ceiling and you

score 10 points. Fail and the Ninja

moves to the left of the ceiling, where

he's worth only five points, ifyou can

strike him down. Then the screen

returns to game #1 . Continue moving

from the garden to the inside of the

building and back again until nine

rounds are completed, or the total

score reaches 999, whereupon the

game ends.

The line drawings in this game are

very fine and the introduction of a tiny

amount of color to the LCD screen is a

welcome innovation. In game #1, the

princess is red, and all other game
components are black. Game #2 is

Gcwict lov&u!

Watch out for weasels, hawks and traps,

or hop onto a raft to escape your

enemies. Collect all the carrots as you

crawl through rabbit holes. Seven

different playing screens make this gar

an ultimate challenge!

At last.

In Solid Stat* Cartridgts.

Fun A gamts for your

TI-99/4A Horn* Computer.

From Funwaro.
"

Ask for Funware™ cartridges

at your local Tl retailer.

405 N. Bowser, Bldg. A

Richardson, Texas 75081
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done entirely in red line drawings
against the white LCD screen.

The game's unusually diverting. Not
only will you have fun, but think what
a kick it is to whip out one of these

classy attention-getters when some-
one asks you for the time!

BB-10 BASEBALL GAME
CALCULATOR/CLOCK
Casio/$29. 95

It's spring! The weather is getting

better and summer is on the way. The
teams are in the ballparks, and across

the land, the cry of "play ball" wafts

on the gentle seasonal breezes.

Sitting in study hall, doing tomor-
row's algebra assignment, the ballpark

may seem a thousand miles away. But

Casio has a way to bring the action

closer to home. The "Casio BB-10
Baseball Game" is a combination cal-

culator/game/clock that makes a Stan

Musial out of anyone.

CAL M.G.C

AC X +

1 I
C -r- -Iff
7 8 9

• I
4 5

1_J_
1 2

6

3

m m

CASIOt
CASIO'S CALCULATOR/BASEBALL GAME

The baseball game calculator is

wafer-thin to fit neatly into a shirt

pocket. The full-function calculator

has eight-digit capacity and full float-

ing decimal point. The buttons are

small but easy to use, since each one's

function is very clearly marked. After

you complete that math assignment,

switch to the time mode to see how

many minutes are left in the study
period. A large clear readout gives the

hour, minute and second. Then, when
all your homework is finished, turn to

the game display and see this unit

really sparkle!

The usable playscreen measures
1 1/j-by 2-in. — a large playfield as

vest-pocket games go. The arcader

n iNOW! YOU CAN ORDER DIRECT FROM telesoft, inc. & SAVE:

FREE!
STICK STAND
w.th FASTBALL

AcWisioN

£̂̂

REDUCES
HAND

Pitfall

Megamania
Chopper Command
Barnstorming

Stampede
Freeway
Tennis

Sluing

$24 26
24 25
24 25

24 25
18 00
18 00
18 00
18 00

& WRIST
FATIGUE COLECD

(With purchase of $6000

or more A $6'9 value')

St/ai^fvath
Supercharger

Communisl Mutants

Suicide Mission

Fireball

Mmdmaster

Colecovision

Donkey Kong
Zaxxon

Turbo
Smurf Action"

Space Fury

Venture'

Mouse Trap"

Lady Bug"
Cosmic Avenger
Las Vegas
Horse Racing

Carnival

Coleco For Atari

Coleco For Mattel

S188 95

30 50
49 75

69 00

26 75

30 50
26 75

26 75

26 75

26 75

30 50

30 50
30 50

CALL
CALL

Odyssey' Video GameS 165 00
Quest For The Rings 44 00
UFO 28 00
Pick Axe Peie 28 00
Freedom Fighters 28 00
Smithereens
w voice 44..00

K C sKraxy Chase

w voice 44 00
Acrobai w voice 44 00
Creature w voice 44 00
Arcade w voice 44 00

Bowling Basketball 20 00

TiGEiymiorv,

Miner 2049er S25 50
(lor Atari VCSl

mmmm brothers

rvWTTfL iSKfCTflOniCS

iNtEUiViSiON A COMPLETE
COMPUTER
LINES . .

.

CALL!

Frogget

Star Wars
$27 60
27 60

rmicpc fun-,
C ^TT—Ti i.

Miner 2049er $49 95
(for Colecovision)

"While Supplies Last

tele
P.O. Box

CALL FREE 1

Q**AQ«C)

Demon Attack S23 00
Star Voyager 23 00
Cosmic Art 23 00
Riddle of The Sphmn 23 00
Atlantis 27 90
Trick Shot 18 00

Fire Fighter 18 00

China Syndrome
Tape Worm
Cross Fire

Planet Patrol

Gangsier Alley

Quick Shot

Astrosmash

Map League
Baseball

Star Strike

Sea Battle

Advance Dungeons

& Dragons
Space Spartans

Tron Deadly Disc

NBA Basketball

P B A Bowling

Sub-Hunt

Snafu

Space Hawk
Utopia

Night Stalker

NFL Football

Pm Ball

Auto Racing

All Others

$26 00

26 00
31 00
3i 00

31 00
34 75

26 00
26 00
26 00
26 00
26 00
31 00
31 00
31 00
26 00
21 75

26 00
CALL

Defender

Pac-Man
Adventure
Missile Command
Super Breakout

Superman
Space invaders

Adventure 1

Adventure 2
Star Raiders

All Others

$28 50

28 50
24 25
24 25
24 25

24 25
24 25

28 50
28 50
28 50
CALL

Hcommodore

lexas atari

Instruments

CARTRIDGES FOR 5200

'k YKdtac

Pac-Man
Galaxian

Missle Command
Space Invaders

Star Raiders

Soccer
All Olhers

$32 00

32 00
28 75

28 75

28 75

28 75

CALL

ACCESSORIES

$21 10

1990
21 10

19 90
21 10

CALL

Mue Chase
Gopher Attack

Towering Inferno

Weird Bird

Comando Raid

Word Zapper

Sneak N Peck

Space Jockey

$22 90
22 90
22 90
22 90
22 90
22 90
22 90
18 50

Stick Stand

2 For

Atari Juy Stick

Wico Joy Stick

Wico Red Ball

Joy Stick

Wico Track Ban
Atari Commander

S 6 99
12 00
6 20

22 50

24 80

52 00
Many More Accessories CALL

3456, Troy, Ml 48084

800-255-2000 IN MICHIGAN 1-800-742-

commodore
Commodore 64 (special!

$499 95

CBS Software
(For Atari 400-800i

Krazy Shootout S36 00
Kra/y Kntters 36 00
K-Star Patrol 36 00
Krazy Antiks 36 00
Boulders & Bombs 36 00

I
For Vic 20)

K-Star Partoi 36 00
Kra?y Antiks 36 00

ORDERING
INFORMATION

Check. Money Order Mas-
terCard. Visa and COD
orders accepted All orders

shipped UPS Michigan
residents add 4% sales tax

Hours 8am to 7pm Mon-
day through Friday All

prices subieci lo change
without notice

L_ VISA & MASTERCARD
SL ACCEPTED

-No Returns Without Authorization-

4242 in Canada 1-313-524-1030

CARD

ilion -

1030 J
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controls the visitors, facing the com-
puter-managed home team in a 10-

game series. Every game has nine

innings, and each home team is more
experienced than the last, so the

arcader must use more and more skill

to keep winning games in the series.

The remarkably unique playfield de-

sign features a diamond and outfield,

incorporated within a divided screen.

The baseball diamond and outfield are

pictured in the lower two-thirds, com-

plete with batter, pitcher, catcher and
seven fielders in clever line drawings.

The upper third of the screen holds a

side view of the pitcher facing an

overhead picture of the batter and

home plate. The pitcher winds up and
lets fly. The gamer uses the batting key

to swing. After each throw, the read-

out shows strikes, balls and outs.

Movement on the diamond corre-

sponds to the action in the upper third

of the screen. When the batter swings

in the overhead view, the motion is

displayed on the diamond. If he gets a

hit, the screen flashes and a runner

appears on base.

In the bottom half of the inning,

your team takes the field, and your
pitcher squares off against the home-

Conbnued on page 110

WE
BUY

USED VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGES (for Atar.vcs)

You MUST Send A

Self-Addressed,

STAMPED Envelope To

Receive Our Buying

& Selling Price List

Print Clearly.

FOREST HILLS USED VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGES
Dept. 14, 63-56 108th Street, Forest Hills, N.Y. 11375

MAIL TO "KOAL" SALES, CO.
P.O. BOX 299, TORRANCE, CALIF. 90507

HAND/COLOR
RIGHT D L.

D RED D YEL.
$2.50
EA.

Small: 10-11 yrs. M: 12-15 L 16-Adults

Add 50C P/ltem for Handl /Ship.

S3 00 Maximum
6Vb Sales Tx lor Calif. Residents

SEND TO: TOTAL AMOUNT
(please print)

NAME

TOTAL

ADDRESS

CITY

c«r *&

ENCLOSED Q CHECK D MONEY ORDER
CHARGE MY D VISA D MASTERCHARGE

Signature

I I I I I I I I I I I 1 1

MC Inter Bank » Mil") Exp Date I Mo | Y~

400
16K $199
32 K $274

4BK $359*
***

Non-Atari Ram

MM

J^HOM
ATARI"

4 1 Recorder

8i0 Disk Drive

822 Printer

825 Printer

830 Modem
820 Printer

850 Interlace

CX40 Joysticks iPairl

CX853 Atari iSK Ram
One Year Extended Warranty

CX481 Entertainer Package

CX482 Educator Package

CX483 Programmer Package

CX484 Communicator Package

Axlon 32K

Axlon 48K

Anion Ram Disk I128KI

intec 48K Board

Intec 32K Board

S74.00

$429 00

$26900
$589 00
$159 00

$259 00
$169 00
$1800
$7795
$7000
$69 00
$130 00
$54 00

$344 00

S89 00

S 1 39 00

$399 00

SI 49 00

$74 00

GAMES

COMPUTER
8QO

48K

Pac Man
Centipede

Caverns ol Mars

Asteroids

Missile Command
Star Raiders

Defender

Gaiaxian

ON-LINE
JawDreaker

Sottporn .....

Wizard and the Princess

The Next Step

Mission Asteroid

Mouskattack

Frogger

Alien Voice Box

$33 00
$33 00

$32 00

$2900
$2900
$33 00

$33 00

$33 00

$27 00
$27 00
$29 00
$3400
S22.0C

$31 OC

$31 00

$109 00

K-BYTE
K-razy Shoot Out

K-razy Kritters

K-razy Antics

K-5tar Patrol

complete line of

WICO
Joy Sticks

and
Trackball

computer mail order
east 800-233-8950

In Pa. Call (717)327-9575
477 E.Third St., Williamsport, PA. 1 7701

BOO-64B-3311 west:
In Nv. Call (702)588-5654

P.O. Box 6689, Stateline NV. 89449
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eespnas*
"SCRATCHAND MATCH?.'

Over 51,000,000 inPrizes!
Pick up your valuable game tickets

each time you visit your local participating
Video Connection Store. Scratch off

silver patch to reveal play area.

2 Grand Prizes
RCA 45" giant projection fc
TV set model PGR200
( S3.395.00 approximate
retail value)

4 Second Prizes
RCA Portable Video
Cassette Recorder
Model VGP1 70
(SI.40000 approx-
imate retail value)

3 Third Prizes RCA
Video Camera Model
CC015 (S1.400 00 approx-
imate retail value)

4 Fourth Prizes
RCAVideo Disc
Player Model
SGT075(S300 00
approximate
retail value)

3 Fifth Prizes
RCA 13" TV Set Model
EGR333W ($479.99
approximate retail

value)

Match your play area to pictures
on the poster at your participating
Video Connection Store, and you
can win the following INSTANTLY!

elecli onicGRMES
Lflr --

9.000 Eleventh Prizes
6 Month Subscription to Video
Magazine ($10.50 approximate
retail value)

1,000 Twelfth Prizes
6 Month Subscription to Electronic
Games Magazine (SI 5 00 approx-
imate retail value)

133,333 Thirteenth Prizes
AVideo Cassette 1-Night
( Monday-Thursday)
Movie Rental movie ol

your choice lrom dealer's
existing inventory (S5 00
approximate retail value)

1,000 Fourteenth Prizes Galacticoin
500 worth $5 00 on purchases ol any
product at Video Connection store
where game is played

80,000 Fifteenth Prizes Galacticoin
100 worth SI .00 on purchases ol any
product at Video Connection store
where game is played

200.000 Sixteenth Prizes Galac-
ticoin 50 worth fifty cents on pur-
chase ol any product at Video Con-
nection store where game is played

Be sure to also enter the "Second Chance Sweepstakes" to win two prizes: (1) Two Continental Airlines
tickets to the South Pacific, and (2) Two tickets anywhere Continental Airlines flies world wide.

No purchase necessary. You must be over 18 years of age to play. Official rules, restrictions, and any addi-
tional prizes posted at each participating store. Void in Ohio and wherever else prohibited.

10 Sixth Prizes
Texas Instruments
Personal Computer
Model 99-4/A ^^—^—
($450.00 approximate retail value)

5 Seventh Prizes Round trip tickets lor

two anywhere
i
Continental
Airlines (lies in

Domestic USA
100 Eighth Prizes Jack Adams
Adventure Package Games (Adven-
ture cartridge and cassette model
PHM304 IT) ($49.95
approximate retail value)

4,000 Ninth Prizes
Atari Game Cartridge ot

your choice from store's

existing inventory
( S25.00 approximate
retail value)

4,000 Tenth Prizes
Video Connection blank
video cassette ( S 1 5 00
approximate retail value) I

onto>/ei>ery^O tvins instantly.



PLAY TO WIN ATALL
PARTICIPATING VIDEO
CONNECTION STORES
NATIONWIDE.

LOUISIANA

CALIFORNIA

Kenner
321 W Esplande Ave.

NEBRASKA

Citrus Heights
6966 Sunrise Blvd
Granada Hills

18121 Chatsworth
La Canada Flintridge

520 Foothill Blvd
Lawndale
15820 Hawthorne Blvd
Mill Valley
312 Town & Country Village
San Jose
Capitol Square

CONNECTICUT
Bridgeport
3851 Main Street
Oanbury
Commerce Plaza
Fairfield

Heritage Square
Qroton
176 Bridge Street

West Hartford
Corbins Corner Shopping
Parkade

Westport
44 Church Lane

Greenville
Greenville Shopping Center

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington. DC
5039 Connecticut Ave., N.W.

Clearwater
1907 North Hercules
Coral Springs
Royal University Plaza
Fort Meyers
4460 "D Cleveland Ave.
Largo
Village Vendor Shopping

Plaza
S. Pasadena
6800C Golfport Blvd South
Seminole
9104 Seminole Blvd

College Parte

5893 Old National Highway
Marietta
Sprayberry Crossing
Shopping Center

Roswell
1540 E. Old Alabama Rd

ILLINOIS

Chicago
9942 S. Western Ave.
Chicago
1368 E. 53 St.

Des Plaines
621 W. Golf Rd.

Evansville
Lawndale Shopping Center
Greenwood
1140 N. State Rd. (Rt. 135)
Richmond
Gateway Shopping Center

_
Des Moines
Apple Valley Shopping

Center

MAHYLAND
Bethesda
Hechinger Plaza
Cockeysville
9731 York Road
Columbia
Long reach Shopping Center
Frederick
Frederick Towne Mall
Bowie
Free State Mall
Gafthersburg
284 N. Frederick Ave.
Beltsville

Calverton Shopping Center
Kensington
10632 Connecticut Ave.
Millersville

326 Benfield Blvd. Plaza
Rt. 3 Benfield Blvd.

Olney
18268 Village Mart Dr.

Reisterstown
11708D Reisterstown Rd.
Rockville
807 B Rockville Pike

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston
230 Newbury Street

Brockton
362 Belmont Street

N. Dartmouth
K-Mart Shopping Plaza
Faunce Corner Road

North Reading
Atlantic Shopping Center
North Swansea
55 James Reynolds Rd. Rt. 136
Pembroke
254 Church Street
Randolph
Randolph Shopping Center
Burlington
27 1D Cambridge Street

Saugus
639 Broadway
Salem
540 Loring Avenue
Weymouth
Shaw's Plaza
Worcester
1241 Main Street

Farmington Hills

25898 Middlebelt Rd.
Madison Heights
1425 W. 14 Mile Rd.

MINNESOTA
Bloomlngton
Loehmann's Plaza Shopping
Center

Omaha
Orchard Plaza
York
South Lincoln Ave.

NEW JERSEY
Cherry Hill

1250 N. Kings Highway
Hillsdale
1 28 Broadway
Parsippany
Troy Hills Shopping Center

NEW YORK
Albany
1796A Western Avenue
Albany
Wolf Road Shoppers Park
Brooklyn
1924 Avenue U
Cedarhurst
77A Columbia Avenue
Clifton Park
Fire Road Plaza
Crotonon- Hudson
Shoprite Plaza
Delmar
125 Adams Street

East Northport
528 Larkfield Road
East Meadow
1874 Front Street

Fishkill

Dutchess Mall, Rt. 9
Franklin Square
727U Franklin Avenue
Fresh Meadows
185-22 Horace Harding Exp.
Greenvale
1 Glen Cove Road
Lathan
883 New Loudon Road
Mamaroneck
174 East Boston Post Road
Merrick
27 Merrick Avenue
Middle Village
75-48 Metropolitan Avenue
New York
209 Columbus Avenue
Oyster Bey
29 Audrey Ave.
Pearl River
100 North Middletown Road
Plainview
1123 Old Country Road
Rockville Centre
21 North Park Ave.
Sayville

203 N. Montauk Hwy.
Schnectady
123 Canal Sq.
Tonawanda
2788 Sheridan Drive
Wantagh
1174 wantagh Avenue

CHE VIDEO
connection

Williston Park
310 Hillside Avenue

NORTH CAROLINA
Goldsboro
2814 Cashwell Drive

OHIO
Stow
4972 Darrow Road
Wadsworth
217 Great Oak Trail

Willowlck
29102 Lakeshore Blvd.

OKLAHOMA
Enid
516 W. Broadway

PENNSYLVANIA
Chambersburg
23 North Main Street
Dresner
Dresner Town Plaza
DuBois
Sandy Plaza, Rt 255
Fairless Hills

203 Lincoln Highway
Feastervllle
Feasterville Shopping

Center
Flourtown
1862 Bethlehem Pike
Montgomeryville
202 Market Place
Narberth
944 Montgomery Avenue
Philadelphia
7319 Castor Avenue
Pittsburgh
Greentree 4 Cochran Road
Trexlertown
Trexler Mall

RHODE ISLAND
Johnston
1478 Atwood Ave.
Middletown
567 East Main Road
North Kingstown
Post Road Plaza

TEXAS
Amarillo
Wellington Square Shopping

Cntr. A #180

VERMONT
Brattleboro
Main Street Gallery

Alexandria
8736 Cooper Road
Arlington
4145A Wilson Blvd.
Fairfax

11212 Lee Hwy.
Virginia Beach
College Park Square
Virginia Beach
Timberlake Shopping Center

New Franchises available

1-80CV645-7439 (in N.Y. 516X364-9520)

offer by prospectus only.

Over 170 dealers nationwide

bringing you the products and knowledge of the 21st century.
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CARTRIDGES. GET

f
WE gWJMND

r
<§gE>fc USED

G-AMBS AND
FOR YOUR
video games

for 1nf0rwat/oa/ call
or vjrxtz:

,TM

g^WW/iilMII /v>*

R0.6OX 30)1
HUNT/MG-TOM 6TATI ON
NEW /ORK 117^6
TEl. 0^6) 673-7Z37

ATTENTION
VIDEO GAME OWNERS

VIDEO GAME REPAIR

MODELS

:

ODYSSEY II

INTELLIVISION

ARI 2600&2600A

Includes all parts, labor and shipping

All replacement parts meet or exceed manufacturers specifications
Our exclusive 180 day warranty is double all the original

manufacturers warranties
(* Does not include cabinet parts)

All units shipped within 72 hours of receipt **

All units must pass 16 Point test plus a grueling 2 hour endurance test

All units are clean, inspected and sealed, prior to shipment
All units shipped fully insured for replacement value
All units returned to customer prepaid
All repairs performed by qualified Electronic Technicians

Dealer inquiries invited

Address

City

Phone Number J L

Stale Zip

Card Number _
Expiration Date .

Signature

Rsmamber lo include.

joysticks
powar supply
antanna switch

SHIP TO

Video
Game
Service

35009 Automation Drive

MT CLEMENS. MICHIGAN 48043

(313) 792^)030

• Ship prepaid via US mail or UPS
• Enclose check." money order or Visa/Master Card and date

(** All personal checka held 2 weeks)

READERS REPLAY
Continued from page 24

Ed: Last issue, the Intellivisionaries

were up in arms, this time our O
partisans are unhappy with the wav
EC divides up our coverage.

Here's the score: The reader poll in

the back of each issue of EG is our
prime pipeline to our readers. It tells

how many of you own which systems,

how many plan to buy what software

and how interested you are in reading

about the different stand-alone,

programmable, computer and coin-

op games. Actually, despite its long

pedigree, the O- has not made as deep
inroads into electronic gaming as

N.A.P., its parent company, had
hoped it would. There just aren't

enough O- owners out there to merit

more coverage than EG currently

provides. Remember, each new
Odyssey release is reviewed, the

system has its own section ("Odyssey
Outlook") in "EG Hotline" and new
developments, such as the voice
module (and software) and the
Master Strategy series get heavy
coverage.

The bottom line, John, is that the

quality of the games do not always

determine the amount of coverage
they receive. Our editorial pages must
be skewered in the directions that

interest most of our readers. The less

popular systems also get their due—
watch for our upcoming look at the

"Astrocade Underground", the
network of independentprogrammers
who created their own games when
Bally abandoned the Professional

Arcade System — but, as the Kinks

once remarked, in a song, you have to

"give the people what they want."

A SWIFTY KICK
Ordinarily we would not comment

on a review of one of our products, but

your review of Haunted Hill in the

November EG was so riddled with

factual inaccuracies that we feel com-
pelled to respond.

Haunted Hill, available for the Atari

400/800 computers is written in

machine language, and not BASIC, as

you concluded. The BASIC cartridge is

required, in the disk version only, for

proprietary (protection) purposes.

Moreover, the game runs in 16K, not

32K as you state, and is one of the few
games to do so in both cassette and
disk versions.

Peter Doret

V.P., Swifty Software

Ed: Sorry about the 32K error— we 're
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Switch to Bambi

!

Electronically

Bambi Electronic Video Switch ... makes switching of your VCR/VTR. Pay TV
Decoders, Cable TV, Video Discs, Video Games, Closed Circuit TV, Antennae
and Microcomputer as easy as pushing buttons.

tronic switching network which can accept up a time.

.a

to six different sources of video signals and
provide the flexibility of directing the inputs to

any or all of the three outputs

Now you can eliminate ... the drudgery of discon-

necting and reconnecting your video equipment
each time you use it . .. the tangled mess of cables

which are impossible to trace out ... not being

Bambi lets you enioy using your video equipment
the way it should be ... electronically and on line

at the push of a button.

Model BEVS-1
Assembled and Wired 12995

Bembt's front panel wn designed with the user in mind Computet

styled construction with tott-touch keyboard {rated for over 10 million

operations), arranged m matrix form allows easv input/output selection

without relating lo chart! Functions selected through the keyboard are

rmmedralelv displayed on the 18 LED status indicators

Check the quality ol Bambi against th»t of much higher priced

competition All solid state electronic switching provides low atten-

uation |3dB|. wide frequency response |40-890 MM*|. and excellent

isolation between signal sources (each I/O section individually

sheiided (or 65dB minimum isolation

Bambi l Specifications

• i/o Impedance

• Signal Loss . .

• Noise . . .

• Input Return loss

75 ohm
3dB±ldB
4<iB±ldS

IJdBmin

® ® ® ©

KB

SIMPLE SIMON ELECTRONIC KITS, Inc.

Isolation

Weight

Power Req

65dB mm
4rt lbs

1I7VAC60HJ 2W
1 0% W « 8H s 3V» H

3871 S Valley View. Suite 12. Oept G. Las Vegas. NV 89103
Available by MM or MAILORDERS Send Check" or Money
Phone Orders Only Order lor $1 29 9S plus $6 50 shipping

I Qf|H 709 171 It
end """"'"a vlSA and Masteicard

"0UU"fOafu I 10 acceptable Send Si 00 tor catalog

Jenormac Electronics, Inc.

7622 Sprinkle Rd., Kalamazoo, MI 49001

ORDERS ONLY

1-800-637-8777
IN MICHIGAN

Monday-Friday — 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. E.S.T. Saturday — 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. E.S.T. 1 -61 6-329-1 818

ATARI 2600

«*WK»iBOTHB?S

Oeienoei

Indy 500
w/dnve control

Backgammon

Real Sports Baseball

Pac Man
Berzerk

Yar s Revenge

Swordquest Eanriworia

Swordquest Fireworia

Raiders of the Lost Ark

Real Sports Volleyball

Real Sports Soccer

Real Sports Football

Vanguard

Swordquest Waterworid

Phoenix

Ms Pac-Man

Centipede

Dukes ot Hazard

Real Sports 8asKetDaii

Real Sports Tennis

Real Sports Driving

Gaiaxian

29 15

33 50
i8 60

24 80

29 15

24 80

I8 60

29 15

29 15

29 15

24 80

24 80

24 80

24 80

29 15

24 80
24 80

29 15

18 60

24 80

24 80

24 80

24 80

Jedi Aren3

Frogger

Reactor

Spiderman

28 55

26 05

26 05

26 05

AcIMsioh
(/us Alan)

Bridge 24 50

Chopper Command 24 50

Star Master 24 50

Megamama 24 50

Pittall 24 50

SkyJenks 18 30

River Raid 24 50

Spider Fighter 24 50

Seaquest 24 50

(Fits Mattel/

Stampede

Pitfall

24 50

24 50

Locomotion

Mystic Castle

Burger Time

XIV Winter Olympics

BuHwinkle

Hanna Barbera

Space Hawk
Star Strike

Dungeons & Dragons

Treasure ot Tatmin

Frog Bog

Lano Battle

Royal Dealer

Re'versi

Night Stalker

Pmbatl

Tron Deadly Discs

Iron Ma« A Tron

Lock u Chase

Sharp Shot

Shark Shark

Vectron

27 90

27 90

32 25

32 25

15 50

15 50

32 25

32 25

36 00

19 85

36 00

19 85

19 85

32 25

19 85

27 90

27 90

32 25

15 50

19 85

27 90

Venture

Mousetrap

Wizard ol War

LadyOug

Cosmic Avenger

Zaxxon

Black iack/ Poker

Tunnels & Trolls

Horse Racing

Smurl Action

Carnival

Victory

Space Panic

Gofl

30 50

30 50

30 50

30 50

30 50

45 20

30 20

37 80

30 50

30 50

30 50

30 50

30 50

30 50

Mffli&Euxnwnies'

iNtEUIVISION

Mattel

Intellivoice

/Cartridges for A tan)

Donkey Kong 28 50

Zaxxon 28 50

Turbo 28 50

Venture 28 50

Mousetrap 28 50

Smurl Action 28 50

Carnival 28 50

lCartridf.es/or Mallei)

Demon Attack

Star Voyager

Aiianns

Cosmic Ark

Fire Fighter

Riddle ol the Sphinx

Diagontire

C//fs Mallei)

Demon Attack

Atlantis

Beauty & me Beast

Micro Surgeon

Swords & Serpents

Dragontire

Software lor Atan 400

Computer

Demon Attack

23 60

12 10

23 60

23 60

18 60

23 60

24 80

28 55

28 55

28 55

33 50

28 55

28 55

800

33 50

Call

Apollo
Call

Call

Odyssey2,
Call

ATARI 5200
Alan 5200 Unit

Missie Command

Gaiaxian

Football

Countermeasuie

Oix

Soccer

Centipede

Defender

215 00

27 30

31 65

27 30

27 30

27 30

27 30

31 65

31 65

Las Vegas Roulette

Backgammon

EiecincCo Word Fun

Las Vegas Poker/

Blackjack

Electric Co Main Fun

Maior League Baseball

Advanced Dungeons &
Dragons

Cness

Space Armada

Bu« Bombers

15 50

19 85

15 60

15 50

15 50

27 90

32 95

45 26

27 90

27 90

Space Spartans 36 00

Bomb Squad 36 00

8 17 Bomber 36 00

Space Shuttle 32 25

Hanna Barbera 19 85

Woody Woodpecker 19 85

Tron Solor Sailor 36 00

Maitei mteiiivision u Call

Intellivision Software Can

Donkey Kong

Turbo

Venture

Mousetrap

Lady Bug

Smurl Auclion

Zaxxon

Carnival

30 50

30 50

30 50

30 50

30 50

30 50

30 50

30 50

Vtai.aaa. xaia J
(/its Alan)

Space Fury 30 50 • Trick Shol 18 60

TO ORDER!!!
FOR MME0UTE SWHEAT
Send money order, certified

check, cashiers check. Master

Charge. VISA (include card

number. Expiration Date. Name.

Address, and Zip. plus S2 50 lor

postage and handling)

Michigan residents add 4%
Sales Tax

Personal checks accepted

Allow 10 working days lor

check clearance

Prices subjeci lo change with-

out nolici

Supercharger - Powared Game*

Call

Tigervision
Call

GCE Vectrex
Call
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DISCOUNT
GAMES

fc=^
BY MAIL

"WE HAVE IT FIRST"
"SO YOU HAVE IT FIRST"

The Others make claims

But WE Make GUARANTEES:
If we can't ship within 72 hours*

we will send your money back
and retund your postage.

"GUARANTEED!!"

i

Point Master Competition

Joystick $12.95
Supercharger by Starpath

for Atari $49.95

Wico Joy Stick $24.95
Frogger for Atari $24.95

Ms. PacMan by Atari $24.95
Galaxian by Atari $24.95
Centipede by Atari $24.95

ALL PRICES INCLUDE SHIPPING
* Prices subieci to change without notice *

Send check or money order to.

DISCOUNT GAMES
1108 East Katella. Orange,CA 92667

California residents add 6%
Send Sell-Addressed Stamped
Envelope For FREE Catalog

Phone inquiries welcome
(714) 639-6704

*Within 72 hours of verified payment

VIDEO EXCHANGE
YOUR ONE STOP VIDEO SOFTWARE SOURCE

APRIL SPECIALS

AcWisioM

PITFALL
RIVER RAID

SPIDER FIGHTER
21

50
EA.

MEMOREX T-120

VIDEO TAPE
CASE LOTS OF 10

CCAAANTEED LOWEST PUCES..

ON VIDEO CAME CABTBJDCES FOB UITEUIVISION ATAII AND
COLEC0 VIDEO CAMES THE BEST SELECTION OF VEDEO TATE
AND ACCESSORIES CORDLESS TELEPHONES. AUDIOTAPE TIP
40 VIDEO MOVES. VIDEO DISC (C ED AND LASER) AND MORE

MOST ORDERS SHIPPED SAME DAY

COMPLETE LINES OF
ATAJU-DTTEUIVISION CDLECO SPECTHAVISION PARRE1 RROS
APOLLO OS CAME TOR MAXELL RCA SONY PANASONIC JVC
DISCWASHER COS CAMES-ARCADLA AND MORE

SEND s
2 FOR COMPLETE CATALOG

REFUNDABLE ON FIRST SALE...

18516 ADDISON
SOUTHFIELD. MICH. 48075
(313)-261-0615

so used to the 16K cassette/32K disk

format that it sometime slips in

against our best efforts. We also regret

giving the impression that Jacknow
— or "LeeJack", the only name by
which we've ever known him — is

running the show by himself. He now
apparently has built Swifty into a

growing enterprise.

On the question of Haunted Hill,

however. . .frankly, Peter, since my
BASIC cartridge was being employed
in the running of the program, I looked

to it as a natural excuse by way of

explaining the horrendous play ac-

tion. What you 're telling us, therefore,

is that the worst play action we've
ever seen on a modern piece of com-
puter software was accomplished with

assembly language?! I suggest this

otherwise laudatory game be rework-

ed by a programmer with at least a

modicum of knowledge regarding on-

screen character movement and
perhaps then re-release it. Until then,

it's just badprogramming without any
excuse.

Sorry, Peter, but we have to call

them as we see them.

INSIDE TRON
My friend told me that while playing

Midway's Tron, he selected the tank
maze and there were no tanks— only

Recognizers. I also heard that in the

I/O Tower contest, a Solar Sailor flies

overhead. Could you confirm or deny
this — and perhaps publish a photo?

Lance Layson

Calhous, GA
Ed: Your friend is obviously a very

good player who has penetrated the

deeper, darker secrets of the Midway
masterpiece. As for photos — why
spoil the thrill ofseeing it for yourself?

C'mon, Lance, you can make that

Solar Sailor take wing!

DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS: A
couple of items got by us last time.

Gorf, by CBS Videogames, was a Cer-

tificate of Merit winner in the Best Sci-

ence Fiction category and was inad-

vertently left off the list of winners.

There was also a slip-up in the tag-

lines given to several of the products in

January's "Reader Replay." For those

who were confused by this mistake,

we hereby present the Intellivoice

Speech Synthesis Unit in all its full-

color glory.

A quick way to correct the situation,

however, is to switch the identification

over both the ColecoVision and Intel-

livoice units in our January issue, and
you'll have everything in order.

The final problem concerns a winner
in the Computer Division of an Honor-

able Mention — Air Strike. The game
was incorrectly credited to "London"
Software, which is another company
altogether. The real producer was En-

glish Software.

Letters are just about our favorite

thing here at EG, so keep 'em flying.

Even though it's impossible to answer
individual letters — and still put out a

monthly, full-color magazine — we
read everything that comes through

our door in the mail sack and ap-

preciate it all — pro and con.

Who loves you? EG loves ya! Q

Q&A
Continued from page 99

plaint about a bad back just set me off.

Sit up straight! Expect my bill in the
mail. . .Lisa Savignano of Nanuet, NY,
has heard that the Swordquest series

can be played on the ColecoVision and
5200. As far as the doctor knows,
there is no 5200 version of the Sword-
quest yet available, though it can be
played through the ColecoVision 2600
adaptor. . . .

Q: / 'm going to be 12 in February and
am going to get a game system as a

present. With all the new systems out,

I'm confused about which one to buy.
I have considered a ColecoVision, but
you know how moms can be; she
wants me to get a VIC-20 because it

has a computer keyboard and more
educational games, but I'm still stuck

on ColecoVision. Any suggestions?

(Summer C. Cook, Foster, WV)
A: Okay, Summer, if a super game'
machine (with a soon-to-be-available

keyboard) is what you want, the

ColecoVision wins hands down. The
VIC-20 is truly an attractively priced

computer, but does not have a lot of
internal power or memory.
As I see it, the basic decision is this,

do you want a game machine that

allows you to program a little, or a

computer that'll play games as well as

perform more utilitarian functions.

As a 12-year old, you might pre-

fer to look at a good, upgradeable
computer. Go to a computer retailer

and get some hands-on experience
with the Atari, Commodore and other
systems. Check out the available

software — a computer with all the
memory in the world isn't going to be
of much use if there are no programs
— entertainment or otherwise — to
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use with it. The software support

network is very strong with the Apple

II and Atari computers and is just

beginning to blossom with the VIC.

Q: If Atari can put 27 games on one
cartridge, why can't the company
make one game with more than four

different playfields like Corf or Ven-
ture?

(Rich Benton, Atlanta, CA)
A: Whoa, there, Rich, hold those

computer-driven horses a gosh-darn

minute! First off, Atari VCS games
have boasted way more than 27
games — why, the original Space

Invaders for the 2600 had over a

hundred if my failing memory serves.

tt tt ft X X X
(!?i ftl ft (R fll (J6

"# w *» * w w
n n n n n n

y/ )? ?/ t? t? &

SPACE INVADERS

What we are talking about here,

however, is the difference between

games and game variations. When a

cartridge is released with a multitude

of play options such as (invisible

invaders, shifting invaders, invaders

dressed formally and informally, ad

infinitum) we are talking only about

subtle changes in a stable playfield.

Games such as Gorf and Venture

require totally different playfields for

each of their multi-scenarios. Each

such scenario requires considerable

computing power and the 2600 just

doesn't have the juice to generate 27

totally varied fields at this time

.

The distinction may seem subtle,

but it isn't — not by a long shot.

Q: In terms of computers, I've heard

that you can store your programs on

ordinary audio -tape cassettes. By
saying "ordinary tape cassettes", do

they mean the same kind of cassettes

that music is recorded on?
(Mark Cowan, Cortez, CO)

A: They do, indeed, Mark.

Computer code can be inscribed onto

audio tape and then loaded via a tape

drive into the computer, which then

puts the program on line. The down-
side to tape-loading is time —
anywhere from several minutes to

Here are the latest, most exciting arcade

and adventure games PDI has ever offered

ATARI '3 computer owners!

H&* SWAMP CHOMP
Life in the Muckedoo Swamp is tough. Alligators,

snapping turtles, vampire bats and even ghosts-
all try to eat you, a hungry defenseless Gorx. If

only you can make it to the feeder station and
metamorphose, you'll show them what a swamp
chomper can do! One or two players. 24K Disk &
Joystick/16K Cassette & Joystick.

M0DNBA5E 10
Most Innovative Game of 1982
(Electronic Games Magazine)

Moonbase lo is a winner every way. It's a voice-

activated arcade game with three very different

adventure settings. 1) Navigate the alien mine
field. 2) Defend Moonbase lo. 3) Attack & destroy

mother ship. If you win, you get a personal Presi-

dential commendation from Earth! Seven levels of

difficulty Sensational graphics. 24K Disk, Cassette

& Joystick/16K Cassette & Joystick.

lie>N Clipper (Around The Horn in 1850)

You're the captain of a clipper ship bound from

New York to San Francisco, with lots of decisions

to make. You pick vessel, cargo, crew and course.

Then use your skills to overcome storms, icebergs,

illness, delays, doldrums, mutiny and more! Voice-

narrated, this high adventure challenges your

brain and navigation skills. 32K Disk, Cassette

& Joystick/24K Cassette & Joystick.

Available at leading stores or direct from POI is a trademark ol Alan. Inc

Program Design, Inc. 1 1 Idar Court, Greenwich, CT 06830
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20th CENTURY SUPPLY inc
COMPUTER AND VCS PARTS

53 Tolland Street East Harttord. CT 06108 (203) 289-7003

QQ INCLUDES:
,99 Plastic Insert,

Circuit Board,

Spring ,

POWER SUPPLIES

$8.35 INCLUDES:
2 Plastic Inserts

$3.99

Save C.O.D. charges - Use VISA or MASTERCARD

CALL FOR DEALER PRICING Atari is .» Warn"r Communications ( tompanj

20th

CENTURY
W176

Burn side Avenue
East Hartford, CT 06108

In.
jK

(203) 289-7903

what seems like hours for longer

programs.

Empire of the Overmind (Avalon-

Hill), which was originally available

only on cassette, inspired jokes about

starting the loading procedure, taking

a bath, having dinner, catching a play

— in another city — and bicycling

home just in time for the load to

complete — with an error message
indicated on the second line.

Disc drives input the code into the

memory banks much more swiftly and
cartridges are even faster still, and,

naturally, require no peripherals other

than an input slot located somewhere
on the console.

The up-side to cassette programs?
They're cheap, almost everyone has a

player and they open up the world of

program storage to the novice com-

puterist.

LAST QUACKS FROM THE CAME
QUACKER: In the wake of EG's
tremendous success, we have seen
scores of imitators taking to the news-

stand shelves, boasting ratings on
games that not only haven't been
released, but aren't even designed yet!

At a recent press gathering, the game
croaker showed Mike Katz, head hon-

cho on the ColecoVision account, all

about some of the reviews that have
been appearing in our competitors'

pages. Mike was, to put it mildly,

floored. "/ haven't even seen that one
yet!" he told me as he scanned the

page. "And that one isn't ready yet,

either!"

When game magazines are review-

ing games before they're designed, we
feel the need to inform our readers to

watch out. Remember your first and

best source of gaming info: EG. We
may not be able to fit in every game,

but what we do review, we've played.

And that's your old friend, the Game
Doctor (in Latin, by the way, that's

"Gamus Doctorus", but why get

high-and-mighty, right? See you next

month — oil those joysticks and keep

on gaming! q

STAND-ALONE SCENE
Continued from page 103

town computer-controlled boys of

summer. The upper third of the display

lets you pick the pitch. Using an aiming

method originally introduced in video

bowling games, a cursor travels verti-

cally up and down in front of the

pitcher. Wind up and throw to the left

or right of the plate, or aim one right

down the pipe. You can use one of
110 Electronic Games



^TheClimbingGatnis^

Build Your Own

WKIJLV ARCADE
Video Game Enclosure

*******************
* Enjoy the fun and realism of an arcade in *
* your own home with "FflKWir" flRCflCE""', the *
* new video game enclosure! ***************************
Custom designed plans are now available for all Atari',"

Intellivision"", Odyssey 2'", Colecovision ,M
, and Sears

Equivalent Systems, (with or without voice modules).
Plans include: layout and cutting drawings, step-by-

step assembly drawings and instructions, and a list of

all required materials (obtainable from your local hard-

ware store for less than $50).

*******************
Please send me set(s) of custom plans at

$9.95 per set for my:
Atari ™ VCS/Atari '" 2600 AR/Sears Video Arcade'
Atari™ 5200/Sears Video Arcade II™

Intellivision"" /Sears Super Video Arcade™
lntellivision™ll

Odyssey 2™
Colecovision™

I enclose $ .*, check or money order, (add

$1.00 for postage and handling).

Name:

Street:

City: State Zip
^nM^BMB^MBBMM^BBHHHH^BH^

' MD. residents add 5% state sales tax"
* * Family Arcade is in no way affiliated with the above

mentioned manufacturers or their products

FflMJLV ARCADE
4923 Powder Mill Road

Beltsville, Maryland 20705

YOU'RE NOT GOING TO BELIEVE—
OUR LOW-LOW PRICES ON VIDEO GAMES,
CARTRIDGES. COMPUTERS + ACCESSORIES
ATARI • ACTIVISION • APOLLO •

IMAGIC • COLECO • MATTEL
PARKER BROTHERS a • VIDTEC a • BREAKTHROUGH

ODYSSEY • &MOREM!
MOST ORDERS SHIPPED FOLLOWING DAY RECEIVED!!!

SEND 25c FOR COMPLETE PRICE LISTS

MAXARON HOME ENTERTAINMENT
22932 VAN DYKE, WARREN, Ml 48089

MASTERCARD /VISA
• OPEN 7 DAYS •(313) 758-7884

VIDEO SPECIALTY STORES

*VM* HIGH e**H ******** #*£*^ NOW IN /777V> LOCATIONS ^^"^ IN THE USA Vi^J/ AND CANADA ^^
Lucrative Ground-Floor Opportunity to Own Your Own Video Specialty Store in the EXPLOSIVE HOME
VIDEO MARKET' Operate your own Sales and Rental Business, featuring Maior Studios Videocassettes

and Discs. Video Games. Top Brand Video Equipment and Many Profitable Video Accessories. Total Turn-

Key Operation Public Company (NASDAQ. VDEO) supports you in its SUCCESS PROVEN Concept in a

Maior Growth Oriented Business. Investment required from 134,500 Secured by Extensive Inventory.

Protected Area and Promotional Material. Comprehensive On Site Training provided. * NO ROYALTIES! *

NO FRANCHISE FEE! * For Further Details. Call or Write (Include Phone Number) to: Mr. Kramer. Director

of Marketing. THE VIDEO STATION. INC.. 1740 Stanford St.. Santa Monica CA 90404. (213)453-5535

THE LARGEST CHAIN OF AFFILIATED VIDEO STORES IN THE US & CANADA
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D
— For rhe Senous Electronic Gamer —

nmpuGflmES
ATARI

VC5, 400 ondfiOO.

APPLE. INTELLIVISION, TR5.

ODY55EY. DALLY. PET

and more of VERY LOW prices

We cony full lines of

Gome Computers Cartridges

Storage Coses Cassette and
Disk Gomes Joysticks and other

gome accessories oil Near Wholesale'

Join COMPUGAMERS CLUB. Take advantage of

Greater Discounts and Freebies. Details m carolog

Allow 2-4 Weeks Photocopied Coupon Accepted

30 DAY - 100% GUARANTEE
On All Items

Clip rhis ad and moil olong with

$2 00 for Corolog and Price Lisrs

You II be giod you did 1 ' 1

ZIP

Mail To

COMPUGAMES. INC.

Carolog Depf
P.O. Box 190

Enfield. CT 06062
Chech o-MO onlv

Thanks to you ibs working The United Way

The new dimension in video games that
Doubles the Size of your field of play!

BEAMSCOPE makes playing
video gome favorites like

Asteroids, Space Invaders or

Pac Man, twice as much fun.

Once you play video games
witti BEAMSCOPE, you won't
evet want to play them without

It

Check these exciting features:

> Exceptional Color
Clarify.

* Installs Without Tools

>> Use Under Normal
Ughfing.

.rr Minimum Floor Space
Regulred.

K* Affordably Priced
« Three (3) Models fo

Choose From.

MOW HWuMi"1 dtaplay u»»d b» MrmhMon
Ol AtaA. Inc

112 Electronic C»mes

[INTERNATIONAL MARKETING SERVICES, INC.
710 REDMAC ST. PORT RICHEY, FL 33568

(813) 842-3231

three pitch control buttons to curve it

outside, inside, or throw a fast ball. The
longer the key is depressed, up to a
maximum of two seconds, the faster

the speed of the ball. Depress the key

longer than that, and the pitch turns

careless and becomes easier to hit.

Use of the aiming cursor and pitch

buttons in different combinations pro-

duces nine kinds of throws. Batters

vary with respect to batting eye, hit-

ting power and batting skill, depend-
ing on the positions in the lineup, and
pitches should be chosen with these

strengths in mind.

The Casio BB- 10 offers a reasonably

pleasant pitching and hitting game.
The clever split screen displays the

action convincingly, and the use of the

bowling-style cursor in the pitching

sequence provides enough of a variety

of throws to hold the gamer's interest

for a long time. Q

I

Strikes are almost as certain

in our society as death and
taxes. Some Americans have
become pretty fatalistic con-

cerning walkouts by the folks

who cart the garbage, land

the airplanes and drive the

railroads. This month's cover

shows that things could get

even worse. . .the videogame
characters could strike. For-

tunately, this special cover in

celebration of April Fools Day
is the closest we're likely to

come to such a calamity.



Interaction between the readers and editors of Electronic Games helps make this a

better magazine. The more we here at EG know about who you are and what you want

to read, the better we can satisfy your needs and desires. That's why we run a Reader Poll

in every single issue of this magazine. Rest assured that even though we protect the

anonymity of every respondent to our survey, the editor personally reads each and every

ballot received. And of course, this is also your ballot for casting your vote for the most

popular videogames, computer game programs and coin-op arcade machines.

Please return this poll sheet—or a photocopy, if you prefer to keep your Electronic

Games in perfect condition—to: Electronic Games. 235 Park Avenue South, New York,

N.Y. 10003.

SEX AND AGE:

Male Female Age.

HOUSEHOLD INCOME:

Under $5000 Q $5000-9999
$10,000- 14.999

$15,000- 19,999

$20,000-24,999 $25,000 +

MARITAL STATUS:

Single Married

NUMBER OF CHILDREN
IN HOUSEHOLD:

AGES.

Under 2 D 3-5

6-11 12-17

Please check off the equipment which you own
or plan to buy within the next 12 months:

Plan to BuyOwn
Atari VCS
Intellivision

ColecoVision

Odyssey'

Atari 5200

Other Videogame System

VIC-20

Atari 400/800

IBM Personal Computer

Apple II

Other Microcomputer

Video Cassette Recorder

Videodisc Player

Giant Screen Television

Stereo System

How many hours per week do you spend playing various electronic games:

Less than 2 hours Q 2-5 hours 6-10 hours More than 10 hours

How much do you spend per week on electronic games:

Under $2 S2-5 $6-10 Over S10

How many people, besides yourself will read this issue of Electronic Games:

My favorite videogame cartridges are:

My favorite microcomputer games are:

My favorite coin-op games are:
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THE PLAYERS GUIDE
TO THE "CUTE" GAMES
A year ago, the electronic gaming field

was dominated by the sound of on-

screen explosions. Now thanks to games
like Freeway and Pac-Man, charming
visuals and lilting sound effects are all the

rage. This magazine-within-a-magazine

will help separate the games that only

look good from the ones that play good,

too!

EC'S SECOND ANNUAL
SPRING GAMING PREVIEW
Even in a hobby in which the word "new"
is taken for granted, 1983 is shaping up as

a year marked by unparalleled excite-

ment and product innovation. Here's

your chance to find out now about the

videogames, computer progams, and

stand-alones everyone will be playing

in the coming months.

CONFESSIONS OF AN
ARCADE TECHNICIAN
What kind of man repairs Donkey Kong?
One of our enterprising reporters spent a

few days riding shotgun for a top arcade

techie to get the fascinating behind-the-

scenes story.

SECOND-HAND
VIDEOGAMES, ANYONE?
If a tight budget is preventing you from

getting all the home arcade games you

crave, this article will tell you how you can

get more for less by dipping into the used

cartridge market.

There'll be plenty of other exciting articles and features

of interest to arcaders, plus these regular columns:

• Passport to Adventure
• Q&A
* Inside Gaming
* Arcade America
* Computer Gaming
• Programmable Parade

• Switch On!
• New Products

• Test Lab
• Readers Replay

• EG Hotline

• Games Library

* Stand-Alone Scene
* Mini-Arcade Gallery

* Coin-Op Classroom
* Strategy Session

* Insert Coin Here
* Pinball Palace



THERE'S NO ESCAPING
THE EXCITEMENT!

The human race has met its match!
The Beebots of Bern and their Killer

Bees have invaded! Conventional
weapons do nothing! Nuclear weapons
do nothing!

Where do we run? Where do we
hide?

Saving the earth is in your hands!

Your only defense against the

Beebots is the sting of your earth bees.

Your only defense against the Killer Bees
is your Rosha Ray. You have 26 different

levels of challenge. Each one faster and^L
tougher than the one before. JHigh-level^^

the Voice of Odyssey" For one or more
players-but players who can take it. The
excitement is endless!

digital scoring with memory. Exciting

sync-sound action when played through
Over 52 games
available.



We're talking really deep
trouble here. You're the

captain ot a deep-diving

<-* submarine, and your scuba
-"*' ~± ^ divers are being attacked.

Schools ot great white

sharks have a school lunch

program in mind, and your

divers are the main course. You've got to be fast, or

your divers will be fast food.

While you've got your eyes on your divers, modem day
bluebeards have their eyes on you. These pirates have
subs of their own, but they want yours too. Nobody
ever said being a captain was easy.

By the way, you'd better check your air supply. You may
have to surface to fill your

tanks.

What will your divers do
then?

What will the pirates do?

What will you do?

These questions and more
can only be answered with

Seaquesf" for the Atari

260CT Another hit by Steve

Cartwright for Activision.

division
WE PUT YOU IN THE GAME.
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